খর্ম—(1) a short or tall (বর্যন্ত), reduced decreased diminished (বর্যন্ত হওয়া), thwarted, curved restrained, foiled (গতিধী হওয়া) lowered humbled (খর্ম হওয়া) (2) n of a ten thousand million খর্ম হওয়া—ν to reduce, to decrease, to diminish to thwart to curve to restrain to force, to lower to humble খর্মন্যায়া—a of short stature, short, small, diminutive খর্মন্যায়া—n shortness খর্মন্যায়া—a reduced de-reased, diminished, thwarted curved restrained foiled lowered, humbled খবর্লা—n a small boat-shaped galloper for pouncing medicine খবর্লা, খবর্লা—n pl this galloper and a pestle খলুত—n a malicious envious, dissimulating, hypocritical, crooked cruel, base mean খলুত—n male envy maliciousness, dissimulation, hypocrisy, crookedness cruelty baseness meanness খলুত—ν to envy to malice to dissimulate to practise hypocrisy to play the crook to practise cruelty খলুতোক্তি, খলুতোক্তি—n a crooked or insidious utterance খলুতান—n a coarse bamboo mat, a granary made of bamboo mats খলুতা, খলুতা—to cover with coarse bamboo matting খলুতা খলুতা—a fencing of bamboo mats খলুতে—coll corrupt of খলুতা খলিন—n oil-cake, car wax খলিন—ν a beld খলিন—n a beld, ruin, mouth-piece of a bridle a bit খলিন্দ খলিন্দ—n a caliph a calif a khali of a master artisan, master tailor, a tailor (dhero) one who plays the i boss খলিন্দ—n caliphate, the profession of an artisan or a tailor খলিন্দার লাসা খলিন্দার লাসা—n a species of fish akin to but smaller than the Anabas খলিন্দ—alt. spell of খলিন্দ খলিন্দ—alt. spell of খলিন্দ খলিন্দ—n expressing the metallic noise of sweet laughter খলিন্দ খলিন্দ—n expressing the metallic noise of sweet laughter খলিন্দে—ν to laugh loudly with a sweet metallic noise খলিন্দে—ν to laugh loudly and giving out a sweet metallic noise. 
খসান্ত, খসান্ত—n cus cus khus khus খসান্ত—n not smooth, rough (to the touch)
away or corroded কিনারা—v to receive a blow, to be buffeted কিনারা—v to scrape or gnaw away to eat away পাব- কিনারা—v to be rebuked or rebuked চাণি—n character-assassination প্রকাশি- কিনারা—v to be rebuked or reproached, to be taken to task কাপড়-কাপড়ি—v mutual entertainment at tables, mutual feasting, (idio) mutual quarrelling (কাপড়-কাপড়ি করা)

বাঁধিও-বাঁধিও—n eating and connected affairs, eating and drinking বাঁধিও-বাঁধিও—v to eat and drink বাঁধিও—v to feed, to cause to drink or take or smoke or chew, to cause to accept (খুব বাঁধিও), to cause to receive or suffer (দান বাঁধিও), to cause to spoil or ruin (ঝাপ বাঁধিও), to cause to consume or absorb (তুলনা বাঁধিও), to cause to be eaten or worn away to cause to be corroded

বাঁধের—n of বাঁধের

বাঁধি—n desire craving avidity greed demand (নিয়ে বাঁধারের বাঁধিও লিখি)

বাঁধিত—n want, shortage, (inc.) avidity, greed demand

বাঁধি, বাঁধি, বাঁধি—n the noise of clearing one's throat a hawking noise বাঁধারে—n to hawk

বাঁধি—v to express emptiness of loneliness (পাব-বাঁধি করে) suffering due to estrangement or bereavement (না বাঁধি করা) state of being extremely stricken or scorched with heat (লাল মাটি বাঁধি করা)

বাঁধারে—n a cage, a frame (পুরুষ করি) বাঁধারে—v to encage বাঁধারে—v to encage

বাঁধারে—n a notch, an indent, a groove, a hollow, an aperture (দেওয়ালের বাঁধারে), a line, a wrinkle, a furrow (কাঘাত বাঁধারে), a fold (পাটের বাঁধারে) বাঁধারে তেষ্যতি—v to notch to indent বাঁধারে—v to contract into wrinkles or furrows or folds, to become hollow বাঁধারে—v to contract to the dovetails (বাঁধে-বাঁধে অকাটনের বাঁধারে—v to dovetail

বাঁধারে, বাঁধারে—n (si) country-made or home-brewed wine, country wine gog

বাঁধারে, বাঁধারে—n a pure, unadulterated (বাঁধারে নি), genuine, real, honest pure-souled dependable (বাঁধারে লোক), weighty right, important, judicious (বাঁধারে কথা)

বাঁধারে—n molasses condensed into granular form

বাঁধারে—n a large falchion used in immolating beasts, a large falchion the horned appendage on the nose of the rhinoceros

বাঁধারে—n an estuary, an inlet, a creek

বাঁধারে—v a husked but unbroken বাঁধারে—n husked but unbroken lentil

বাঁধারে, (coll) বাঁধারে—a snub-nosed fem

বাঁধারে, (coll) বাঁধারে বাঁধারে—a snub-nose

বাঁধারে—n ashes পুরুষা কাপড় হওয়া—v to be burnt to ashes

বাঁধারে—n a humble servant, the name of a former political party of Indian Muslims

বাঁধারে, বাঁধারে—v of বাঁধারে

বাঁধারে—n of বাঁধারে

বাঁধারে, pop var of বাঁধারে

বাঁধারে—n a kind of reed used as a pen

বাঁধারে—n species of tall reed

বাঁধারে—v made at Khagda (বাঁধারে স্বান)

বাঁধারে—n a dusky brown color, a drab cloth used esp. for military uniforms

বাঁধারে, বাঁধারে—v for indicating one who eats up consuming devouring (বাঁধারে বাঁধারে তাতার কথা)

বাঁধারে—n a kind of reed made of flour and sugar, a of fruits, a of fruits slightly hard (বাঁধারে কমল মাটি), lacking in intelligence, stupid good-for-nothing (বাঁধারে লোক)

বাঁধারে, বাঁধারে—n a treasurer, a cashier, a paymaster বাঁধারে, বাঁধারে—n a treasurer, a cashier, a paymaster, a paymaster's office

বাঁধারে—n revenue rent (বাঁধারে লাভ বাঁধারে)

বাঁধারে, বাঁধারে—n a treasurer, a cashier, a paymaster, a paymaster's office

বাঁধারে—n a treasury বাঁধারে-বাঁধারে—n realization of rent or revenue

বাঁধারে, (dcr) one who tries (ridiculously) to live in a princely style, a top

বাঁধারে—n a cot, a bedstead

বাঁধারে—n not long or tall (বাঁধারে বড়, বাঁধারে গড়ে), of short width (বাঁধারে কাটা), not loud low (খলে গলাই), backward (বাঁধারে কাটা), inefficient (কাটা বাঁধারে), weak (বাঁধারে কাটা) কাটার করা—v to shorten to reduce, to shorten the width of, to lower, to humble (কাটা কাটার কাটা), to disfigure, to belittle (বাঁধারে হওয়া—v to become short, to become less wide or long than what is necessary, to be of short measure (কাটার হওয়া হওয়া) to be inferior to (কাটার অপেক্ষা কাটা হওয়া), to prove oneself inefficient, to be humiliated, to look small (লোকের কাছে বাঁধারে হওয়া), বাঁধারে—a low voice বাঁধারে—n (lit.) shortsightedness (বাঁধারে)
narrow-mindedness, mean-mindedness, niggardliness, avarice; to be hard of hearing; lack of intelligence or understanding

ঢালি — a quarrelsome, termagant female
ঢালি, ৩.৫.২ — termagant, shrewish
ঢাট্টি — a confectioner
ঢাট্টি — a pit, a hole, a ditch, a pond, a tank, a creek, an inlet, a mine, a moat
ঢাট্টি — a debitor
ঢাট্টি — a book for writing or scribbling, an account-book, a ledger, a register
ঢাট্টি — to maintain an account-book or ledger
ঢাট্টি — n pl books for writing or scribbling collectively, different account-books or ledgers, records, registers
ঢাট্টি — a fresh account-book or ledger opened (usu on the New Year's Day) for the coming year — a (religious) festival on the occasion of the ceremonial opening of the new account-book or ledger

ঢাট্টি — n cordial reception (ঢাট্টি পাওয়া) respect, honour (বিষয়ের পাওয়া), influence (শুধুমাত্র পাওয়া), amity (খুব বড় পাওয়া), interest, sake account (কারণে পাওয়া)
ঢাট্টি — v to receive cordially, to treat respectfully, to care for (কারণে পাওয়া)
ঢাট্টি — 1. n certainty, assuredness, assurance, assurance
ঢাট্টি — 2. a assured, certain, assured, assured
ঢাট্টি — v to comply with a friendly request of, to comply with
ঢাট্টি — v to comply with a friendly request of, to comply with, to care for
ঢাট্টি — (1) n slight contempt, disregard
ঢাট্টি — n respect, polite regard, flattering attention

ঢাট্টি — n (Mus.) a title suffixed to the names of (unmarried) Muslim women
ঢাট্টি — n alloy, base metal
ঢাট্টি — n (Mus.) the bass, a quarry, a pit, a hole, a ditch, a mine
ঢাট্টি — (1) a one who eats or consumes
ঢাট্টি — (2) an eater, a consumer
ঢাট্টি — n, eating, consumption
ঢাট্টি — n a measure of land (— ১১ বিষয়), a basin (made of wood or metal or stone)
ঢাট্টি — var of ঢাট্টি
ঢাট্টি — a. eaten, consumed
ঢাট্টি — n, a servant, an attendant, a caretaker or warden of a mosque
ঢাট্টি — 3.2 indicating one who eats, eating (দর্শনী)
ঢাট্টি — var of ঢাট্টি
one approximately (সেতাল্লক্ষ, পাটাল্লক্ষ), nearly approximately (হুয়ের খাতিন)।

খাপ—n a scabbard a sheath (ঐক্ষলের খাপ), a holster (গিলাতের খাপ), a case (নলায়ের খাপ), agreement, congruity, suitability, closeness or density of texture texture খাপ খাপা—nu to agree with, to be congruent with, to be in keeping or harmony with to suit, to adjust oneself to খাপে রাখা—n to sheathe, to put in the case খাপ হইতে খাপা—n to unsheathe, to take out of the case খাপ-খালা—a unsheathed bare খাপ-বাড়ি—a unsuitable unbecoming, inconsistent irrelevant, incoherent, disjointed, casual stray, queer quaint (খাপ খালা খালা জ্যামাই)।

খাপরা—n a potsherd, pantile খাপরন—n a small hut with pantile shed

খাপফুলকথ—var of খাপফুলকথ খাপ খাপ—var of খাপ

খাপসন্ন—(1) n to agree, to be congruent, (of textiles) to shrink (2) a agreed shrink খাপসন্ন—n to cause to agree, to bring to agreement to cause to shrink to shrink

খান্দ—(1) n a enraged angry খান্দ হওয়া—n to get angry to be out of temper, to get or fly into a temper

খাঙ্গল, খাঙ্গল—n the palm of the hand, a handful (এক খাঙ্গল), the paw a seizure or a stroke (usu a sudden one) with the palm of the paw, a bite খাঙ্গল মরা—n to seize or strike or scratch (usu suddenly) with the palm or the paw to paw to bite, (fig) to (try to) appropriate to oneself a part of খাঙ্গল—(1) n same as খাঙ্গল মরা (2) a seized or struck or scratched with the palm or the paw, pawed, bitten খাঙ্গলাইয়া খাঙ্গলা খাঙ্গলা—n to snatch eagerly, to grab

খাদ্য—(1) n food, meal, tiffin, snacks (2) a edible, meant for eating or drinking (খাদ্য বিনিম, খাদ্য কল) খাদ্যরাগান—n a seller of snacks খাদ্যর ঘর—dining room

খাস্তিন—n an instance of obstructed breathing, a gasp খাস্তি খাস্তি—n to gasp (as a drowning person does), (fig) to be on the point of death, to have the last gasp, (fig) to stumble

খাস্তিন—n an envelope, a cover খাস্তি খাস্তি, খাস্তির প্রথম করা—n to close an envelope খাস্তি খাস্তি, খাস্তির প্রথম—n to enclose in an envelope
deteriorate (বৃদ্ধির অভাব ধারণ করার ফল), to put out of order, to damage (সে বড় কাটাক ধারণ করা), to soil or deface (সে মূর্তিপুলক ধারণ করা), to ruffle (লুট ধারণ করা), to debase (নিম্পূহ ধারণ করা), to upset (চোর ধারণ করা), to make or become unwell (শ্যামল ধারণ করা), to make or become wicked (শ্যামল ধারণ করা), to make or grow worse, to worsen, toHDR

্দমন—n a pillar, a post  ধাব্লু—n a variety of yam

ধামাকা, ধামণা, ধামোকা—adv alt spellings of ধামাকা

ধামালামাল—n eccentricity, whimsicality, vagary, a whim or caprice a freak  ধামলামাল—a eccentric, whimsical, capricious, freakish

ধামল, ধামলা—same as ধামল, ধামলা

ধামালবন—(I) v to tweed or scratch with all the nails of a hand or a paw (2) a tweaked or scratched thus

ধামিল—n act of tweaking with several (usu. five or four) finger-nails  ধামিল ধারা—v to tweak thus

ধামাকা—adv without cause or provocation for nothing unnecessarily

ধামাল—n a threshing floor a farmyard, a granary  ধামল—n a granary, a farm, a granary-building a farmhouse, a dwelling-house with a granary within its precincts

ধামি—n ferment, yeast, a joint or loop of a piece of ornament (such as a necklace)

ধামি—n ferment, yeast, leaven

ধামি—n perfumed tobacco

ধামোকা—pop var of ধামাকা

ধামল—n a pillar, a large post

ধামল—n an Indian musical mode

ধামিল—var of ধামিল

ধামাল, (dial) ধামালী—a bad evil ill, harmful (ধামাল অভাব ধামাল হারাও), inferior (ধামাল কাপড়), wicked (ধামাল কাপড়), discourteous uncivil, haughty rude (ধামাল বাহির), obscene filthy (ধামাল কথা), bad rotten unwholesome (ধামাল ধারণ হয়েছে), miserable indigent (ধামাল আদিক অধিক), deteriorated worsened alarming (বৃদ্ধির অভাব ধারণ হওয়া), hard to cure or infectious (ধামাল রোগ না রোগী), infected (ধামাল হওয়া), ominous, auspicious (ধামাল মন), ugly (ধামাল মন), deranged (ধামাল ধারণ), soiled dirty (ধামাল ডুবে আবেদন ধারণ হয়েছে), evil or difficult (ধামাল পথ ধারণ করার ফল), to make or become bad, to spoil, to bungle (কাটতে ধারণ করা), to pollute (চুরী ধারণ করা), to soil (ধারণ করা), to make or become unwell (শ্যামল ধারণ করা), to ruin ( ধারণ ধারণ করা), to distress or feel distressed (নিম্পূহ ধারণ করা), to cause a decline (অধিক অবহেলা ধারণ করা), to make or grow worse, to worsen, to HDR

ধাল—n a canal, a strait, a channel, a quagmire, a pit lowland (also ধালাল), (dial) cramp (dial) skin, hide  ধাল—n a canal or a channel  ধাল—n a canal or a channel  ধাল—n a canal or a channel  ধাল—n to dig a canal or a channel  ধাল—n to flay  ধাল—v to have a cramp to cramp  ধাল—n to invite evil, to ask or look for trouble, to allow room to an evil-doer through indiscreet act  ধাল—n to invite evil, to ask or look for trouble, to allow room to an evil-doer through indiscreet act
dhalar—n of ধাল

ধাল—n in endearment  ধালু—n (Mus) the husband of one’s mother’s sister, an uncle  ধালু—n one’s mother’s sister, an aunt

ধালাল—n a born of one’s mother’s sister

ধালাল—(I) n release (of a prisoner), acquittal (of an accused), delivery (of a woman in travail), relief, riddance (হার থেকে ধালাল), (of a consignment) act of taking delivery (of), unloading, (of a thing pawned or mortgaged) redeeming. (2) a released, acquitted, delivered (of a child), relieved rid, that which has been taken delivery of, unloaded, redeemed ধালাল করা—v to release, to obtain acquittal of, to deliver (a woman in travail) of a child, to relieve, to rid, to take delivery of, to unload, to redeem ধালাল করা—v to release, to acquire, to relieve, to rid, to give delivery of ধালাল পাওয়া—v to be released or acquitt-
ed to be delivered of a child, to be relieved खालस-लगवा—1 to take delivery of, to redeem खालस-पट्न—n a passport, an order for acquittal or release

खालसी—a released, acquitted that which has been taken delivery of, unloaded, redeemed खालसी—a usufructuary खालसी—n a shipmate, a mate, (rare) an ordinary soldier or sailor without rank

खाली—(1) a empty (खाली कल्पना), vacant (खाली पल), void (खाली पल), incessant (खाली कल्पना), mere (खाली धारा) (2) adv: only (खाली एकता बसल), always (खाली कल्पना) खाली हात—empty handed, carrying nothing खाली गला—empty stomach

खाली-खाली—adv: of a for nothing (खाली-खाली गला रक्षक), rather empty (बितना गला-खाली गला ठेकेदार)

खालीकुली—n a very small stream a streamlet

खालीता—n baldness खाली, खालु—see खाली

खालुई—n a small portable creel a fish-creel

खास—a special, special (खास-पद्धति) personal private, own (खासकर) under direct ownership or control of the proprietor (खास-पद्धति) खासकरण—n a private chamber खासकार—n agricultural land not let out to the tenants but cultivated directly by the owner, a demesne a domain खास-खास, खास-कर—n an estate directly under the landlord a demesne a domain खास खास, खास कर—n to bring under direct control to take away from tenancy

खास-पद्धति—n cutglass a chandelier made of cutglass

खास—a of superior quality, excellent, fine delicious

खास, खासी—(1) n a castrated goat, (in mild rebuke) a fool a noncompoop (2) a castrated (खास वर्ण खासी मेला) खासी करा—v to castrate

खासी, (dial) खास—a corrupted, spoilt, salt (खासी पैदा) salted कुशल खास—frequent imitations spoil (or corrupt) the original (cp) Religion hides her face when her clergymen preach

For words in खास, not given separately see खास
annoying or imploring or goading to action or instigating:  

- to prick or thrust or poke or jab one another, to prick or thrust or poke or probe or jab or goad to action or instigate or annoy or implore continuously or repeatedly.

- a vessel for measuring rice paddy and other grains weighing 21 slers.

- to search, to seek, to investigate, to try to trace, to trace to inquire about.

- Alt spell of 

- an arch, a vault, a dome.

- betel leaf rolled into a cup having lime and betel-nut etc.

- development of fallow land.

- expressing a giggling sound.

- utterance of obscene language.

- reins crouching, rolls.

- to urter obscene or filthy words, to rail (at or against), to ridicule.

- a prick (as of a thorn), a thrust (as of a spear), a poke, a jab (as of a stick), a scratch (as of a pen) a wound caused by a prick or thrust or poke.

- to prick, to thrust, to poke to jab, to goad, to goad to action to incite or instigate to annoy, to scratch (with a pen), to write hastily to write against (esp indirectly).

- an upright and sharp-pointed bristle (কিন্ত শেলিচেশিল) a stroke of the pen, a scratch of the pen hasty writing, a written (and esp indirect) adverse report, a written representation.

- to write something briefly and hastily, to scratch a line.

- mutual prickling or thrusting or poking or jabbing continuously or repeated pricking or thrusting or poking or probing or goading or

- to dig, to excavate, to knock.
or strike (བཀར་བ་) to cause evil to a person by taking excessive notice of or praising him or her, to cast an evil eye 
(2) a dug excavated भुजात् (1) to cause to dig or excavate to cause to be dug or excavated (2) a dug, excavated 
शिकंता—(1) a (of a woman) lame (2) n a lame woman
शिक—n a scar, an ugly mark, a defect in the shape or appearance, a defect a flaw, a fault an omission a blemish शोची—v to find fault with, to cavil to carp at
शोच्यस्त्र, शोच्यस्त्रकलिन्य—n carping, peevishness pettishness fastidiousness शोच्यकरा—v to carp at to cavil to grumble mildly for a trifling omission or defect शोच्यहो—a peevish pettish fastidious hard to please
शौचिन्य—n a small hand-bag or purse woven with thread
शौचर्य,—dial var of शौचर्य
शौचर्य—n a scoured possessing an ugly mark, defective in shape or appearance, defective, faulty having a blemish शौचिन्य—n silk, jute fabric made of silk or jute, a kind of coarse fabric शौच—n a one who weaves coarse fabric (शूचित)
शौचित, शौचितका—milder forms of शौच, शौचका and शौचका respectively शौचित, शौची—(1) n an infant girl a little girl a daughter (2) मृत्यु (voc) मृत्यु daughter my girl शौचित्य—n simulating the behaviour of a little girl adopted girls—n affectionate form of शौची
शूचित, शूचित, शूचित—n a portable wicker-bag for carrying books (cp) a satchel शूचित—n a satchel and the books in it
शूचित, शूचित, शूचित—(1) n miscellaneous and small casual (पुल्लिंग कल) retained (पुल्लिंग रक्षित) (2) n (sing & pl) small coin(s) change शूचित—v to convert a currency note etc into small coins to change money शूचित—n, rickshaw, shabbies शूचित—var of शूचित शूचित—n a small tray शूचितका—n a cover for a tray शूचित, शूचित—milder forms of शूचित, शूचित respectively शूचित, शूचित—a born of a younger brother of one's father or father-in-law svuncular
शृण्यक—see शृण्य
शृण्य, (coll) शृण्य—n a younger brother of one's father an uncle fem शृण्यकी—the wife of one's father's younger brother an aunt शृण्यक, (coll) शृण्य—n a younger brother of one's father-in-law, an uncle-in-law fem शृण्यकी, (coll) शृण्यकी—n an aunt-in-law शृण्य—var of शृण्य
शृण्य—n a particle or fragment of a grain of rice, a particle or fragment of any grain शृण्यका—n a single such fragment or particle शृण्यका—n (lit) huskins and particles of grains, (fig) very humble or bad food, (fig) paltry things or acquisitions शृण्य—var of शृण्य
शृण्य—v to engrave to carve शृण्य—n engraving carving शृण्य—v to engrave, to carve शृण्य—v to cause to engrave or carve to cause to be engraved or carved शृण्य—var of शृण्य
शृण्य, शृण्य—a very small tiny fem शृण्यकी—one as glutinous as the mythical anthropophagi, (fig) an extremely voracious eater शृण्य—(1) n blood a murder, an act of homicide (2) a exhausted (काम दम) शृण्य beside oneself (हथेन शृण्य) शृण्य करा—v to murder to do (one) to death, to do (one) in शृण्य चापा, शृण्य चापा, शृण्य चापा—v to become possessed with a murderous frenzy to have murder in one's eyes, to grow furious to see red शृण्यहो—v to be murdered, to be beside oneself to become exhausted शृण्य करा चापा देय चापा शृण्य करा—n murder will out शृण्यचाप्र, शृण्यचाप्र, शृण्यचाप्र—n a bloody affray or riot, an extensive bloodshed शृण्यचाप्र, शृण्यचाप्र—n a bickering for pleasure, an amorous bickering for pleasure शृण्यचाप्र—n mutual killing, a violent affray a tumultuous brawl or blood-hed शृण्यचाप्र करा वा हो—v to be engaged in mutual killing or a violent affray or a tumultuous brawl शृण्य, (coll) शृण्य—(1) n a murderous one who has committed murder (शृण्यका आगावी) extremely cruel, blood-red (शृण्यका आगावी) (2) n a murderer, an extremely cruel man शृण्यचाप्र—dial var. of शृण्यचाप्र शृण्य, शृण्य—n a cooking tool resembling a spud, a cooking spud शृण्य, शृण्य—n a small house, a hovel, a
small (and usu dingy) room, a shack, a hole (গাথা পুরাণ) a cell, a recess a niche পুরাণ-করা—a divided into small rooms or holes or cells পুরাণ-কাটা—a recessed (পুরাণ-কাটা) [বেঙ্গল]

লুববর্ত, লুববর্ত—variants of লুববর্ত, লুববর্ত—n a small (usu square) cell লুববর্ত—a (chiefly used as a sfx) cellular, having square cells (চুলুনী)

লুববর্ত—(1) adv very (লুববের আরাকে) very much too much (পুরাণ পাতা), excellently (পুরাণ বেঙ্গল) surely (পুরাণ পাতা) (2) int enough, surely লুববর্ত—v to do the right thing, to serve right, to do much, (sarcas) to do nothing to bungle

লুববর্ত, লুববর্ত—variants of লুববর্ত, লুববর্ত—a very handsome or beautiful লুববর্ত—n the apricot লুববর্ত—a lost wasted stolen লুববর্তোনা—v to be lost or wasted or stolen লুববর্ত—

v to lose, to waste লুববর্ত—var of লুববর্ত

লুববর্তোন, (dial) লুববর্তোন—n a small spud লুববর্তোন—n exercise practice of archery practice (লুববর্তোন), a prank লুববর্তোন—n a leg or heel or castor of an article of furniture লুববর্তোন—n a small earthen cup without handle লুববর্তোন—coll corrup of লুববর্ত

লুববর্ত—n dried date or persimmon লুববর্ত—(1) v to open (লুববণ পাতা) to expose or reveal, to open (লুববণ পাতা) to unfasten (লুববণ পাতা পুলান), to set on a voyage or journey to leave (লুববণ পাতা এলাম), to start or found (লুববণ পাতা পুলান), to open for day's work (রেডান পাতা পুলান), to resume work to re-open (লুববণ পাতা পুলান), to untie or undress (লুববণ পাতা পুলান), to put off to take off (লুববণ পাতা পুলান) (2) a open unfastened, untied or undressed, unobstructed, unhindered (লুববণ পাতা পুলান) (com) open market লুববণ পাতা—(1) a frank categorical, clean-cut, outspoken, unreserved (লুববণ পাতা পুলান) (2) adv frankly, categorically, point-blank, outspokenly, unreservedly লুববণ—v. to cause to open or unfasten, to cause to set on a voyage or journey, to cause to leave, to cause to start or found, to cause to open for day's work, to cause to re-open, to cause to untie or undress, to cause to take off or put off

লুববণ, লুববণ—see লুববণ, লুববণ—n the skull, the cranium, a small earthen cup without handle লুববণ্দুক—n a younger brother of one's father an uncle লুববণ—var of লুববণ, লুববণ—var of লুববণ, লুববণ—(1) n happiness, joy delight cheerfulness jollity pleasure desire, volition will (লুববণ লুববণ আপন লুববণ না) satisfaction (2) a happy, joyful, delighted, cheerful glad jovial jolly, pleased, willing satisfied লুববণ—v to satisfy to please লুববণ—adv happily, gladly, willingly লুববণ—n dandruff scurf লুববণ—alt spell of লুববণ, লুববণ—alt spellings of লুববণ, লুববণ—alt spellings of লুববণ, লুববণ—alt spellings of লুববণ

লুববণ—n an end of a thread, the number of threads or cords (পাতা) a clump or tract (পাতা) লুববণ—int to lose a clump or tract, (fig) to be at a loss to find one's way, (fig) to be confused or perplexed to lose the thread of a story or an argument লুববণ—n a kind of scurrilous song or poem, an instance of railing, vilified abuse লুববণ—n act of sharing লুববণ—v to share লুববণ—alt spell of লুববণ, লুববণ—alt spellings of লুববণ, লুববণ—n the fox fem লুববণ—n the vixen লুববণ, লুববণ—n the vixen, লুববণ—n the vixen, লুববণ—n the vixen, লুববণ—n the vixen, লুববণ—n the vixen, লুববণ—n the vixen, লুববণ—n the vixen, লুববণ—n the vixen

লুববণ—int expressing a snarling sound of a dog or a vixen or of one in anger লুববণ—v to snarl, to shout fretfully লুববণ—int expressing repeated snarling or fretting noise লুববণ—v to snarl repeatedly to rebuke fretfully and repeatedly in a loud voice লুববণ—v to snarl repeatedly to rebuke fretfully and repeatedly in a loud voice লুববণ—v to snarl repeatedly to rebuke fretfully and repeatedly in a loud voice লুববণ—v to snarl repeatedly to rebuke fretfully and repeatedly in a loud voice লুববণ—v to snarl repeatedly to rebuke fretfully and repeatedly in a loud voice লুববণ—v to snarl repeatedly to rebuke fretfully and repeatedly in a loud voice

লুববণ—a wayward indolent, obstinate unmannerly, ill-mannered

লুববণ—(1) v to pull or tug or snatch (esp forcefully and suddenly), to have a spasm to convulse, to have a cramp, to cramp (2) n a pull or tug or snatch (esp a forceful
and sudden one), a spasm, convulsion, a cramp.

বেঁধাত্মক—n mutual quarrelling (usu. noisy and frequent one) mutual ill-feeling.

বেঁধাত্মক করা—v to fall out or quarrel (usu. noisily and frequently).

বেঁধিন—n var of বেঁধিনি

বেঁধি—alt spell of মাছাচ

-বেঁধান—vfx indicating eaten (by)

(পাকা-বেঁধান—mother-eaten)

-বেঁধান, -বেঁধান—masc of -বেঁধালা and -বেঁধা respectively.

বেঁধান, বেঁধান—n a broom, a besom.

বেঁধানটি করা—v to have one beaten or thrashed with a broom to beat or thrash or strike with a broom.

বেঁধান—(1) a moving in the air capable of moving in the air, flying (2) n a flying creature, a bird (esp. one capable of flying).

বেঁধান—n a food prepared by boiling rice and pidgeon peas together with spices and fat hotchpotch, kudguree.

বেঁধানী—fem of বেঁধান.

বেঁধানেটি—same as বেঁধাত্মক.

বেঁধান—(1) n persimmon, date the date-palm (2) a made of the juice or sap of the date-palm (বেঁধান জাতি) বেঁধানহাকার—n a cluster or persimmon or date 1 border of leave's patterned as a collection of date-leaves, a superior variety of paddy বেঁধান—n juice or sap from the date-palm.

বেঁধান, বেঁধান্তি—a made of dates or of the juice or sap of the date-palm বেঁধান—molasses prepared from the sap of the date-palm.

বেঁধাটি—n a bail

বেঁধাটি—(1) a small club or cudgel (2) a dummy (বেঁধাটি লোক)

বেঁধাটি—coll. corrupt of খাটিত (see খাটি).

বেঁধাটি—n, a labourer, a servant, a manual worker.

বেঁধাটি—n a piece of agricultural land. A বেঁধান—n an agricultural farm the cultivator's place of work.

বেঁধান—n a agricultural labourer, a farm worker or hand.

বেঁধান—n a title of honour (esp. one awarded officially) বেঁধানবাদ্য—a titled.

বেঁধান—vul corrupt of বাদ্য

বেঁধান—(1) n agriculture, husbandry (2) a pertaining to agricultural land. বেঁধান বুদ্ধ—n a husbandman, a farm-hand on hire.

বেঁধান—n an Upcountry caste of India (believed to be kshatriyas).

বেঁধান—v to drive away, to chase away, to expel, to scare away, to tend.

বেঁধান—(2) a driven away, expelled (বেঁধান নারী, বেঁধান হাকান, বেঁধান ঈবান, বেঁধান নারী—a one who or that which drives away or expels or scares away or tends.

বেঁধান—n what is said by way of lamentation or regret.

বেঁধান—v to say by way of lamentation or regret.

বেঁধান—n a round of action or occupation.

বেঁধান—n an instance of casting (বালের প্রবাদ বেঁধান).

বেঁধান, বেঁধান কাল—n a casting-net.

বেঁধান—(1) to go mad, to madden, to get angry, to rave to be in a frenzy to run amok or muck to be greatly irritated or excited, to rage, to become violent.

বেঁধান—(2) a maddened mad nutty, angered, angry, raving frenzied, raging, uncontrollable.

বেঁধান—n a lunatic, a madman, a nutty man, a madcap, an inspired man, one maddened with some greater idea, feeling, ambition etc, in endearment a naughty or wild man or boy.

বেঁধান—n a rabid dog, a mad dog.

বেঁধান—v to provoke to irritate, to incite, to madden.

বেঁধান—n an Indian musical measure, a kind of dance.

বেঁধান—n a professional kheutra (কেশাত্ত) dancing-girl, a professional dancing-girl.

বেঁধান—n a ferry-boat, a ferry, act of ferrying.

বেঁধান—n a tranny, a day-dream, a fancy, a dream, a day-dream (বেঁধান, বেঁধান), consciousness, carefulness, attention, wariness (বেঁধান সরম), remembrance, recollection (বেঁধান, বেঁধান), inclination, predisposition, propensity, (বেঁধান), a caprice, a whim, a vagary, a
fad, a crotchet (বড়লোকের খেলায়, প্রকৃতির খেলায়), a kind of Indian classical music খেলায় করা —v to play heed to, to be attentive to, to mind, to try to recollect খেলায় ধরা —v to have an eye to, to be conscious about, to have in remembrance or consciousness খেলায় দেখায় —v to dream a dream to dream a day-dream, to utter delirium খেলায় হওয়া —v to remember or recollect (suddenly) to come to think (suddenly) খেলায় ধরা —n a fancy, a caprice a whim খেলায় ভুঝিতে —adv whimsically, capriciously খেলায় —(1) n a snare of kheyal (খেলায়) songs (2) a fanciful extravagantly imaginative whimsical, capricious, crotchety

খেলায়িষ্ট —n mutual quarrel or fighting a feud

খেলায়িষ্ট —n rent revenue tax (স্বাভাবিক, লাভব্যয়-রent-free) খেলায়িষ্ট —a taxable, rent-bearing

খেলায়িষ্ট —n a thick coarse cloth dyed red (used in wrapping books)

খেলায়িষ্ট —n sport game, trick jugglery a খেলায়িষ্ট —to make a clever or deceptive move to play a trick

খেলায়িষ্ট —n act of playing, act of showing an entertaining trick (লাভ-খেলায়িষ্ট), act of fondling

খেলায়িষ্ট —n a toy a plaything

খেলায়িষ্ট —(1) n a play a game, a sport, a recreational match or contest a pastime, a diversion an amusement a show of an entertaining trick or feat (সাধারণ খেলায় অনুরাগ কর্তা) খেলায়িষ্ট —n a player diplomacy, a cunning man a wily man, a swindler a conspirator খেলায়িষ্ট —a flirt খেলায়িষ্ট —a male flirt a philanderer খেলায়িষ্ট —n a snake-charmer a womanizer, a showman

খেলায়িষ্ট —n a sportsmanlike খেলায়িষ্ট —n a sportsmanlike, sportsmanlike, spirit

খেলায়িষ্ট —n compensation, cost (প্রকৃতিতে খেলায়িষ্ট mাহারা খেলায়িষ্ট ) খেলায়িষ্ট —v to compensate to pay cost (of)

খেলায়িষ্ট —n a variety of pigeon pea

খেলায়িষ্ট —n a play of cards, alt spel of খেলায়িষ্ট —n a play of cards, alt spel of খেলায়িষ্ট —n a thorn a sharp pointed end (as of a needle) a sharp corner a hitch or slight difficulty

খেলায়িষ্ট —n search, act of seeking investigation, inquiry, trace trail খেলায়িষ্ট —v to search, to inquire (after), to investigate to try to trace খেলায়িষ্ট —v to find a trace of, to track out, to detect, to discover খেলায়িষ্ট —n to inquire (about, of after), to search খেলায়িষ্ট —n information news trace inquiry খেলায়িষ্ট —v to make inquiries, to remain

For words in খেলায়— not given separately, see খেলা
in close touch with রাজন—n act of searching রাজন—pop var of রাজন, রাজন—n continuous search রাজন করা—v to search continuously to hunt for, to hunt high and low রাজন—pop var of রাজন

রাজন—var of রাজন
রাজন—pop var of রাজন
রাজন—n act of taking a small amount or portion with the tips of one's fingers or beaks act of nipping, act of pinching or nipping (ফালিক রাজন)

রাজন—n spiteful and stingy reference scurrilous comment রাজন খাওয়া, রাজন খাওয়া—v to hearken galling spiteful stingy accusation to be touched on the raw to be sarcastically reminded, (of something unpleasant or uncomplimentary)

রাজন—n a small pillar of wood or bamboo, a pole a stick a peg, a wedge রাজন—strong or large backing or support রাজন করা—n a paling a palisade

রাজন—pop variants of রাজন and রাজন respectively

রাজন—n a hole a cavity, a hollow, a cleft, a crevice

রাজন—(1) a lame, (2) a lame person রাজন করা—v to lame

রাজন—pop variants of রাজন and রাজন respectively

রাজন—v to limp to hobble

রাজন—var of রাজন

রাজন—n hair dressed in a rounded mass, a bun chignon রাজন—v to untie, to undo or undo to unfasten to cause dishevelment রাজন—v to dress or put up hair in a bun রাজন—a hanging bun a bun not tied with cords

রাজন—n a cattle-shed, a cowshed, a cowhouse, a sheepfold, a pound for stray cattle, a pinfold রাজন করা—v to put into or enclose in a cattle shed, to pound to impound, to pinfold

রাজন, (in endearment) রাজন—n a little boy, an infant boy, a son, (sarcas) a grown-up man behaving boistry (2) মি, (voc) my boy, my son রাজন, রাজন—n boyish behaviour or a boyishness of a grown-up man, puertity

রাজন—n (in fairy-tales) a terrible anthropophagous demon

রাজন—(1) n (mas & fem) a eunuch, a sexually powerless person, an impotent person (2) a castrated gelded, impotent রাজন—n a gelding রাজন—n the real master the master himself, the master in person রাজন—n an engraver, a carver রাজন—n engraving carving

রাজন—pop var of রাজন

রাজন—n (Mus) God রাজন—n to speak through the nose

রাজন—n var of রাজন

রাজন—n a small hole (পায়রা, খাপ) a cell recess a niche

রাজন—var of রাজন

রাজন—var of রাজন

রাজন—n solidified milk or cream (also রাজন) a broken stone macadam রাজন—n to macadamize to pave with stone chips to cobble রাজন—n cobbled streets

রাজন—pop variants of রাজন and রাজন respectively

রাজন—n a dream a day-dream (fig) a false fancy, an illusion

রাজন—n misery, distress, harm, humiliation, insult, punishment, condemnation, reproof, blame রাজন হওয়া—v to be struck with misery or distress to suffer harm or humiliation or insult, to be punished or condemned or reproved or blamed

রাজন—n tiredness or depression that strikes when drunkenness is over রাজন
-বেঁচ—v to drink a little in order to remove post-drunken depression

-বেঁচ—v sfx indicating one who eats (ঘালিচার), one who is addicted to (বাংলার, ঠাকুরগায়)

-বেঁচন, (তেজ) বেঁচন—n food and clothing (বৈদ্যকীর বিন্দুতে চাকরিতের), maintenance (বৈদ্যকীর ত্বর দেওয়া), alimony (বৈদ্যকীর ত্বর দেওয়া) বিশেষায়িত কর্মের জন্য বেঁচন—n alimony

-বেঁচনালা, বেঁচনালা—n a variety of small fish

-বেঁচন, খোলাই—n a large cup without a handle, a goblet without a stem

-বেঁচনী—n food provision, capacity for eating (তার খোলাই খাওয়া), appetite, ration of food (বেঁচনী-প্রকাশক—n food and clothing

-বেঁচনকি—n cost of food (ঘালিচার লাগে না), rations or ration-money (এ রাজ্যের বেঁচনকি করা)

-বেঁচনালা—(1) a of Khorasan (বৈদ্যকী)

-বেরম—var of বৈল

-বেরল—var of হৃদ}

-বেরল—n a cover, a case (বাঙ্গালা সেলাম), a shell (কানা কানা), a skin (কানা কানা), a calabash, bark or sapth of some trees (বৈদ্যকীর সেলাম), a hole a small hill, a cavity a crevice, a socket (ঘালিচার খোলা), a pit or fold (পেটের খোলাই খোলা), a hold (ঘালিচার খোলাই খোলা), a musical instrument of percussion resembling a longish tom-tom containing a vase of a hookah (বৈদ্যকী, হৃদ—n one who beats the aforesaid mentioned musical instrument of percussion

-বেরল—n a hood for covering the whole body a yashmak a shell (of the crustacean) বৈল (1) a crustacean (2) a crustacean

-বেরলাই—(1) n beautiful show, beauty brightness (2) a having a good show, show, beautiful, bright

-বেরলাই—n an outer covering, a slough, a fell (ঘালিচার খোলা), (sarcas) garment

-বেরলাই—n (of snakes) to cast or slough off (its skin), to moul

-বেরলাই—n a clear clean, plain, frank candid, free (খোলাই এক), emptied, vacated

-বেরলাই—n to open (না খোলাই খোলা), to evacuate thoroughly (পেট খোলাই খোলা)

-বেরলাই—n to speak clearly or point-blank, or leaving no room for doubt, to be outspoken, to speak out without reserve to open one's heart, to make a clean breast of (দিল-খোলাই—a open-hearted, frank candid above-board

-বেরলাই—n (of fruits) skin (কানা খোলাই খোলা), an outer covering or a shell, a carapace (বৈদ্যকীর খোলা, কানা খোলাই খোলা), (of trees) bark or spath (কলাকাইর খোলা), a kind of foyingpan (ঘালিচার খোলা), pantile (খোলাই চাপা), a field (খোলাই খোলা) a place (খোলাই খোলা), an open place for manufacturing, a yard (খোলাই খোলা) খোলাই

-বেরলাই—n a hut with a pantile shed

-বেরলাই, খোলাই—n, খোলাই—n pop variants of স্নায়ু, মুয়া মুয়া and স্নায়ু respectively

-বেরলাই—n a small piece of potsherd, (fig) a trifling object

-বেরল—n a delightful, pleasant (খানাটাই), happy cheerful (খানাটাই), done by one's own self, voluntary খানাটাই—n (law) a deed of conveyance executed voluntarily by the proprietor himself খানাটাই—n glad tidings agreeable or pleasing news (খানাটাই—n a fad a crotch, a caprice a whim খানাটাই—n dainty food delicate dishes table delicacies, খানাটাই—n a fond of dainty food, accustomed to taking d dry food খানাটাই—n a pleasant chat, an amusing tale or story খানাটাই—n a calligrapher, a good writer খানাটাই—n reputation, fame, goodwill

-বেরলাই—n fine dress fancy dress, খানাটাই—n a fond of fine dress, foppish খানাটাই, খানাটাই, খানাটাই—n a perfume, a scent a good or savoury smell (ঘালিচার খোলা) খানাটাই—n cheerful or merry or self-complacent mood

-বেরলাই—n flattery, adulation খানাটাই—n to flatter to adulate খানাটাই—n to be moved with flattery খানাটাই, খানাটাই—n flattery, adulation খানাটাই—a flattering adulatory খানাটাই—n a flatterer a sycophant

-বেরলাই—n itch, scabies

-বেরলাই—n skin (of fruits)

-বেরল—n alt spell of মুক্তি

-বেরল, বেঁটে—n (hum) a feast

-বেরল, বেঁটে—n a famous, called, named designated or known as (আধায়কে বেঁটে ভাবি)

-বেঁটে—a one whose name is well known, famous, renowned, celebrated

-বেঁটে—n fame, renown, celebrity (rare) a name or designation বেঁটে—n to be famous, to earn fame

-বেঁটে—n one who or that which announces or proclaims or gives publicity
announcement, proclamation, publicity

alt spell of শেপলা


the third consonant of the Bengali alphabet

-এ—sfx indicating going, going towards (নিকে)

—alt spell of এবং

—abbr of গল্প—etc

—n gum (also গেমের আঁক‌)

—n, the sky, the heavens, the firmament, free space overhead the blue গন্ডোল, গন্ডোলী—a (capable of) flying or moving in the sky, aerial, ethereal গন্ডোলী—a sky-kissing, sky-high, very lofty গন্ডোলী—a sky-scraper গন্ডোলী, গন্ডোলী—a fallen from the sky (fig) divine গন্ডোলী—n the floor of the sky the vault of the heavens the firmament গন্ডোলী—n the canvas of the sky, the vault of the heavens the firmament গন্ডোলী, গন্ডোলী—n the celestial path, an aerial route গন্ডোলী—n a corner of the sky the skyline, the horizon গন্ডোলী—a (capable of) flying or moving in the sky, aerial, ethereal (fig) imbed with lofty ideas or plans aspring গন্ডোলী—n the dome of the sky, the heavens গন্ডোলী—a touching or reaching the sky গন্ডোলী—a sky-high, very lofty, very high soaring (গন্ডোলী মূল) (fig) highly aspiring or ambitious গন্ডোলী—a sky-scraper গন্ডোলী, গন্ডোলী—n the courtyard of the heavens, the sky গন্ডোলী—n rain-water গন্ডোলী, (poet) গন্ডোলী—n the Ganges, the Ganga, a river (গন্ডোলী, গন্ডোলী), a wife of Shiva (ললাম) গন্ডোলী—a Gangetic, riverine গন্ডোলী—n act of putting the water of the Ganges into the mouth of a dying person, act of swearing by taking the water of the Ganges in one's palm গন্ডোলী—a having the colour of the water of the Ganges, of a brownish cream-colour গাঢ়, গাঢ়—n bank of the Ganges গাঢ়—n an appellation of Shiva (শিব) গাঢ়—n one belonging to a Hindu caste whose business is to cremate or to help cremation, (cp) an undertaker by caste গাঢ়—a (lit) one whose mortal remains have been thrown in the Ganges, dead গাঢ়—n to die (esp holily) গাঢ়—n death (esp in a holy state) গাঢ় ফসাইর—n the grasshopper (of the green and large variety) গাঢ় ফসাইর—n a living near or on the bank of the Ganges riverine গাঢ় ফসাইর—n the glory of the Ganges, a hymn glorifying the Ganges গাঢ় ফসাইল—n(1) the Ganges and the Jumna or their confluence (2) a black-and-white, mixed with gold and silver hemispherical গাঢ় ফসাইল—n act of carrying a dying person to the bank of the Ganges গাঢ় ফসাইল—n to be carried to the bank of the Ganges on the eve of one's death গাঢ় ফসাইল—n to carry (a dying person) to the bank of the Ganges গাঢ় ফসাইল—n a person who is being carried to the bank of the Ganges on the eve of his death গাঢ় ফসাইল—n the mouth of the Ganges গাঢ় ফসাইল—n act of bathing in the Ganges গাঢ় ফসাইল—n to bathe in the Ganges (fig) to cleanse oneself of guilt, sin etc to make oneself pure গাঢ় ফসাইল, গাঢ় ফসাইল—n a holy place of the Hindus in Gathwal (flowing through this place the Ganges comes down to the plans)

the water of the Ganges গাঢ়, গাঢ—n (or) a compensation, a loss for nothing, penalty for one's folly carelessness etc গাঢ—n to compensate, to lose for nothing, to pay penalty (for) গাঢ—n to have to lose or suffer loss for nothing, to be paid by way of penalty or compensation (for)

placed in the custody of, entrusted, deposited গাঢ—n to place in the custody of, to entrust (with), to deposit গাঢ—n to place or receive in the custody of, to entrust or be entrusted with, to give or receive as a deposit, to have to have in the cus-
tody (of), to be entrusted (with), to take as a deposit—money deposited, trust trust property

Gahān—(1) v to cause to accept a thing or a responsibility (esp. crabitly), to persuade to accept (2) a that has been caused to be accepted (esp. crabitly)

Gahān—n a gauze (samak, madh, gah, chokan) gah chokan—v to put a piece of gauze into

Gahān—n a protuberance, a swelling (madh, gah, beh, beh, beh), a sprout (due to a germination) gah beh beh—v to put into or to a swelling, to sprout

Gahān—n a measure of length, a yard (2) a a measuring so many yards (gah kapi, pala, pala) gahkapi—n a yardstick—same as gahān

Gahān—n the elephant, (in chess) the bishop a very small variety of worm (vartak, kapi) gahkapi—n (myth) two brothers, who contended with each other for the possession of their paternal wealth were turned into a huge elephant and a huge tortoise in which new shapes yet they went on fighting frightfully and relentlessly, (fig) two terrible contesters, (hum) a man of elephantine build gahkapi

Gahān—n a globular appendage on the forehead of the elephant gahgah, gahgah—n (1) n majestic or statly gait (of a well-built person) resembling that of an elephant (2) a moving majestically like an elephant gahgahīnī—(1) a fem mounted on an elephant moving majestically like an elephant (2) n such a woman or girl much (a kē n) gahgahīnī gahgahīnī—n a bell tied round an elephant’s neck the sound of which warns the passer-by gahgahū, (pop) gahgahū—(1) n a very small and squint eye (2) a one with such an eye gahgahū—n i roi, gahgahū—n an extra tooth (of man) growing in front of another gahgahū—n a very big, fat, pot-bellied gahgahū—n a leader amongst the wild elephants, a superb elephant gahgahīnī—n an orderly line of elephants. gahgahū—n a eaten by an elephant, eaten by a small worm called gah (see above) gahgahū pukhī wān—n adj like

a sour wood-apple eaten up by worms (a gah-worm enters indiscernibly into a sour wood-apple and eats up the whole of its kernel), (fig) utterly hollow though looking full gahgahū (inc) gahgahū, gahgahū—n any of the costly pearls which according to fables are shed from an elephant’s head gahgahū—n a herd of elephants gahgahī—same as gahgahī gahgahī—same as gahgahī

Gahān—n the pavement round a draw-well etc (cp) a well-curb (arch) a work of decorative plastering gahgah—n oppression tyranny outrage violence high-handedness injustice
gahgah—n a var of gah gah

gahgah—v to rumble, to grumble surly, to growl gahgah—n a rumbling a rumbling noise a growl
gahgah—n an Arabic musical mode (chiefly used in singing love-songs) a love-song, a love-lyric
gahgah—n a sort of sweetmeat made of flour

Gahān—(1) v to sprout to originate to evolve to grow (2) a sprouted originated evolved grown

Gahān—n a person who has on his shoulders an elephant’s head instead of his own an appellation of Ganesha (gah) gahgahīnī—n a warrior mounted on an elephant gahgahīnī—n an enemy of the elephant, the lion

gahgahī—same as gahgahīnī fem gahgahīnī
gahgahī—n (1) a mounted on an elephant (2) n a man or soldier mounted on an elephant fem gahgahīnī
gahgahī—n a large and thick nail a peg a rider, a variety of freshwater fish shaped almost like a cylinder

Gahān—n a leader of a herd of wild elephants, the best elephant a superb elephant gahgahīnī—(1) n majestic or statly gait (of a well-built person) resembling that of an elephant (2) a moving majestically like an elephant fem gahgahīnī, gahgahīnī

Gahān—n int expressing low grumbling (usu to one’s own self) in anger annoyance, discontent, dissatisfaction etc (gahgahū) rage
— an average, a mean; an approximate amount

— n. a fort, a fortress, a moat, a hollow into which the mouth of a husking pedal falls to thrash grains

— n. a rampart — the military band of a fort — the music of this band — the esplanade

— n. a moat (cp) a ravelin

— alt spell of ग़ुद्ग़ाड़ा

— n. a bubble-bubble

— n. act of making or creating or building or shaping or moulding or forming (see also ग़ुद्ग़ाड़ा), build shape, mould formation, structure, grace or beauty of build shape etc.

— n. shape and appearance

— n. one who makes things by casting metals, a moulder

— (1) a average, approximate

— (2) adv. on an average, approximately

— n. confusion, disorder, mess, muddle, disarray

— n. a kind of very coarse white

— n. a fish-garth or weir

— (1) v. to make (लठ गर्था), to shape to mould to model (पत्तिक गड़ा to create, to build to construct (कड़ी गड़ा), to form (लल गड़ा) to found (खुल पड़ा राजा पड़ा), to bring up (हेर गड़ा) to develop (लल गड़ा)

— v. made, shaped moulded modelled created built constructed, formed, moulded brought up, developed, made up fabricated (पत्तिक लगाकर)

— n. act or state of wallowing, a scattered and unclaimed state (तालाब से गड़र्गा) गड़ा घाओ घाओ, गड़ा देओ देओ — “to walter to wallow गड़ा घाओ मधो बीते to roll about to be scattered here and there (टाका पड़ा घड़ाड़ा हो)

— n. to cause to make or shape or mould or create or build or construct or form or found

— (1) v. to roll, to cause to roll to send rolling, to pour (काली घेरे से घड़ान), to walter, to be beside oneself (आशा घड़ान), to flow, to reach, to develop into (घड़ा घड़ा) (2) n. act of rolling or pouring or wallowing or being beside oneself or flowing or reaching गड़हिया देओ — “to send rolling, to pour for somebody (उनके रहस्य)
গন্ধায়ে েরা, গন্ধায়ে গন্ধায়-v to roll down, to come out pouring, to lie down and roll, to fall down and welter, to flow down গন্ধায়ে রান্ধার- v to go rolling, to flow on, to reach, to roll down, to develop into গন্ধায়ে—a rolling, rolling on the ground, (in football etc) touching the grass

gনাটকেট- v to give definite form or shape to or hammer or knock into (right) shape

gনাট্য গন্ধায়- adv side by side, snuggly (গন্ধায় গন্ধায় পড়ে হাড়)

gনর্মসি- n willful or habitual delay, procrastination, dilatoriness গনর্মসি কার- v to delay willfully or habitually, to procrastinate to be dilatory

gন্ধ- (1) n any morbid protuberance or excrescence on the body (such as hunch, hump, wart, etc) (2) a hunch-backed.

gনথ্যাঙ্গা- n a kind of musical mode for singing kirtan (কীর্তন) songs

gনথ্যাঙ্গ- a 1st expressing a rumbling sound (as of thunder) a rattling sound, (as of a running hackney-carriage), a continuous rattle গনথ্য- v to rumble, to rattle, to grumble shrilly গনথ্য করিন বল- v to say or utter unobstructedly and rapidly, to speak unalteringly or glibly

gনাল, গন্ধৰ- n the ram, (fig) a stupid man

gনালিকা, গন্ধৰ্ক- n fem the ewe leading a flock, a bell-wether, a flock following a bell-wether গন্ধৰ্কার- n (lit) the movement of a flock of sheep blindly following the bell-wether (fig) a multitude of blind followers or their act of following en masse, a continuous flow

gন- n a collection, a multitude, a number more than one (used as sfx to indicate plurality, e.g. বালকগোল-boys, পুত্রগোল-men), a community, a class, a group, a genus, a species, the common people, the masses, the attendants of Shiva (সিন্ধ), (law) a clan, a race, a family, (astro) a classification of person according to the stars predominant at their birth (শাপল পুনর্গ, রাশিপুনর্গ), (gr) a classification of verbs (দ্রব্য-পদ-অক্ষল-মাত্রাবাহ- n mass rising, mass upheaval, mass revolt পু-সমাল- n people's court. পু- সমাল- n mass-movement গন্ধায়- n a form of government in which the supreme power is vested in the elected representatives of the people, democracy, a republic, a democratic গন্ধায়ে- n an appellation of Ganesha (গণেশ) গন্ধায়েখা- n one of a class of subordinate deities, the people conceived as a deity গন্ধায়েখা- n a leader of the people গন্ধায়েখা, গন্ধায়েরক- n the lord of the host an appellation of Ganesha (গণেশ) and also Shiva (শিব) গন্ধায়েরিত- n a constituent assembly গন্ধায়েরী- n plebiscite গন্ধায়ের- n power of the people, the united strength of the people, the people collectively, the sovereignty of the people

gনেত্রী- v inf (poet-obs) counting, going to count, to count

gনক- (1) n an astrologer, soothsayer, a palmist, a calculator (2) a one who or that which calculates, calculating

gনিক- alt spelling of গন্ধায়ে

gনকুঠার- alt spelling of গন্ধায়ে

gনক, গন্ধার- n act of reckoning or counting, enumeration (গম্ভীরনাম), calculation, computation (গনরেকমিন,গন্ধার), act of doing a mathematical sum, act of deciding or judging (as), decision, judgment (গন্ধার গন্ধার), act of considering or regarding (as) consideration (গন্ধার গন্ধার), act of pointing out (as) mention (গন্ধার গন্ধার), (astr) prediction, divination গন্ধার- v to reckon, to count, to enumerate to calculate to compute, to do a mathematical sum, to work out, to judge, to consider, to regard (as) to point out to mention (astr) to predict to foretell to divine গন্ধার- n an enumerator গন্ধার- a worthy of being reckoned or counted, worth considering or counting

gনান- a countable, calculable, worth considering or mentioning

gন- alt spelling of গন্ধার

gনানব্য- n same as গন্ধার (see গন্ধার)

gনিকক- n a prostitute, a harlot, a whore

gনিকক- n a brothel, a bawdyhouse, a house of ill fame

gনিশ- (1) a reckoned, counted, enumerated, calculated, computed, (rare—of a mathematical sum) worked out, decided judged, considered, regarded (as), pointed out, mentioned, (astr) predicted, divined

gনিশ- (2) n mathematics গনিত- n accounts গনিতবিদ- n accountant গনিত- (1) a
versed in mathematics (2) n a mathematician. গণিতবিদ—n (the science of) mathematics. গণিতবিদ্যা—a mathematical গণিত-
শাস্ত্র—same as গণিতবিদ্যা।
গণীতিক—a belonging to a race or tribe, racial, tribal belonging to a genus generic, belonging to a community, communal, belonging to a party
গণেশ—n the lord of the hosts, the name of the eldest son of Shiva (শিব) and Durga (দুর্গা) who is the presiding deity of success.
গন—(1) n the cheek, any morbid fleshy growth on the body, a tumour, a boil (গল-গান্ধা), a gland (গর্লান্ধা), any massive thing (গর্মণ্ড) (2) a large and important (গোলাপ্য)
গাঁষ্ঠ—n a dimple on the cheek, a valley
গাঙ্গাজ—n a large populous village (গাঙ্গাজ), গাঙ্গাজ—n the cheek (গোলাপ্য)—n mumps, scrofula (গোলাপ্য)—a utterly ignorant or illiterate, utterly stupid (গোলাপ্য)—n a boulder
গাঙ্গাজ—n a volcanic rock (গাঙ্গাজ)—n the cheek.
গাঙ্গাজ—n the rhinoceros, an obstacle, a unit of counting in fours
গাঙ্গাজলি—n a kind of black stone found in the river Garuda
গাঙ্গাজলি—n tumult, uproar, disturbance, disorder, confusion, complication, difficulty, hitch (গাঙ্গাজলি করা)—v to make a noise, to create disorder
গণ—n a set of four, a unit of counting in fours, esp in four kadas (গাঢ়), (one s due (আপনি গণ) গাঙ্গাজলি—n the table of counting by fours (গাঙ্গাজলি) a numerous, countless (গাঙ্গাজলি) adv in a very large number, numerous, countlessly (আপনি গণ) one s own interest (স্বাধীনতা) গাঙ্গাজলি এক—(ফ্র) serve concurrence (in spite of one s views to the contrary).
গণ—n the rhinoceros.
গতি, গছি—n an encircling line, a boundary-line, bounds, limit, a (circular) part of land immunized by means of a charm (গঞ্জ ফেকা)—v to draw a (circular) line along the boundary, to draw a line encircling a plot of land and immunize it by means of a charm.
গছি, গছি—n a pillow, a knot.
গছি, গছি—n a mouthful or handful of water, the cavity or capacity of a cupped palm, act of taking water in the cup of one s palm by uttering some sacred incantation and drinking it.
গোলাপ্য—adv & a stuffing or gorging oneself to the full (গোলাপ্য হেঁচে) গোলাপ্য করা—v to stuff or gorge oneself with food to the full to gormandise.
গণ—a countable calculable estimable worth considering as, considered, regarded as (পুরুষী বিভিন্ন পণ) deserving attention, important (গাৰ্য) গণ করা—v to consider or to reckon as to attach importance to to care (গণ মানা)—a important and respectable.
গন—a departed, finished, bygone, past last (গন থামা) dead (গান থামা গণ হইয়া হেঁচে), cbrainched, held (গনগণ) entered lying (রাগিনি, গনগণ) গন হওয়া—v to go by to depart, to be finished to pass away, to die (গণ পুৰুষ নাথেৎ)—let bygones be bygones let the dead past bury its dead (গণ পুৰুষ নাথেৎ) n গন dhv yesterday গনকম্পন—a refreshed গনকম্পন—a unconscious, fainted swooned (গণকশীর, গণকশীর) a dead গণকশীর, গণকর—n গন dhv yesterday গণকশীর—a sleepless, wakeful awake (গণ গণ) n গন dhv (the) day before yesterday গণ পুৰুষ—a dead গণ পুৰুষ—a nearly gone গণ পুৰুষ—n গন dhv (the) last year গণকম্পন—a relieved of pain গনকম্পন—a fem widowed গণকম্পন—a past one s prime of life past one s youth middle-aged, aged, old fem গণকম্পন—গণকম্পন—adv last night গণকম্পন—a one who has conquered grief and sorrow (গণকশীর শুকন) n grief for the past (গণ) a having no attachment to anything worldly (গন তথ্য) a disinterested, apathetic.
গন—n body health, physical strength or ability (গন শক্তি, গন শক্তি) a fem (abusively) though physically strong yet averse to work extremely lazy (গান গণবক্তা) গণ ফাউনেল গণ খাঁতান—v to undergo physical toil, to work as a manual labourer.
গণভাব, গণভাষ্য—n going and coming, frequenting, advent and departure, birth and death (গণ বিপিক গণভাষ্য পুৰুষ)।
গন—dial var of গণ।
গণভাষি—n routine, customary, usual, conventional, traditional trite, hackneyed, commonplace, monotonous.
গণসৃষ্টিকরণ—n state of being customary, traditionalism, subservience to routine,
tineness, monotony—adv in a customary or hackneyed fashion, by keeping to the beaten track

—to regret or grieve for the past or for one's past actions

—to lament for the past to lament for one's past actions to repent

—variants of гаташт and гаташт respectively

—а one whose days are numbered, about to die, dying

t to die

—a dead man, the end

—n going, passage, move, movement, gait, motion, velocity, a way, a means (অনুষ্ঠান), a refuge or shelter one who shelters or aids a helper, a protector, a patron (সূত্র অনুষ্ঠান), a remedy, consequence, the state into which one has to pass after one's death (সন্তান, অনুষ্ঠান), a means or way of rescue or salvation (পালন, অনুষ্ঠান), obsequies (বিমান), a goal or objective, condition, state (অনুষ্ঠান), the state of being extinguished (পালন, অনুষ্ঠান), a means or strategy (কার্যকর),

—to make necessary arrangement for, to remedy, to take necessary action, to provide for, to perform funeral rites of 

—n diurnal motion, ежедневное движение

—n annual motion, ежегодное движение

—to state condition (বিষয়বস্তু)

—in course of business or work, on business

—in procrastination, лень

—a one who gives spiritual salvation

—a person who performs/West Bengal

—in movement activity (শান্তি অনুষ্ঠান)

—in frequenting intercourse (নিঃসরণ অনুষ্ঠান)

—in a means of spiritual salvation (শান্তি, কর্ম অনুষ্ঠান)

—in stoppage or arrestment of movement in the midway, остановка в пути

—to stop in the midway, to break journey, остановка в пути

—to cause to stop in the midway, to stop in the midway, остановка в пути

—in motionless, immobile still, having nothing to fall back on, resourceless

—in dynamic, динамичный

—in the (cardinal) notes of a musical air, an utterance, a speech, an idiom (ইত্যাদি)

—in a code of laws or rules, routine (পরিপালন)

—in a set word or speech, rigid rules or routine.

—in another means or way, an alternative means or way, an alternative

—in poison, disease, morbid presence of undigested food in the stomach (পানি পানি)

—in variant of гата

—in a n oа, a blow with a club, a stroke of a club

—in to strike with a club to club

—in an appelation of Vishnu

—in fight with clubs

—in a extremely sluggish

—in see гата

—in a mattress, a cushion, a mercantile office (বিক্রেতার কাউন্সিল)

—in a king's seat, a throne, a gadi (গাডী), the seat of a zemindar or landlord or of an ecclesiastical chief, an abbot etc. (গাডী পাঠাও হীরা)

—in a seated, ruling, holding a post

—in a voice made indistinct with excessive emotion

—in overwhelmed with emotion

—in static (স্থিতিশীল)

—in one whose voice has been choked with emotion (পালন হওয়া)

—in choked or confused with excessive emotion

—in яя

—in a prose poem

—in a prose poem

—in a prose poem, the universal language of poetry (পালন হবে)

—in a prose-writer

—in a var or গাডী

—in a toreteller, an astrologer

—in a palmist, a soothsayer

—in to count, to enumerate, to calculate to compute, to consider, to regard as (মনোনয়ন পাঠাও)

—in to anticipate to apprehend (নিরুদ্ধ পাঠাও)

—in to foretell, to divine, to read as a palmist

—in a counted enumerated, calculated, considered, reckoned anticipated, exactly, just (পাঠাও পাঠাও)

—in a neither more nor less exact just

—in the whole race or family

—in to cause to count or enumerate or calculate or compute, to cause to anticipate to cause to foretell or divine, to cause to read (one's palm, хороскоп etc.)

—as by an astrologer

—in expressing the blazing state

—in of fire to burn blazingly to blaze

—in a blazing

—in a where one is to go, destined

—in the destined route or way

—in destination
- (1) a one who goes or journeys going travelling (2) n a goer, a traveller

- n a scent an odour, an aroma, a smell, a perfume (গান্ধবার, গন্ধস্বাদ), spices (পান্থারি, পান্থারিন ফুলের আবার), connection (রক্ত টাকার গন্ধ অর্থে) গন্ধ কাইনা-v to give out smell, to smell গন্ধ-পাওয়া-v  to smell to get the smell of, to get an inclination of to be on the scent গন্ধ লওয়া, গন্ধ দোরা-v to smell গন্ধৰ্বী-n sandal-wood, aloes-wood গন্ধৰ্বীকৃত, গন্ধৰ্বীকৃত- n a variety of pole-cat or civet গন্ধালিণ- n perfumed or scented water গন্ধ-বৈল- n perfumed oil scented oil গন্ধর্য- n an aromatic substance, a perfume, a kind of flower plant গন্ধৰ্ব্বপূষ্ঠ- n a fragrant flower, a flower besmeared with or soaked in sandal-paste গন্ধৰ্বিক- n a Hindu caste dealing in spices, members of this caste গন্ধব্রহ্ম- n the wind গন্ধব্রহ্মী- n same as গন্ধব্রহ্ম গন্ধব্রহ্ম রূপ- n the coll. of গন্ধব্রহ্মী গন্ধালিণী- n a kind of (medicinal) creeper with a strong scent গন্ধমুথ- n the musk-rat, the mole গন্ধমুর- n the musk-deer গন্ধার্জ- n a kind of fragrant flower or its tree, the Gardenia গন্ধার্জ- a scentless গন্ধ-কাঠ- v trailing the scent of

- n sulphur, brimstone গন্ধকাঠ- n sulphur match for lighting a lamp গন্ধকুল- n sulphur powder, gunpowder গন্ধকুল- n sulphuric acid 

- n myrrh গন্ধর- n (myth) one belonging to a class of demi-gods proficient in music and war a glendower, (rare) a natural musician, a born musician গন্ধব্রহ্মী- n the science and art of music, music গন্ধব্রহ্ম- n secret marriage of lovers (usu. by exchange of garlands) without any formal ceremony গন্ধব্রহ্ম- n the treatise on music, the science of music গন্ধব্রহ্ম- n the land of the Gandharvas (গন্ধ) or glendowers 

- n. margold 

- n. sandal tree 

- n a ceremonial perfuming prior to a marriage or a holy rite 

- (1) a. (chiefly used as a sfx) having a specific scent .scented. (2) n a dealer in spices (by caste), a kind of beetle with an abominable odour or offensive smell, a flying bug 

- n the organ of smell, the nose 

- n the tuteary deity of dealers in spices 

- (1) n a dealer in spices (by caste) (2) a dealing in spices 

- n a hare-lipped 

- see গন্ধলো 

- n int expressing the sound of eating rapidly or voraciously in large morsels 

- n (coll.) gossip, chit-chat, idle prate 

- v to talk idly, to chatter, to blab 

- n given to idle or too much talk talkative, gossipy (2) n an idle talker 

- n the name of a ludicrously stupid minister of folk tales, an utter fool 

- n a corpulent, bulky, plump, fat, fleshy, chubby 

- n a kind of (wild) cow having no dewlap (chiefly found in the Himalayan region) 

- (1) n an utter fool (2) a utterly foolish 

- n a ventilator in the shape of a bull's eye, an eyeclet, a bay-window 

- var of 

- n the cow and similar other (domestic) animals, the cattle group 

- n the cow 

- var of 

- n fool, idiot, simpleton, dolt, block head, dunce, booby 

- (1) a one who researches, researching (2) n a research-worker 

- n research 

- v to research 

- a researched. 

- var of 

- (1) a relating to the cow, produced of the cow or cow-milk. (2) n. anything produced of the cow or cow-milk (such as milk, ghee, curd, cow dung and cow's urine these five collectively are called গরুনিক্ষ), milk-product 

- n dairying. 

- n (pol.) government. 

- n (pol.) a governor (of a state) 

- (1) a deep, hollow (গোত্রহ পাজি)
dense (গাঢ়), intense, thick (ওজোর), profound (দীপক), far-involved, far-reaching intricate, secret (সচিন), esoteric (দৃষ্টি), far-advanced (গাঢ়), low-pitched grave (গাঢ়), the inmost or deepest part depth (গভীরতার), n depth, hollowness, intensity, thickness, profundity, intricacy, far advanced state gravity, graveness (গভীর) a deep-water fish (জীবন্ত), a very cunning and secretive person a person whose designs or motives are too deep for divination (গভীর) in the dead of night (গভীর) deep breathing.

গমন—n wheat

গমন—n (mus) a kind of artistic trill

গমন—n act of going, departure, movement, motion, gait sexual intercourse coition (গায়ন), a route, a way, a going and coming, departure and arrival, frequentation (গমন) to go and come to depart and arrive to frequent (গমন) a where one may go to that which can be traversed passable accessible a where one is to go, destined (গমন) a about to go or depart or move (গমন) eager to go or depart or move

গমন—int expressing the state of being resounded with deep or grave sound, the state of being filled (esp solemnly) (গমন) to resound with deep or grave sound to be full (esp solemnly)

গমন—n necessity or interest (অন্য), attention devotion (প্রতিষ্ঠান, গমন) to be up and doing, to be active, to pay attention to (গমন) a (chiefly used a sfx) interested (আর্থিক) necessity is the most exacting taskmaster (গমন) necessity knows no law

গমন—poet corrupt of গমন

গমন, গমনিনা—poet corruptions of গমন and গমনিনা respectively

পোহনাল—n a wrong address, an incorrect address (গৃহিতকারিণ) a one whose address is not known, without an address

পোহনা—n a kind of silk fabric

পোহনার—alt spell of গমন

পোহন—poet corrupt of গমন

পোহন—n a kind of dance accompanied with songs current in Gujarat

গমনিনা—a fem. glorious, honoured, proud (গমনীয়)
of birds on whom Vishnu (বিশ্বু) rides Garudāsmin—n Vishnu (বিশ্বু) Garudāsmin—
n a posture of sitting in yoga after the manner of Garooda (গারুদ)

Garudam—n a wing (as of a bird) a feather

Garudāmin—n Garooda (গারুদ), a bird

Garudā—n fem a female bird

Garudā—n a flushed with anger, muttering angrily, roaring suppressedly, deep red, (of any colour) deep

Garudā—n one who or that which roars, roaring

Garudā—n roar rumble howl thundering sound Garudā—v to roar to rumble, to howl, to thunder

Garudā—n the gurjan Garudā—n juice of gurjan used in varnishing idols etc

Garudā—n engaged in or in a state of roaring, roaring rumbling howling thundering

Garudā—v to roar, to rumble, to howl to thunder Garudā—n roaring rumbling, howling thundering

Garudā—n a sounded or resounded loudly

Garudā—n a hole, a slot, a cavity, a crevice, a cavern a pit, a cave Garudā—v to make a hole, to dig a hole Garudā—v to fill a hole

Garudā—n the ass, (in reproach or taunts) an utter fool Garudā—n Garudā—n (tridi) the intolerably harsh voice of a bad singer Garudā—n soil, dirt, filth

Garudā—n the neck or the throat, the part of the body above the shoulders, the head Garudā—v to sentence to death by beheading, to behead, to sacrifice one’s own head Garudā—v to behead Garudā—n act of holding by the neck and pushing one out

Garudā—n pride, conceit, vanity, boasting, bragging, an object of pride or glory (বৌদ্ধ-নাথ দাস্তাল গরু এই তারি তার গরু) Garudā—
v to pride (in), to boast, to brag Garudā—n a free from pride, modest, unpretentious
গার্ড, গার্ড—a proud, conceited, vain, vainglorious, boastful braggart

গার্ডিন—a radiant with pride or glory

গার্ডনিয়া—a arrogant and vainglorious

গার্ড—n inner part interior inside (নাস্তিকের গার্ড কুড়িগার্ড), bed bottom (লেনগোল) hollow pit (রামদার) womb (গার্ড গার্ড), a spathe (লেনের) embryo, testis (গার্ড গার্ড) pregnancy, conception (গার্ডনিয়া) belly (গার্ডনিয়া গার্ড) গার্ড গার্ড গার্ড (fog) undue appropriation (এ টাকা যাহাকেন গার্ড গার্ড), গার্ড এ হওয়া—v to become pregnant, গার্ডনিয়া—a perignous গার্ডনিয়া—n gestation গার্ডনিয়া—n the pistil (লেনের) গার্ডনিয়া—n stigma গার্ডনিয়া—n the uterus, seed-vessel গার্ডনিয়া—n a lying-in room a small room or compartment within a larger one (কপ এলামের) গার্ডনিয়া—n miscarried (in birth) fallen from the womb গার্ডনিয়া—n miscarriage গার্ডনিয়া—n born of the womb (লেনের) গার্ডনিয়া—n (লেনের) a style গার্ডনিয়া—n a son of a slave woman (নাম সন করা লোকমাতা দেবী), one by one নামলোকমাতা দেবী (n conception গার্ডনিয়া—karma—to conceive to become pregnant to be with child or in the family way গার্ডনিয়া—n act of bearing in one's womb gestation গার্ডনিয়া—n mother গার্ডনিয়া—n umbilical cord গার্ডনিয়া—n same as গার্ডনিয়া—n a one who or that which has come out of the womb (লেনের), extricated from the womb (লেনের) গার্ডনিয়া—n to come out of the womb (লেনের), to extricate from the womb (লেনের) গার্ডনিয়া—n (লেনের) a carpet গার্ডনিয়া—n placenta গার্ডনিয়া—n miscarriage, abortion গার্ডনিয়া—n to cause abortion (esp illegally) গার্ডনিয়া—n to have abortion to miscarry গার্ডনিয়া—n (লেনের) hypogynous গার্ডনিয়া—a pregnant, with child in the family way গার্ডনিয়া—n (of women) to become pregnant to conceive, (of beasts) to be big with young গার্ডনিয়া—n the period or act of living in one's mother's womb গার্ডনিয়া—n to be in one's mother's womb to live in one's mother's womb গার্ডনিয়া—n গার্ডনিয়া—n same as গার্ডনিয়া—n the first month of conception গার্ডনিয়া—n (লেনের) a stigma গার্ডনিয়া—n delivery of a child গার্ডনিয়া—n to be delivered of a child গার্ডনিয়া—n to be delivered of a child গার্ডনিয়া—n—v to become hoarse of voice গার্ডনিয়া—n the cavity of the throat গার্ডনিয়া—n the adenoids
a halter—n a clung to one's neck—same as  
(a) act of holding by the neck or throat and pushing one out
→ v to hold by the neck or throat and push one out

— var of

— a in a melting state—dripping, secreting morbid matter—ulcerous leprosy secreting morbid matter

— n a mistake, an error, a shortcoming, a defect

— an error, a defect, a failing an omission, a fault—v to commit an error, to omit through inadvertence or incapacity, to commit a fault

— v to be erroneous or defective or faulty

— a with tears flowing from eyes or rolling down cheeks—adv with tearful eyes

— n the lobster

— a perspiring copiously weltering in sweat—lit melting in sweat

— v to perspire copiously, to welter in sweat

— n act of being melted melting act of passing through, act of entering, entrance, act of being overwhelmed, softening, act of bursting open and secreting morbid matter

— n melting-point

(1) v to melt (ঝল গলা) to pass or slip through (fig) to be tight-fisted (হাত বিয়ে জল গলা), to enter (ঘর মধ্যে গলা গোলা), to soften (নে গলা), to be overwhelmed (সেগুলা), to burst open and secrete morbid matter (কোডা গলা), to decompose (ছবিতেটা গলা গাছে গেছে পাচ গলা গাড়ো), (2) a melted, worn out, softened or much which has burst open and is secreting morbid matter, decomposed, rotten

— (1) v to (cause to) melt, to (cause to) pass through, to (cause to) soften, to overwhelm, to put on easily or lightly (ছবিতেটা পাখি গলায় নিয়ে) to cause to burst open and secrete morbid matter, to decompose (2) a melted—

— a excessively softened or soft, thin

— the throat, the neck, the

— voice (তোর গলা গাছিছি, গলার গলা) strength of voice (রেডেল গাছে হলে গলা থাকা তাই গলা কাটা)—v. to cut one's throat.

— to restrain one's voice, to throttle—v to remove restraint from one's voice (whilst singing, lamenting calling etc)

— v to throttle

— (lit—of a person) so young that milk comes out of the mouth when the throat is pressed (fig) very young or inexperienced (cp greenhorn)

— v to be hoarse

— same as

— (in curse) damn! hang! 

— v to come upon one as an undesirable burden

— v to have choking in the throat preventing easy passage of food to cause irritation or inflammation of the larynx

— a fishbone stuck in one's throat, (fig) a bothersome burden

— (anat) the crop

— throat-pain, inflammation of the throat

— to reach up to the neck reaching up to the chin

— grave voice

— (1) a exorbitant

— (2) one who demands an exorbitant price (cp a cut-throat)

— n act of clearing one's throat noisily act of hawking

— v to hawk

— of a pronominal

— n itching sensation in the throat

— (1) a very intimate, close, neck and neck, side by side

— adv very intimately, closely, neck and neck, cheek by jowl

— n close intimacy closeness

— to be intimate with to make free with, to hug

— n act of swallowing or gulping, act of eating or drinking

— v to swallow, to gulp to eat or drink

— v to catch by the neck and drive one out

— n a neckerchief, a comforter, a muffler

— n shouting (usu continuous)

— oration, braggadocio

— v to shout (usu continuously)

— to deliver a lecture, to harangue, to brag, to bully

— to shout others down

— n (1) a very close, intimate, hand in glove

— adv neck to neck, side by side, up to, the throat, up to the brink, very closely intimately

— n the neck-ropes of an animal

For words in — not given separately, see
গল্প—a narrow street, a lane, a corridor
কানা—a blind alley a cul-de-sac
পলিন—pl different narrow passages and concealed corners, lanes and by-lanes, (fig.) secret regions or parts, nook and corner (নীলের পলিনগুলি)
পলিন—extremely dirty or filthy, full of stench, rotten decomposed abominable (পলিনগুলিতে)
পলিনত—a melted (পলিনিত কোষ), liquid liquefied (পলিনিত অবশ্য), worn out decrepit old and infirm (পলিনিতবদ্ধ), decomposed (পলিনিত শব্দ), exhausted (পলিনিত শেষে), secreting morbid matter (পলিনিত বুক),—same as গেলাকুষ (see গশ)
ধারুহী—n either of the tapering parts at the front and the back of a boat or ship
ধারুঘাস—int expressing the sound of quick pouring out or coming out of liquid matter
পথ—n a story, a tale, a fable, an anecdote, a fantastic or fictitious narrative, a fib gossip, chit-chat গল্প করা—v to gossip, to chat, to speak of (সে ব্যক্তির সংখ্যা গল্প করা), to tell fantastic or fictitious tales about (না আর তার দস্যুদিনের গল্প করিন) গল্প পড়া—v to read a story or anecdote গল্প করিব—v to invent or fabricate a story গল্প বলা—v to tell a tale গল্প লেখা—v to write stories or tales গল্প লিখিত—v to hear a tale or anecdote গল্পগাথা, গল্পগাথানো gossip, গল্পগাথা চিন্তাবাদ করা—v to gossip, to chat গল্পকালের—n a tale-teller, a raconteur (fem a raconteuse) গল্প—n—same as গল্পভাব গল্প—a gossipy, talkative
গল্প—see গল্পকাল 
গল্পকাল—n act of walking or travelling, ambulation, act of purchasing goods (esp for a retail shop) by ambulating in a (wholesale) market shopping গল্প করা—v to purchase goods (esp for a retail shop) by ambulating in a (wholesale) market, to shop
গল্পকার, গল্পকারী—n a harlot, a prostitute, a whore
গল্পে—(1) a dense, not easily accessible, difficult to comprehend. (2) n a part or region not easily accessible ("মনের গল্পে)
গল্পের, n an ornament গল্পের পাট, গল্পের পাট—pl ornaments and other valuables
গল্পের, গল্পের মৌল—n a boat that runs regularly with passengers from stage to stage, a stage-boat
গল্পের—a deep, not easily accessible far advanced (গল্পের রাত্রে at dead of the night)
গল্পন—n a hole, a cavity, a pit
গল্পন—fem of পলিন (নিম্বর গল্পন)
গল্প—int a meaningless term or expletive used in conversation (গল্পো মেয়ের বলি গল্প)
গল্পো—n (mus.) the third note in the natural scale, E
গল্পো—n the body (গল্পের কোন), the surface of the body the skin (গল্পের দেহ), sensibility, sensitiveness (গল্পের দেহের না লাগে), attention, heed, interest willingness (গল্পের দেহের না লাগে) গল্প করা—v to set one's mind (to), to pay heed to, to take interest in (না করে গল্প করা)—v to shudder in fear, to shiver (গল্পের কোন করা), গল্পের-কোন করা—v to be stricken with nausea, to have nausea, to feel indisposed, to be stricken with fear গল্পের হওয়া—v to have one's body warmed up, to have a temperature, to run a temperature, to become feverish (গল্পের হওয়া) গল্পের—v to get very close to, to try to be intimate with (গল্পের জুড়ান—v to soothe to gratify, to please, to refresh (গল্পের জুড়ান—v to have burning sensation in the body, to be malicious or spiteful to be jealous, to grudge to be displeased, to get angry (গল্পের জুড়ান—v to shake one's body (গল্পের জুড়ান) গল্পের শাস্তির ঘটা—v (lit) to get up after shaking one's body, (fig.) to become active again with an effort, to shake off inertia (গল্পের শাস্তির ঘটা—v to feel dizzy (গল্পের শাস্তির ঘটা—v to go into hiding to abscond (গল্পের শাস্তির ঘটা—v to lie down, to relax one's efforts and let things have their own course to join (in a work) wholeheartedly (গল্পের শাস্তির ঘটা—v to get up (গল্পের শাস্তির ঘটা—v same as (গল্পের শাস্তির ঘটা—v to invite (punishment, insult etc) upon oneself (গল্পের শাস্তির ঘটা—same as (গল্পের শাস্তির ঘটা—v to feel like lying down in idleness (গল্পের শাস্তির ঘটা—v to have horripilation, to have one's hair stand on end, to have goose-flesh. (গল্পের শাস্তির ঘটা—v to spit upon one's face, (fig.) to detest extremely, to abhor, to abominate (গল্পের শাস্তির ঘটা—v to wear, to put on. (গল্পের প্রত্যাহার—v to move about avoiding toil and responsibility, (গল্পের প্রত্যাহার—v to move about avoiding toil and responsibility.
... sound as of an angry bull নীলকণ্ঠকা, নীল-কা—

... expressing the bellowing sound as of an angry bull নীলকণ্ঠকা, নীল-কা—

... to express unwillingness নীলতঃ—

... a pick-axe নীলতিঃ—

... expression of indirect unwillingness. নীলতিঃ—

... to express unwillingness নীলতঃ—

... a pick-axe নীলতিঃ—

... a pickaxe নীলতিঃ—

... act of stringing (as a garland), composition (হলেল গাদান), construction, act of laying (bricks, stones etc. for constructing a building)

... manner of laying bricks, stones, etc. in construction of buildings, brickwork, stonework, mudwork, construction, stringing together (সৌর পাসিনি) (fig.) structure of sentences or verse. নীলফলঃ—

... mudwork পাকা নীলফলঃ—brickwork or stonework, masonry.

... (1) ন. to lay (as bricks, stone etc
in construction of buildings) to construct to build, to string (as a garland) compose, to set (কেলে নিয়ে), to cling or struck steadfastly (কেলে নিয়ে ক্ষতি) (2) a laid, constructed, built, strung, composed set, clung, stuck

গাহিশ্চন্দ—বর্ণ of গাহিশ্চন্দ কথার গাহিশ্চন্দ—fine and effective juxtaposition of words or sentences

গাহিশ্চন্দ—n the Indian marigold

গাহিশ্চন্দ, গাহিশ্চন্দ—n a kind of medicinal creeper

গাহিশ্চন্দ—বর্ণ of গাহিশ্চন্দ

গাহিশ্চন্দ, গাহিশ্চন্দ—n a pitcher

গাছন, গাছন—n (coll) a river a stream

গাছন, গাছন—n a kind of gull often found flying over rivers a river-gull (cp the sea-gull) গাছন, গাছন—n a riparian bird the horn-bill

গাছন—a of the Ganges, Gangetic born of the Ganges riverine

গাছন, গাছন—n a riparian bird the horn-bill

গাছন—(1) n the son of the Ganges (2) a of the Ganges Gangetic born of the Ganges

গাছন—var of গাছন

গাছন—n a tree, a plant a tree-like object (পাওন পাওন) a creeper, a herb (গাহিশ্চন্দ)

গাছন—n (of girls and women) to tie the loose end of the loin-cloth tightly round the waist (cp) to tuck up one’s clothes গাছন—n a herb a medicinal herb গাছন—n herbs or medicinal herbs collectively গাছন—n account a means of reckoning গাছন—n pl trees and plants collectively vegetation গাহিশ্চন্দ—n red pepper গাছন—n কাঠাল পূর্ণ করে জান বা গাছন না উঠিয়ে এক কৈফি—(fig — riddi) to count one’s chickens before they are hatched গাছন—(fig — riddi) to inflame one with overpraise or flattery, to heap hyperbolical or excessive praise upon a person গাছন—n ভুজ (দিয়ে) নয় কৈফি নেওয়া—(fig — riddi) to induce a person to run into a hazard by promising help and then abandon him

গাছন—n a lampstick (cp a candlestick) a lampstand

গাছন, গাছন—a (art) the a, an

গাছন—n the festival of worshipping Shiva (শিব) the month of Chaitra (চেত্তার), any of the songs sung on this occasion, music of these songs অনেক নাট্যকালে গাছন কর—(fig) too many cooks spoil the broth

গাছন—n a Muslim warrior fighting for the cause of religion (cp a crusader)

গাহিশ্চন্দ—n gutta-percha

গাছন—n a blow on the head with the knuckles of the fist গাছন মারা, গাছন বোরওয়া, গাছন লাগান—v to strike another’s head with the knuckles of one’s fist

গাছন—n alt spelling of গাছন

গাছন, গাছন—n the ram, (in mild reprove or taunts) a stupid man

গাছন—v to plant, to drive in (পুট গাছন) to spread firmly, to strike (শিকার গাছন), to establish, to set up (অগ্রনী গাছন), to fold (শিকার গাছন) নিকট গাছন—v to strike root (fig) to settle down firmly or permanently

গাছন—v to kneel down

গাছন, (rej) গাছন—n a vehicle, a cart, a coach, a carriage, a car, a hackney-carriage a hackney-coach a cab a taxi-cab গাছন করা—v to hire or take a hackney-carriage or a taxi to purchase coach and horse or a motor car for one’s own use

গাছন ছাপা পাহা—n to be run over by a car

গাছন ছাপা—v to call or get a hackney-carriage or a taxi গাছনাধীর্ময়ান—n a covered porch for parking cars and carriages, (cp) a vestibule গাছনাধীর্ময়ান—n rolling stock

গাছন—n a pitcher or a tankard, with a spout (and often with a handle), a vase

গাছনাধীর্ময়ান—n a carter, a coachman a waggoner a carman গাছনাধীর্ময়ান—n the profession of a carter or a coachman, a waggoner or a carman vulgar behaviour and talk vulgarity

গাছন—n solidified condensed thickened, thick (গাছন ভুজ), sound (গাছন নতুন), cumulated (গাছন ফেঁপো) deep intense (গাছন কাপো) severe strong (গাছন ছোঁয়া) choked (গাছন করা) concentrated (গাছন নয়ন) close (গাছন আলিয়া) clench (গাছন যুরু গাছন করা—v to solidify, to conduce, to thicken, to make sounder, to deepen to intensity to make severe, to choke to concentrate, to make close or closer (গাছন) গাছন—v solidity, condensedness, thickness, soundness, cumulation, deepness, intensity, severity, concentration, closeness

গাছনাধীর্ময়ান—n a bookkeeper

গাছনাধীর্ময়ান—n (1) a relating to Ganesha (গাছন)

গাছনাধীর্ময়ান—(2) n a sect worshipping Ganesha

গাছনাধীর্ময়ান—(2) a versed in mathematics,
relating to mathematics, mathematical (2) noun a mathematician

গান্তিবণ, গৌর—n the name of a mythical bow গান্তিবণন—n an archer with this bow (specifically) Arjuna

gান্তিবণেং—var of গান্তিবণেং
gান্তিবণ—n (poet & obs) the body

gান্তিবণ—n one who (or that which) sings

gান্তিবণ—n the body, the surface of the body (গান্তিবণন) the surface (পূর্বকালন)

গান্তিবণ, গান্তিবণন—n the burning sensation of the body or the skin, (fig) jealousy, malice, anger, displeasure, grudge গান্তিবণন করা, গান্তিবণন হওয়া—v to have burning sensation of the skin or body, (fig) to be stricken with jealousy or malice or anger or displeasure, to grudge গান্তিবণনন, গান্তিবণনন—n pain of the body, muscular pain গান্তিবণনন—n a napkin, a towel গান্তিবণন—n hair (growing on one’s body) গান্তিবণব্য—n the Hindu ceremony of besmearing the bridegroom and the bride with a paste of turmeric and then bathing them on the eve of their wedding.

gান্তিবণব্যন্তি—n a brush to paint the body

gান্তিবণভবন, গান্তিবণভবন—n a cover or wrapper for the body, a cloak, an armour, a coat of mail

গান্তিবণেস্তমথন—n act of getting up, act of rising from the bed গান্তিবণেস্তমথন করা, গান্তিবণেস্তমথন হওয়া—v to get up, to rise from the bed

gান্তিবণম—n a poem, a couplet, a distich, a verse, a ditty, a song, a ballad, narration (মানুষের)

gান্তিবণম—n scum dross dregs, sediment, lees

গান্তিবণম—n act ofstuffing or cramming act of loading or cramming (as a gun), act of beating soundly, thrashing (গান্তিবণম গান্তিবণম)

gান্তিবণম—n loading (a gun), cramming, stuffing or cramming

gান্তিবণম—n a slice from the back of a flatfish

gান্তিবণম—v to stuff, to cram, to load or ram (a gun) গান্তিবণম—n a gun in which powder is to be crammed with hand a blunderbuss, a musket, a muzzle-loader

গান্তিবণম, গান্তিবণম—n a heap, a pile, a stack (গান্তিবণম গান্তিবণম), a crowd, a swarm. গান্তিবণম—n in heaps, heaps of, in large quantities গান্তিবণম—n act of crowding or huddling, state of being crowded. গান্তিবণম করা, গান্তিবণম করা—v to crowd, to huddle গান্তিবণম করা, গান্তিবণম করা—v to be crowding

গান্তিবণম—n the ass, (in mild reproof or ridicule) a stupid fellow, a dunderhead, a dunce, a dandypate গান্তিবণম—n a very slow-moving boat or ship carrying cargo, (nidi) any slow-moving vehicle, a sluggard গান্তিবণম—n folly, silliness গান্তিবণম করা, গান্তিবণম করা—v to make an ass of oneself, to behave in a crassly stupid fashion গান্তিবণম গান্তিবণম—n dull and excessive toil not calling for exercise of intelligence, drudgery

gান্তিবণম—fem. of গান্তিবণ

গান্তিবণ—n a son of Gadhee the sage

gান্তিবণ—n a song, a lyric, a poem, a musical play, an opera (esp an open-air one), sweet note (গান্তিবণে গান) গান্তিবণ—n classical song, গান্তিবণ—n a light tripping song with a dancing rhythm গান্তিবণ—n an opera party, a party of professional singers

গান্তিবণ—n a of Gandharvas (গান্তিবণ), of a system of marriage which is secretly gone through by a willing couple usually by exchange of garlands without knowledge of their guardians and without observance of customary rites

গান্তিবণ—(1) n an ancient name of Kandahar (mus) the third note in the natural scale, (2) n of or living in Kandahar

গান্তিবণ, গান্তিবণনাকুক্তি—n a kind of cornflakes

গান্তিবণনাকুক্তি—n the (philosophical and political) doctrine of Mahatma Gandhi, Gandhism

গান্তিবণ, গান্তিবণ—n concealed, hidden, invisible, unduly and secretly appropriated to oneself misappropriated গান্তিবণ—v to appropriate to oneself unduly and secretly, to misappropriate, to conceal to hide গান্তিবণ হওয়া—v to go into hiding or concealment, to be concealed, to become invisible, to be misappropriated

গান্তিবণ, গান্তিবণ—n negligence, neglect, inattention, heedlessness, dilatoriness, laziness গান্তিবণ—v to treat with negligence or heedlessness, to procrastinate

গান্তিবণ—n a kind of tree, its fruit (its juice is used in coating the strings of a net), the mangosteen, a coating of resin on the skin that covers an instrument of percussion

গান্তিবণনাকুক্তি—(1) n a kind of monochord (2) n expressing the sound of dealing one severe and repeated fisticuffs on the back

গান্তিবণন—n, to smear (a boat or ship) with the juice of mangosteen (see গান্‌), to tar
to go about parading or bragging or gossiping

to stir thoroughly (the water of a pond etc)

(a of beasts, esp the cow) big with young.

 vf to be big with young

the cow

alt spell of पावित्र

$n$ a napkin

basin

(phys) Gamma rays (X-rays of very short wave-length)

-observer of पावित्र

$-स्त्री$ indicating going, moving (गाइद्राक), going or moving towards (उत्तरगाणी)

$fem-पावित्रिक$,

a kind of decorative tree

gravity, solemnity, reserve sobriety, affected importance

a singer, a songster $fem$ पावित्रिक, पावित्रकी-(1) $n$ style of singing (2) inc a female singer.

the personified female energy worshipped in the Vedas, a Vedic incantation which is recited musically by a brahmin at prayers, a Vedic metre of verification पावित्रकी-जना- $v$ to recite musically the prescribed Vedic incantation at prayer

-see पावक

(1) $a$ one who sings (2) $n$ a singer, a leader or leading singer of a chorus.

concealed, hidden, invisible, absconding, unduly and secretly appropriated to oneself, misappropriated पावेश करा- $v$ to conceal, hide, send out of sight, to appropriate to oneself unduly and secretly, to misappropriate पावेश हो वा- $v$ to go into hiding, to be concealed, to be sent out of sight, to be misappropriated पावेशकी-a concealed, hidden secret

$n$ a gaol, a jail a prison, a lock-up, a guard-room, a guard-house, confinement, imprisonment पावेश हो वा- $v$ to be sentenced to imprisonment, to be jailed.

(1) $a$. of Garuda पावजय (2) $n$ a very precious stone, a mythological missile, an ancient method of arraying soldiers in a battle, mysterious words that are uttered in order to dispel snake-poison पावजयकी-

$n$ a doctor who heals snake-bites.

$n$ a guardian

(1) $n$ holy fire, the holy fire which a householder keeps burning day and night all his life (2) $a$ of such a householder

(1) $n$ the life of a householder (the second stage of man’s life according to the Hindu scriptures), domestic life (2) $a$ of the householder

$n$ abuse, rebuke, reproach पावेश- $v$ to be abused or rebuked or reviled or reproached पावेश के वा, पावेश पावेश- $v$ to revile, to reproach, to rebuke, to abuse पावेश न the cheek, the mouth (पावेश के वा के वा वि) पावेश धरा, पावेश माना- $v$ to have a burning and itching sensation within one's mouth caused by eating edible roots akin to arum पावेश चुका पावेश- to slap on the face, to give a slap in the face पावेश हाथ के वा- $v$ to place the palm of one's hand on one's cheek as a mark of astonishment, to be astonished पावेश- $n$ a fanciful or idle tale gossip chit-chat पावेश करा- $v$ to tell fanciful tales (esp about one's own importance) to gossip, to chat.

$-n$ thick or massive beard all over cheeks and the chin, side-whisker a love-lock पावेश करा- $n$ a peculiar sound made by inflating cheeks and striking them with fingers पावेश करा- $v$ to make this sound पावेश $n$ a mouth-filling tumid bombastic पावेश $n$ reviling पावेश करा, पावेश के वा- $v$ to revile पावेश के-coll corrup of पावेश

$-n$ act of squeezing out or pressing out, act of causing to flow out, act of straining, act of melting

$n$ lac shellac

$-v$ to melt to press out or squeeze out the matter (usu morbid matter) of something (कीड़ा पाला), to cause to flow out (जात्रा के बेल पाला), to strain, to utter (विहा पाला)

पालागान, पालागाणी- $n$ revilings, rebuke, abuse पालागानी करा, पालागाणी के वा- $v$ to revile, to rebuke, to abuse, to call (person) names

(1) $v$ to melt (2) $a$ a melted

$n$ an abusive word, revile, reproach, rebuke, an obscene word पालेश- $v$ to be reproached or rebuked or abused पालेश के वा- $v$ to revile, to re-
proach, to rebuke, to abuse, to utter an obscene word गालिकानालरूपी—n pl revilings, reproach, rebuke, obscene or filthy words or language, abuses
gālīka—n carpet
gāh, gāhā, gāhā—n act of bathing by dipping the whole body in the water of a pond, river, sea etc., immersion गाहन करा—v to bathe
gāhān, gāhā—n act of singing
gāhā—(1) v to sing to chant to celebrate, to sing the glory of, to speak (2) a that has been sung गाहान—v to cause to sing
gaut, gaut, gaut—n a knot, a joint (esp. of bones), a knuckle, a knob, a node
gaut, gaut, gaut—v to tie in a knot, to knot
 gossip—nt expressing a state of crowding or swarming (সত্যুলোক গিস্প গিস্প গিস্প)

gauticār—n (mus) quick utterance of notes to make a song sound sweeter
gauta, gauta—(1) n the jackal (2) a (dial) dirty tilth

gauti—n a guinea गौती—n twenty-two parts pure gold and two parts copper alloy mixed together, gold that is eleventhths fine (22 carat) (loos) guinea gold
gauti, gauti—n the mistress of a house, a housewife, a wife गौतिन, गौतिन, गौतिन—n duties and department of a housewife, housewives, (ndi) a young girl's ludicrous mimicry of a housewife गौतिनर्म गौतिनर्म—n an elderly and experienced housewife
gaut—alt. spelling of गौत

gaut—n a kind of edible bitter spinach
gaut, (coll) gaut—(1) v pop corrupt of गाह, (2) adv inserted unmeaningly within a sentence, now then and now
gauticāra, gauticāra—n the chameleon
gauticāra—n a knoth

gauticār—n a measure of length esp. of cloth (२७ १/२ yar)=२६.२

-gautī—sfx meaning being so and so, status, office, honour, tenure of office skill in certain capacity, -ship (वायुविज्ञान, राजनीति, केवलगौतिन)

gaut, gaut, gaut—n a mountain, a hill, one of a particular order of ascetics गौत्र, गौत्र, गौत्र—n a mountain-cave गौत्रक—n a ravine, a gorge गौत्रकर्मी, गौत्र—n a daughter of a moun-

tain (esp. of the Himalayas), appellations of Goddess Durga (दुर्गा) गौरिण—I n, the surface of a mountain गौरिण-कावली—n a mountain stream गौरिण—n a hill-fort, a hill serving as a fort गौरिण—n a mountain-past a pass गौरिण-लिम्बी—same as गौरिण-मलकिया गौरिण-भार—n a mountain-valley गौरिण-विल—(1) a living in the mountains (2) n a mountain dweller गौरिण-माटा, गौरिण-भार—n red ochre गौरिण—n the king of mountains an appellation of the Himalayas गौरिण—n (myth) the wife of the Himalayas गौरिण—n one who dies down or sleeps upon a mountain an appellation of Shiva (शिव) गौरिण-भार, गौरिण-भार—n a mountain-peak गौरिणशेर—n a mountain-range, गौरिण-कोट, गौरिण-कोट—n a mountain-defile, a gorge गौरिण-कुंड—n the daughter of the Himalayas an appellation of goddess Durga

गौरिणिन—I var of गौरिण

gauticār—var of गौरिण

gaut—n the chief of mountains an appellation of the Himalayas

gaut—poet corrupt of दीप

gaut—coll corrupt of गौरव

gaut—n a church

gaut—n a short and fat bolster, a dumpy bolster

gaut,—(1) n gilding (2) a gilt गौटम करा—v to gild गौटम करा—a gilt गौटम सोना—n rolled gold

gaut—n act of swallowing or eating or drinking or devouring

gaut, n a seed of mimosa scandens गौत गरा—v to frill cloth by pressing and rubbing with a seed of mimosa scandens गौत-करा—a thus frilled, or finely creased
gaut, (1) v to swallow (गौत, गौत, गौत, गौत), to devour (2) n (in anger or taunts) eating or drinking, act of swallowing (3) a swallowed devoured

gaut—v to cause to swallow, (dero) to feed

gaut—a swallowed, eaten or drunk, devoured गौट-चर्ध—n rumination गौट-चर्ध करा—v to chew the cud, to ruminate गौट-चर्ध-वार्ता—n a ruminant गौट—dial corrupt of गौट, गौट—alt. spell of गौट
 Stock of a tree, a bough, or a stump
A powder (fine dust), an extremely small drop of the dust of the bark of a tree, or a minute speck of fine dust
A given to shoving or pushing or thrusting or butting or beating
A cow ready to give
A moustached
A bundle, a bunch
An oyster, shell fish
A bellow
Dial var of শুন
A cluster of bunches or fascicles, a bundle, a tuft
Undesirably numerous or countless, too many
To set in due order, to arrange properly
A rumour, hearsay
A传来
A spread rumour
A rumour, (colloq.)
Through by
A smaller variety of cardamom
A native of Gujarat, the language of Gujarati
A of Gujarati
To spend or pass
A kind of small ring-shaped sweetmeat made of concealed milk and sugar
Int expressing whispering
to whisper, to confer secretly

one who does not speak out his mind frankly, whispering

cluster, a bunch, a bouquet, a nosegay, humming sound

act of humming, a humming sound, lilting or lilt, (fig & dero) whispering

humming sound, to hum to lilt, to whisper

a humming sound, (loge) act of humming, musing, (fig & dero) whispering

humming sound, to hum, to muse, to whisper

v to hum

resounding with, filled with a humming noise, whispered

an extremely small red-and-black seed the shrub bearing this seed

a small hard and roundish ball of anything.

v to roll up, to wind up to ravel in, to contract, to draw in, to fold to double up, (31) to compose, to close down, to pull up to haul up

a rolled up, wound up ravelled in, contracted drawn in folded doubled up, closed down, pulled up, hauled up

a number of (used merely as an article e.g. a pilule, a globule), any small globular or granular object, (in chess and similar games) a piece a man, a pawn, any fruit in its early stage of growth (in planting, a vesicle, a blister (in medicine the chrysalis, a cocoon, a chrysalis), a towline, a bowstring, a string, a thread (in nature), a towline, a tow-rope, a stalk, to multiply, to allure or charm or influence or control by sorcery, to bewitch, to cast a spell over

v to sing in praise of, to praise, to laud to eulogize, to speak highly of

to tow a boat, to be benefited by the good action or influence (of), to find a virtue

a multiplier, multiplicator, a factor

that which multiplies, multiplying, multiplicating

factorization

that which multiplies, multiplying, multiplicating, beneficial, productive of good, efficacious

act of singing in praise of, act of praising, laudation, circulation of one's good qualities

an appellation of Shiva and of Arjuna (one of the Mahabharata
praise of, to praise, to laud, to circulate the good qualities of, পুণ্যতমা, পুণ্যতম—n. value or wealth of one's good qualities or virtues পুণ্যতম—n. appreciation of one's good qualities or virtues পুণ্যতম করা—v. to appreciate the good qualities or virtues of পুণ্যতম—n. pl. good qualities or virtues পুণ্যতমীন—n. appreciation of others' good qualities or virtues পুণ্যতন্ত—n. pl. (phil.) the three primordial qualities in living beings (namely, অনুসন্ধান, সাধারণ, প্রতিভা) পুণ্য—n. full of good qualities or parts (ridi.) full of vices or demerits পুণ্যিত—n. a man richly endowed with good qualities or parts পুণ্য—n. (math.) multiplication. পুণ্যবহী—(1) a (math.) that which is to be or may be multiplied by (2) n. a multiplicand পুণ্যতম—n. (math.) a factor a measure (math.) a multiplicand part of a product পুণ্যতান—n. skill, attainment, accomplishment পুণ্যতম—n. (math.) a product of multiplication পুণ্যতম—n. possession of good qualities or parts or merits পুণ্যতমান—n. description or account of one's good qualities or merits পুণ্যতান করা—v. to describe good qualities or merits (of) to give an account of one's good qualities or merits পুণ্যতানক—n. expressing the good qualities or merits of, (gr.) adjectival, attributive, (log.) connotative পুণ্যতান—n. praise, laudation পুণ্যতান করা—v. to praise to laud পুণ্যকাল—n. a man possessing good qualities or parts. পুণ্যতমীন—n. a man of qualities or parts পুণ্যতম—n. a mast পুণ্যতমন্ত্রম—n. dissimilarity or disparity of qualities or virtues or properties, combination or mixture of contrary qualities or virtues or properties পুণ্যতম—n. a man possessed of the noblest qualities or the highest excellence পুণ্যতম—same as পুণ্যতমীন পুণ্যতমীন পুণ্যতম—n. the same as পুণ্যতমীন পুণ্যতমীরা পুণ্যতমীরা—n. pl. good qualities or virtues or merits পুণ্যতমীরা পুণ্যতমীরা—n. a man possessing good qualities or virtues or merits, having a (particular) quality or virtues পুণ্যতমীরা—same as পুণ্যতমীরা fem. পুণ্যতমীরা। পুণ্যতমীরা—same as পুণ্যতমীরা পুণ্যতমীরা—a having no good quality or virtue or merit, lacking in a (particular) quality or property পুণ্যতমীরা—same as পুণ্যতমীরা fem. পুণ্যতমীরা। পুণ্যতমীরা—same as পুণ্যতমীরা পুণ্যতমীরা—a destitute of good qualities or merits or parts fem. পুণ্যতমীরা।

For words in পুণ্য, not given separately, see পুণ্য
a heavier, weightier, more responsible or difficult or important or serious, very serious (গঠাল অপরাজ) গভীর, গভীর—n weight, heaviness, gravity (specific gravity), importance, seriousness গভীর—n a divested of or wanting in weight or seriousness unimportant, negligible গভীর—n a fee paid or payable to a guru or a teacher when teaching is completed or on completion of education, (loos.) a tuition-fee গভীর—n heavy punishment, গভীর—n heavy punishment for a light offence গভীর—n the period of mourning on the death of one's father or mother, (astrol.) the period of domination by the planet Jupiter গভীর—n same as গুড়োল্লুর গভীর—n a temple of the Sikhs Gurudwara গভীর—n upbraiding of one's guru or teacher গভীর—n the wife of one's guru or teacher গভীর—n sexual intercourse with the wife of one's guru or teacher গভীর—n act of abducting the wife of one's guru or teacher for immoral purpose গভীর—n a hard to digest গুড়—n a deadly sin, felony গভীর—n (math.) the third bracket, crochets (গভীর—n the ceremony of appointing one as one's guru or of receiving a guru usually accompanied with offer of presents গভীর—n occult power conferred upon one by one's benignant guru grace of the guru গভীর—n Thursday গভীর—n a great circle গভীর—n a great circle গভীর—n devoted to one's guru or teacher গভীর—n devotion to one's guru or teacher গভীর—n a co-disciple a brother disciple গভীর—n a very heavy (গভীর) (geog.) barysphere (গভীর—n a teacher (esp. of a primary school), a primary teacher গভীর—n (anat.) cerebrum গভীর—n the wife of a teacher or guru a preceptress a woman teacher, a lady teacher গভীর—n art or learning in which the student excels the teacher in course of time, (ridi.) art or learning which the student uses against the teacher to discomfit him গভীর—n the script or (loos.) the language used by the Sikhs গভীর—n due sense of respect 'for superiors, sense of proportion, capacity for making distinction between the high and the low গভীর—n a report of the conversation or discussion between a guru and
his disciple or between a teacher and his student. গুরুদেবা—n attendance on a guru or a teacher গুরুনিতা—n (astro) spring-tide গুরুদর্শন—a as venerable as a guru or a teacher গুরুধর—n an accented vowel a long vowel গুরুত্বত্ব—n murder of one's guru or teacher by oneself, parri-cide গুরুক্রুণ—n one who murders one's guru or teacher a parri-cide fem গুরুক্রুণী—a female native of Gujarat, an Indian musical mode

গর্ভিণী—a pregnant, in the family way, (of inferior creatures) big with young গর্ভ—(I) n a guru's wife (2) a fem pregnant great glorious

গল—n powder of burnt tobacco (this is applied to teeth and the gum or used as a dentifrice), a kind of small balls prepared by mixing and drying cow-dung mud and coal-powder together (used as fuel) গল ঝেঁওয়া—ν to make small balls of cow-dung mud and coal-powder mixed together and dry them in the sun to apply powder of burnt tobacco (to one's teeth and gum)

গল্লান—n a red powder which Hindus sprinkle over one another during the Holī (চোলিত) festival

-গল্লি—var of -গল্লা

গল্লন—n any small round ball, a globule, a pill (as of medicine), either of the biceps or triceps or either of the hough-muscles, a pill or preparation of opium for smoking, a bullet ammunition গল্লন করা—ν to shoot, to fire, গল্লন ধাওয়া—ν to be shot (with a bullet) to smoke opium গল্লনের—(I) n addicted to smoking opium (2) n one who smokes opium opium-addict an opium-smoker গল্লনের গল্লি—n fantastic or wholly incredible story cock-and-bull story গল্লনের টাপু—n a small globule or pill, a bullet

-গলন—d al var of -গল্লি

গল্ল—n the ankle or the heel গল্লা—n the ankle-joint

গল্লা—n a bush, a shrub, the spleen morbid enlargement of the spleen (also গল্লারোগ), a military station or assemblage, a small division of an army (consisting of 9 elephant-riders 9 charioteers, 27 horsemen and 45 foot-soldiers)

গল্টি, গল্টি—coll corrup of গল্টি জটিল প্রিয়, গল্টি নাথার—(abusively) an extremely loathsome thing, nothing

গুল্ল—n God Kartik (কার্তিক), Vishnu (বিশ্ব), গুল্লা—n sixth day of the lunar fortnight of the month of Agrahaṇya (অগ্রাহণ), the favourite day God Kartik

For words in গুল্ল, and গল্ল, not given separately, see গুল্ল and গল্ল ২, ৩ respectively
gūha—n a cave, a mountain-cave, a den (sīmāyā gūha) (fig.) the inmost region or recess (nāma gūra) gūharāni—a one who or that which lives in a cave or den, cavedwelling, troglodyte gūharāni prāti—a troglodyte gūharāni lokā—a caveman gūha-

—n a dwelling in a cave (2) n the lion the tiger and similar beasts that sleep in caves
gūha—(1) a confidential, private secret, concealed, hidden, mysterious, esoteric occult, lonely (2) n the anus gūharāni—n the anus.
gūharāni—n one of the demigods attending on Kuvera (গুহের গুহারানী)
gūha—a secret, hidden, concealed surreptitious (গুহ অভিপ্রায়), unknown, unrevealed deep (গুহ তাল), invisible inaccessible, incomprehensible (গুহ মাত্র), intricate (গুহ বাগার), profound (গুহ দৃষ্টি গুহ অর্থ), mysterious occult, esoteric (গুহ বিশেষ) lonely gūharāni, gūha—n secrecy, concealment, invisibility, inaccessibility, incomprehensibility intricacy, profundity, mysteriousness loneliness gūharāni—n a secret path or route, a lonely path gūharāni—n the tortoise gūha—n a spy, a secret emissary gūharāni—n a secret path, a secret tunnel gūharāni—n a witness employed by the plaintiff or by the accuser to overhear what the defendant or the accused has to say gūha—n (phil.) a complex gūhari—illogical but pop fem of gūha gūha—a greedy covetous gūha—n greed greediness avarice gūha—n the vulture gūha—n a room, a chamber, a house, a home an abode, a dwelling (astrol.) any of the signs of the zodiac gūhoropeta—n a tame pigeon gūharāni—same as gūharāni fem gūharāni—same as gūharāni same as gūharāni gūhoropeta—n the inside of one's home, household gūharāni, gūharāni—n the lizard gūharāni—n a secret defect or blemish of a family, a (secret) discord in a family, a weak point of a family gūha—n a deserted or displaced or ousted from one's homestead, homeless gūharāni—n to oust or evict one from one's homestead, to render one homeless gūha—n a home-made, home-grown stored in a house esp in a dwelling-house gūharāni—n the floor of a room gūharāni—n act of quitting a house or one's home, adoption of ascetic renunciation of worldly life gūharāni—n to quit a house, to quit home, to adopt asceticism, to renounce worldly life gūharāni—n a one who has quitted a house or home, one who has adopted asceticism gūharāni—n arson (fig.) complete destruction of one's family happiness and peace gūharāni—n a tutelar deity, a household god gūharāni—n the family life, household duties gūharāni—same as gūharāni gūharāni—n a domestic gūharāni—n the ceremony of first entrance into a newly-built house, house-warming gūharāni—n a courtyard gūharāni—n a garden within the precincts of a dwelling-house, a garden-house gūharāni—(1) a leading the life of a family man living in a dwelling-house or in a family (2) n a family man, a male member of a family, an inmate of a dwelling-house fem gūharāni—same as gūharāni gūharāni—n dissention in a family, dissension amongst the people of a state civil dissension gūharāni—n dissention in a family, family strife family feud vendetta, internal strife, civil dissension, civil strife, civil war gūharāni—n a sowing dissention in a family or a party, betraying secrets of one's own family or party gūharāni—n a domestic dog gūharāni—same as gūharāni gūharāni—same as gūharāni gūharāni—n a housewife whose suave and judicious dealings bring peace and prosperity to her family, (loos & often facet) a wife gūharāni—n a private tutor, a guardian tutor gūharāni—n an enemy of one's own family or party a quizzing gūharāni—n the lamp of a house gūharāni—n cleaning the house gūharāni—n to scrub and clean the house gūharāni—n a domestic dog gūharāni—same as gūharāni gūharāni—same as gūharāni gūharāni—n a housewife whose suave and judicious dealings bring peace and prosperity to her family, (loos & often facet) a wife gūharāni—n a private tutor, a guardian tutor gūharāni—n an enemy of one's own family or party a quizzing gūharāni—n the lamp of a house gūharāni—n cleaning the house gūharāni—n to scrub and clean the house gūharāni—n a domestic dog gūharāni—same as gūharāni gūharāni—same as gūharāni gūharāni—n a housewife whose suave and judicious dealings bring peace and prosperity to her family, (loos & often facet) a wife gūharāni—n a private tutor, a guardian tutor gūharāni—n an enemy of one's own family or party a quizzing gūharāni—n the lamp of a house gūharāni—n cleaning the house gūharāni—n to scrub and clean the house gūharāni—n a domestic dog gūharāni—same as gūharāni gūharāni—same as gūharāni gūharāni—n a housewife whose suave and judicious dealings bring peace and prosperity to her family, (loos & often facet) a wife gūharāni—n a private tutor, a guardian tutor gūharāni—n an enemy of one's own family or party a quizzing gūharāni—n the lamp of a house gūharāni—n cleaning the house gūharāni—n to scrub and clean the house gūharāni—n a domestic dog gūharāni—same as gūharāni gūharāni—same as gūharāni gūharāni—n a housewife whose suave and judicious dealings bring peace and prosperity to her family, (loos & often facet) a wife gūharāni—n a private tutor, a guardian tutor gūharāni—n an enemy of one's own family or party a quizzing gūharāni—n the lamp of a house gūharāni—n cleaning the house gūharāni—n to scrub and clean the house gūharāni—n a domestic dog gūharāni—same as gūharāni gūharāni—same as gūharāni gūharāni—n a housewife whose suave and judicious dealings bring peace and prosperity to her family, (loos & often facet) a wife gūharāni—n a private tutor, a guardian tutor gūharāni—n an enemy of one's own family or party a quizzing gūharāni—n the lamp of a house gūharāni—n cleaning the house gūharāni—n to scrub and clean the house gūharāni—n a domestic dog
— the mistress of a house, a housewife, a house-mother
— a homeless, shelterless
— (1) a one who has come to a house, one who has come back home (2)
— a guest, a visitor
— another room or house or home
— same as 
— a extremely home-keeping, over-devoted to one’s own family
— a housewife, a house-mother, one’s wife, a wife.
— housewifery
— a householder, a family man, a married man
— a received, accepted held, obtained, passed (নিয়ন্ত্রণ শীঘ্র হওয়া), sheltered
— a domestic utensil, furniture
— a acceptable brought under control
— a relating to home homely, domestic, home-bred, home-made
— a Hindu scripture prescribing ceremonies to be performed at birth, marriage etc
— dial corrupt of 
— (adv)
— (poet & obs) went has gone
— a sprout a plumule a tumour, a node, (inc) a wedge
— colloquial, — colloquial variants of
— — colloquial var of
— — colloquial
— — to chatter incessantly to talk endlessly without any purpose, to go on gossiping
— a tubular purse made of cloth
— (1) a addicted to smoking ganja, (fig) given to telling lies or cock-and-bull stories (2) a ganja-smoker a ganja-addict, (fig) one who is given to telling lies or cock-and-bull stories
— a short and fat and stout dumpy
— a nodose, knotty (ঠোঁট বষ্টি, ঠোঁট লালচ), of or in or occurring in knuckles (ঠোঁট বষ্টি, gout)
— a short and fat and stout, dumpy
— a tuberous root, a tuber, a rhizome.
— (sl) act of stealing or misappropriating or swindling.
— to steal, to misappropriate, to swindle
— — n a dishonest way of achieving one’s end by deceiving or threatening people, a racket.
— n the snail
— a ball or a disc for throwing and catching, a bunch, a wreath a garland (শুল, শুল ঝঙ্গ্ঠা শুলিকা ত্রয়োজন)
— a indolent, slothful, lazy, of extremely dilatory habit
— dial corrupt of
— colloquial, (dial) — a rural, rustic, uneducated, unpolished vulgar
— — rustic, (dero) a clodhopper
— colloquial var of
— a of trees and plants, living in trees or given to climbing trees, (esoteric, esoteric)
— (of women) of undesirable masculine habit
— a tree-frog
— a toby boy.
— n a gazette
— n a guernsey.
— n a gate
— — variants of
— — 1st per sing (obs — poet & dial) went
— — var of
— — a worth singing, singable that which is sung or is to be sung
— poet & vulgar coll corrupt of
— — n (astr) eclipse (vul coll corrupt of)
— — vulgar coll corrupt of
— — colloquial
— — colloquial var of the colour of red ochre
— — (1) a having the colour of red ochre (গোলাব আচ্ছাদন), dyed with red ochre (গোলাব পান্থ) (2) a piece of loin-cloth dyed with red ochre (গোলাব পান্থ)
— — pop var of
— — a scrape, a difficulty, the influence of an evil star কাপড়ের সরঞ্জাম
— — bad luck, predestined misfortune
— n circumvention, encircling, confinement, a region a certain area, jurisdiction.
— — pop var of
— — a immediately preceding, last
— — int expressing, astonishment
— — pop var of
Gelap — n a cover, a case, a slip (as of a pillow)

Gesalasa — n a glass, a tumbler, a goblet, a glass of water

Gesh — a tumbling, a tumbler, a housewife

Geshi — var of gesh

Gherik — (1) n red ochre, gold-dust or gold, powder or dye of red ochre (अलक सिकित गरीक, गरीक) a piece of loin-cloth dyed with red ochre (गरीकः) (2) a born of or prouced in mountain of the colour of red ochre (गरीकः) dyed with red ochre (गरीकः)

Gherik — n red ochre, any object produced or grown in or on a mountain

Geh — a sweeter var of gherik

Geha — n the cow, the ox, any of the sense-organs (गोथा, the earth)

Gahai — imp (poet & obs) concealing (गहुदि)

Gai — n obstinate insistence, obstinacy, dogged perseverance, doggedness (गोंकार) to insist on obstinately (गोंकार) to persevere doggedly

Gai — int expressing a groaning sound (गोंकार) to groan

Gaj — (1) n a peg, a stake, a wedge (2) a silent and glum with discontent (गोंज को) (गोंजः)

Gaj — a pop var of goya

Gajamal — n act of balancing up an account by means of undue insertion(s)

Gajamal Geshi — v to balance up an account by means of undue insertion(s), somehow to balance accounts, to cook accounts

Gaj — n a roundish exterior protuberance of the umbilical cord

Gaj — a having a roundish exterior protuberance of the umbilical cord roundish

Gajik — a bigoted fanatic, orthodox, extremely conservative, extremely biased, following blindly, blind (गोंजः यक)

Gajikam — (dial) Gajikak — n bigotry, fanaticism, orthodoxy, extreme conservativeness, an extremely strong bias, act of following blindly

Gajikam — (dial.) Gajikab — n the citron

Gaj — n moustache, whiskers

Gajak — n a cobra, a poisonous snake

Gaj — n (sl) a shameful folly

Gaj — n (sl) a cowhouse (usu a large one), a byre

Gajak — a cowhouse, abacton

Gajo — n an offering of sanctified grass to a cow at the end of one’s peni-
tence, a large morsel to eat hastily in large morsels, to gobble, to eat ravenously or wolffishly

戈查者—n a cow-slaughterer
戈查者—a one who or that which kills a cow or cows, a guest (for whom a cow was killed or slaughtered by the host)

戈查者, 戈查者—variants of 戈查者 and 戈查者 respectively

戈查者—(1) a unable to speak, dumb (2) n a dumb man one having no power of speech

戈查者, 戈查者—variants of 戈查者
戈查者，戈查者—v to whimper, to moan, to groan or whine 戈查者, 戈查者—n act or noise of whimpering or moaning or groaning or whining

戈查者—dual corrup of 戈查
戈查者—n a bright yellow pigment secreted from the kidney of a cow

戈查者—(1) n the reach or range of sense-organs, sense-perception anything perceptible by the senses (astro) jurisdiction or range of influence (শনির গোচর) cognition knowledge, perception (গোচরের আনা অগচুর), a grazing ground, a pasture or pasturage (2) n a perceptible by or within the range of (নিয়ন্ত্রিত, অনুগচুর) used as a grazing ground (গোচর আনা—v to bring to one's knowledge or notice 戈查者═a brought to one's knowledge or notice

戈查者—n cowhide
戈查者—n a cowherd
戈查者—n act of tending or grazing cows, pasturage 戈查者 ঐনি—n grazing ground 戈查者 ঐনি—v to go to graze or tend cows or hebes

戈查者কিংবদন্তি—n a cow-leech a cow-doctor
戈查者কিংবদন্তি—n treatment of cows and cattle

戈查者—n a bunch, a bundle, a sheaf, (due order or arrangement orderliness (কালের গোচর), a type (গোচর গোচর বাঁধি), the hough 戈查者—v to put in due order, to arrange into bunches or sheaves 戈查者—v the hough, fleshy part of the back of the human leg between the knee and the ankle, the calf 戈查者—n due order or arrangement, act of packing up 戈查者 করা—v to put in due order, to make necessary arrangement (for), to pack up.

戈查者—n a bunch, a bundle, a sheaf, the hough
戈查者, 戈查者, 戈查者—pop variants of 戈查者, গোচার, and 戈查者 respectively
戈查—n an ornamental metal girdle of women
戈查—n a whole, full, entire undivided, unbroken (গোচার মাঝাটা গোচার লেন), used as a particle (এক-গোচার তাই গোচার-করেন গোচার-কারেন—a few a small number of 戈查—n a slight adv in unbroken form
戈查—n the base, the root the foot 戈চারগৃহ, গচ্ছারগৃহ—a high-heeled Wea গোচার কেলাড়ি—v to follow in one's footsteps, to support blindly, to say ditto to
戈查者—n the root, the base the bottom (গোচার গোচার, ধাতের গোচার ধাতের গোচার), reach জাতীয় গোচার, foundation (গোচারপত্র), the beginning or start, inception (মূল গোচার থেকে) the root cause (মূল গোচার) গোচারণ—(1) adv in the beginning, at first. (2) n the beginning, inception (গোচারণ থেকে)
戈查者কারন—n act of laying the foundation start গোচারণ করা—v to lay the foundation of to start গোচারণ কিন্তু আগাম বল—(lit.) ridiculous act of cutting off a tree from its bottom and then watering its branches to rejuvenate it, (fig.) mending a thing after ending it, an attempt to mend something when it is too late
戈查者—n the ankle the heel
戈চে—n a thick wreath of flower
戈চে—rej spell of গোচে
戈চন—n a sage who wrote a famous treatise on logic, Gautama Buddha
戈চন, গোচন—n a sudden and quick headlong fall গোচন বা গোচন বাছুর—v to make a sudden and quick headlong movement গোচন থেকে বা গোচন থেকে পড়া—v to fall (down) headlong suddenly and quickly
戈চন—n a mountain গোচন যাত্রায়—n the Himalayas
戈চন—n a family, a line classification of families in accordance with the names of the sages who founded them, descent, lineage (কালো গোচন) গোচন—a having common descent or lineage, belonging to the same family, kindred


The ceremony of giving away a cow or cows

Cow milk

Act of milking a cow or cows

A herd of cows considered as property, cattle-wealth a herd of cows

The iguana

Wheat

Twilight the hour of twilight esp. the evening twilight the hour of gloaming or dusk

Variant of গাওন and ঘোন

A milkman (by caste or profession), a cowherd a king, a landowner a feudal lord a daughter of a milkman, a milkmaid (cp) a milk girl a wife or a daughter of a milkman, a milkmaid (cp) a milkwoman a wife of a milkman, a milkmaid (cp) a milk-wife

Act of hiding concealment secrecy

A suffering from elephantiasis, very fat, corpulent bulky, very thick an extra trouble, a trouble upon trouble

A herd of cows or beevs

A milkman (by caste or profession), a cowherd, a name of Krishna a king a son

An over-indulged son, a son spoilt by over-indulgence

One who keeps and tends cows, a cowherd

Act of tending and looking after cows, cattle-farming

A species of very sweet and large mango

The 8th lunar day in the moon-lit fortnight of the month of Kartika when Krishna began to act as a cowboy

A wife or a daughter of a milkman a milkmaid (cp) a milkwoman

Concealed, hidden, kept concealed or hidden, kept in custody guarded, kept

Same as গোস্বিনী, গোস্বিনী: a kind of whitish clay with which Vaishnavas paint their faces and limbs

A kind of yellowish clay found in Brindaban which is regarded as holy by Vaishnavas and is used by them in painting their faces and limbs a kind of monochord used by Vaishnavas to support a voice

The tail of a cow ox bull etc

A gate (usu an ornamental one) of a temple a portal of a city, an ornamental city-gate

Cow dung

Same as গোস্বিনী (see under গোস্বিনী)

Var. of গোস্তা.

A one who guards or protects

A guard, a custodian.
Gopaki—same as Gopani (see under Gopak).

Gopak—n a young of a cow, a bullock or a heifer, a calf.

Gopakjan—n cow-slaughter

Gopak—n cow-dung, muck (Gopakshen—(1) a soft-headed corpulent lazy and good-for-nothing (2) n such a man or boy Gopak-Gopa—n a dung-heap, a dung-hill, a muck-heap Gopak-Gopa—(1) full of stupidity (Gopak Gopa-Ma—=a stupid head) Gopak-Gopa—(lit) a lorus in a dung-hill, a solitary instance of beauty or talent in the midst of ugly or stupid environment, a Venus amongst hags, a Socrates amongst fools.

Gopakchhat—n a door-sill or a window-sill

Gopakdron—n a hillock in Brindaban (Gopakdron) Gopakdron—n an appellation of Krishna (Gopak).

Gopak—n cow-pox

Gopak, Gopak—n one of a class of tigers given to preying upon cows, the wolf (?), the hyena.

Gopakdron—n a name of Krishna (Gopakdron) or Vishnu (Hind).

Gopakdron—n the serum taken from cow-pox Gopakdron—(1) vaccination or inoculation by administering the serum taken from cow-pox

Gopakdron—var of Gopakdron

Gopakdron, Gopakdron—n a as harmless and gentle as a cow, an artless or guileless person.

Gopakdron—n act of belabouring (one) with a stick like a cow, severe beating (esp with a stick) Gopakdron—n to belabour severely with a stick, to beat severely

Gopakjan—n a cow-leech, a cow-doctor (contem or rtdi) a medical quack, a mountebank

Gopak—n uncouthly or awkwardly bulky, fated and heavy

Gopakdron—n a place for depositing the carcasses of cows, (fig) a filthy place

Gopak—n a sullen and silent, grim and grave, darkened with huff

Gopak—n cow-dung

Gopakdron, Gopak—n a rent-collector or bill-collector or steward (of a landlord, a businessman, a mercantile firm etc)

Gopakdrona—n same as Gopakdron.

Gopakdrona—n beef Gopakdron—n beef—eating Gopakdron—n a beef-eater

Gopakdron—(fig) utterly illiterate.

Gopak—n the gaddly

Gopakdron—n the jackal.

Gopak—(1) n the mouth or the face of a cow, a musical instrument shaped like a cow's mouth or face, a small bag for holding the rosary a rosary-bag (2) a having a face or mouth like that of a cow Gopak—n a holy cave in the Himalayas shaped like a cow's face or mouth, a rosary-bag

Gopak—n utterly ignorant or illiterate or stupid.

Gopak—n cow's urine

Gopak—n chrysolite, zircon jacinth

Gopak—n ceremonial sacrifice of a cow or cows Gopak—n cow-sacrifice

Gopakdron—n a bullock-cart, a hackery

Gopakdron—n a cowshed

Gopakdron, (dial) Gopakdron—n a milkman (by caste or profession), a cowherd fem.

Gopakdron—n a wife or a daughter of a milkman a milkmaid, a milk-woman name Gopakdron—(fig) a nobleman whose meagre income forces him to eat more beef than mutton

Gopakdron—n a spy a sleuth a detective

Gopakdron—n a detective story

Gopakdron—n espionage spying Gopakdron—n the detective police

Gopak—n a grave, a tomb Gopak—n to bury, to inter, entomb Gopak—n to lie in one's grave to die

Gopak—n one who keeps or tends a cow or cows, a cowherd.

Gopak—n keeping of cows, protection of cows

Gopak—n cowmilk, any cowmilk product (eg butter, curd etc)

Gopak—n a burial ground, a graveyard

Gopak—(1) n having a complexion of cream-colour tinged with red, (loos) fair-complexioned, English or European (Gopak—(2) n a pet name of Chattanya (Gopak—(3) n an Englishman or European, an English or a European soldier

Gopakdron—n a name of Chattanya Gopakdron—n English or European military band

Gopak—n a Highlander (who usually puts on shorts)

Gopak—n the cow, the ox, beoves, (in reproof or ridicule) a stupid person Gopak—n act or an instance of stealing cows, cattle-lifting, abduction, an extremely
shameful deed or act  গোলাপোর—n. one who steals cows, a cattle-lifter, an abactor, one who has done an extremely shameful deed  গোলাপোরের বাপ্তি—(lit) the ridiculous or false attempt to compensate one with a pair of shoes after killing one's cow, (fig) foolishly making amends after doing wrong or harm  গোলাপোরচার—n a bullock-cart, a hackery  গোলাপোরর পাল—n a herd of cattle

গোলাপচা—n a bright yellow pigment secreted from a cow's kidney

গোলাব—n one of the dominant people of Nepal, a Gurkha

গোলাবুড়ী—n (in football, hockey, watering-polo etc) a goal, a goal-post  গোলাবুড়ী谈恋爱—v to score a goal, গোলাবুড়ী—n a scorer  গোলাবুড়ীকর—n a goal-keeper (coll) a goalse

গোলাবক—n (1) a round, roundish, globular, spherical, circular (2) a round or roundish or spherical thing, a circle, a ball  গোলাবক—n a round or roundish or spherical object (চূলঘাল, ) a ball, a globe, a sphere  গোলাবকাত—a round, roundish, globular, spherical, circular, (phys) spherical  গোলাবক—n a almost round, chunky, plump, corpulent, fleshy and rounded  গোলাবকি—n black pepper

গোলাবাং ন—n a loud and confused noise, an uproar, a row, a hubbub, disturbance (গলা গলার কোরিয়া) crookedness, angularity, distrust, doubt, suspicion  (বন্দো গোলা), confusion, a difficulty, a complication, a hitch (গলা বিঘন্ত, ) an error, a mistake, confusion (গলা করিয়া কর্ফ),  গোলাবসল, গোলাবসল—same as গোলা গলাবসল—a confusing, disturbing, subject to suspicion, suspicious, crooked,  ে গলাবকার—v to make a mess of, to muddle, to give rise to, to complication, to complicate, to evade  গলাব হর্যানবাং—n to evade one's duty by a false show of doing it in a noisy crowd

গোলাবে—see গোলবি

গোলাবেনানিষ—n a labyrinth, a maze, an intricate problem

গোলাবেত—n an owner of a warehouse  গোলাবেতারিক, গোলাবেতারী—(1) n ownership of a warehouse, wholesale trade or trading (2) a of an owner of a warehouse, of wholesale trade, wholesale  গোলাবেতারী কাগজা—wholesale business or trade

গোলাবচ—n a gunner, an artilleryman  গোলাবচাবাই—n artillery  গোলাবচাবাই—(1) n gunnery, artillery (2) a relating to the gunner or gunnery

গোলাবয়র—n a leaf of a small tree akin to the fan palm (these leaves are used in thatching)

গোলাবান—n a untrained, uneducated, inexperienced, ordinary (গোলা পায়ার, গোলা লেখক)

গোলাবসা—n a ball, a cannon-ball,  গোলাবসান—n pl cannon-balls and bullets (গোলা হোড়—v to cannonade  গোলাবসার—n ammunition

গোলাবসা—(1) ন, a pop var of  গোলাবসা (2) n dissolution in or blending with water by pressing and rubbing, a thin paste made by such dissolution or blending (গুলা, গোলাবসা, গোলাবসা) (3) a dissolved or blended with water by pressing and rubbing  গোলাবসা চাল—n an earthen-pot in which cow dung is blended with water for plastering a mud-built house

গোলাবসাল—n a wicker corn-bin, a granary, a barn, a warehouse  (কাঠগোলাবসাল) a central market (গোলাবসাল—a garnished, stored or stocked in a warehouse  গোলাবসাল—v to garnish, to store or stock in a warehouse  গোলাবসাল—n a grange, a barn, a farm-building

গোলাবসালকার, গোলাবসালকৃতি—n a round, spherical, circular roundish

গোলাবসালুকো—n a cow's tail

গোলাবসাল—n the rose, rose-water (গোলাবসাল—পাপ) গোলাবসাল—n the rose-plant  গোলাবসাল—n the Rosaceæ  গোলাবসাল—n the rosaceous  গোলাবসালার্য—n rosewater  গোলাবসালার্য—n the rose-plant  গোলাবসালার্য—n a vessel fitted with a device, for spraying rose-water  গোলাবসালার্য—n a rose-garden, a rose-covered, a scented like the rose, rose-coloured, rose-hued, red rosy, slight, mild (গোলাবসালার্য)

গোলাবসালার্য—n a bond-slave, a slave, a servant (of playing-cards) the knave  গোলাবসালার্য—n a who has been purchased to act as a slave, a bondsman, a bondman (feb a bondswoman, a bondwoman)  গোলাবসালার্যকাল—n quarters for slaves, slave-quarters, (fig) a manufactory for imbueng

For words in  ে গোলা লেখক, not given separately, see  ে গোলা ১, ২, ৩ and  ে গোলা ২, ৪ respectively
people with slave-mentality. 

- slavery, (fig) drudgery, slave-mentality

- a roundish

- a spherical, globular

- the part of the heaven which is the abode of Narayana (নারায়ণ) or Vishnu (বিশ্বু) 

- the abode of Narayana (নারায়ণ) or Vishnu in heaven, a kind of indoor game 

- a hemispherical, 

- the part of the heaven which is the abode of Narayana (নারায়ণ) or Vishnu (বিশ্বু)

- appellations of Narayana (নারায়ণ) or Vishnu (বিশ্বু)

- divine permission to live in Goloka (গৌলক) after one's death, (blasful) death

- a globular sweetmeat (সিদ্ধার্থ, সিদ্ধাস্যা), a cipher zero (পুরীক্ষণ সোনা পতাকা), ruin spoil state (সোনা পতাকা)

- to be ruined morally, to go to the bad, to be ruined or lost or go to the dogs

- a cowshed, a cow-house a byre

- a cow's horn

- a grazing ground, a pasture or pasturage, a meeting-place an assembly, an association, a society a club (সোসাইটি)

- a cowshed, a cow-house, a byre an association-hall a society hall a club-house a cow-room

- an appellation of Krishna (কৃষ্ণ) 

- the pastoral activities and sports of Krishna (কৃষ্ণ)

- the chief of an assembly or society

- a family, a kindred a clan, a race a tribe, a class a kind a collection or body (সমাজ)

- a team, a group a society, an association (সমাজ)

- the chief of a tribe or clan or family a president, a leader (স্বাধীনতা)

- pl members of the family and kinsfolk (স্বাধীনতা)

- belonging to or included in a family race, group etc., incorporated within a group

- a cow's footprint

- as small in area as a cow's footprint

- bathing, bath 

- to take one's bath to bathe (স্নান)

- a bath-room, a bathing establishment, a hamman, a bathhouse

- anger, huff or mortification.

- to get angry, to be in a huff

- a room or apartment to which a lady in a huff retires (cp a boudoir)

- a master, God, Lord, a title of Vaishnava gurus

- var of গোলাম

- the iguana

- feeding and care of a cow or cows

- var of 

- a cow's udder

- insolence, impertinence audacity

- the lord or the protector of cows or of the earth a master, God, a religious teacher, a preceptor, a guru, a title of Vaishnava gurus

- cow-slaughter, cow-killing 

- to slay a cow or cows

- a cow-slaughterer 

- prevention of cow-slaughter,

- falsely elegant var of 

- an ancient name of modern Bengal (controversial opinions exist as to the actual area of Gauda) 

- the people of Bengal Bengalis (বংশী)

- an Indian musical mode a kind of poetical diction, a kind of rum prepared from molasses (সোনা পতাকা)

- a minor unimportant secondary

- delay 

- to make delay পৌরুষ কর্ম

- an indirect object 

- (rhet) secondary significance, figurative meaning

- a factorial.

- a cream-coloured tinged with red (loos) fair-complexioned (2) a name of Chattanya 

- a name of Chattanya (চাটটান্ত্র্য) 

- a song in praise of Chattanya before beginning the scheduled song, prefatory remarks, a prologue a preface

- importance, glory, majesty, dignity, honour, cordial reception, pride, excellence worth. 

- to be proud of, to pride in (স্বাধীনতা)

- a creditable affair or thing, (fig) the sun of glory (সোনা পতাকা)

- important, glorious, majestic, dignified, honoured, proud fem

- having a cream-coloured complexion tinged with red, (loos) fair-
complexioned (2) n a name of Chattanya fem গৌরী, গৌরায়ি

গৌরী—(1) a fem having a cream-coloured complexion tinged with red (loos) fair-complexioned (2) n a woman or a girl having a cream-coloured complexion tinged with red. Goddess Durga (গৌরী), an unmarried girl of eight years  গৌরীকান্ত—n an appellation of Shiva (শিব)  গৌরীশ্রমন্ত—n giving away in marriage an eight-year-old Hindu girl  গৌরীপুজ—n the pedestal symbolizing Gauri (গৌরী) or Durga on which the symbol of Shiva is placed  গৌরীরক্ষ—n Goddess Durga (গৌরী) and Shiva (শিব), Mount Everest  গৌরীশোম—n Mount Everest

গৌরী সেন—a proverbially rich bountiful and lavish Bengali gentleman who never kept account of his expenses and never said no to anybody who applied to him for monetary help  গৌরী সেনের টাকা—money which may be squandered freely and for which no account is required to be submitted. (sarcas) public funds আসে টাকা দেব গৌরী সেন—(sarcas) it matters little if wasteful or extravagant expenses are incurred because this will be paid out of public exchequer or funds, the people will bear the brunt of official wastefulness

গৌরী—var of গৌরী

গৌরী সেন—alt spell of গৌরী

গৌরী—n expressing firmly motionless or immobile state (গৌরী রহে বন্ধ থাকে) to sit tight to stick firmly to one's purpose opinions etc.

গৌরীচরণ—variants of গৌরীর গৌরীচারণ—a Galilean

গৌরী—n gas গাসীর—gaseous

গৌরী—n act of stringing (as flowers in a wreath) composition (as of an essay or a book) এবং—a strung, composed এবং করা—v to string to compose

এত—n a book এডিটার, এডিটর—n an author এডিটর—n an authoress এডিটর—n a bookworm এডিটর—same as এডিটর—same as এডিটর—n copyright

এডিটর—n a library এডিটরিক—n a librarian.

এডিটর—n love for books, fondness for books এডিটর্যান্স—n (a person) fond of books, a book-lover, a bibliophile

এডিটর—n books, works of a particular author or authoress.

এডি—n a knot, a joint (of bones), a knuckle, a node, a gland এডিয়ান—n glandular tissue এডিয়ান—n glandular secretion এডিয়ান—n varicose veins

এডিয়ান—n a soothsayer an astrologer, a fortune-teller

এডিয়ান, এডিয়ান—n pickpocket, a cut-purse

এডিয়ান—n knotted, tied together

এডিয়ান—n act of tying into a knot, knotting, the Hindu practice of tying a corner of the bride's sari with a corner of the bridegroom's scarf at wedding এডিয়ান করা—v to tie into a knot to knot, to tie a corner of the bride's sari with a corner of the bridegroom's scarf at wedding

এডিয়ান—a knotty

এডিয়ান—n act of swallowing or devouring or gulping, act of eclipsing

এডিয়ান—n engaged in swallowing or devouring or gulping or eclipsing

এডিয়ান—n swallowed deceased, gulped, eclipsed, attacked, seized, afflicted with, involved in, overwhelmed এডিয়ান—n rising of the sun or the moon after eclipse

এডিয়ান (astr & astrol) a planet (astrol) an evil planet, (loos) an evil star (হংস দেহ) eclipse act of taking, act of assuming (অধ্যাত্ম), realization comprehension (অধ্যাত্ম), misfortune এডিয়ান—n the antagonism or opposition or evil influence of a planet এডিয়ান—n the planetary world এডিয়ান—n astronomy এডিয়ান—n (astrol) the period of direct influence of a planet esp evil planet এডিয়ান—n (astrol) planetary influence (direct or indirect), esp evil influence এডিয়ান—n (astrol) the guardian or presiding deity of a planet এডিয়ান—n (astrol) the evil influence of a planet এডিয়ান—n the sun এডিয়ান—n (astrol) the suffering owing to the evil influence of a planet এডিয়ান—n worship of the sun and other planets in order to propitiate them এডিয়ান—n a brahmin astrologer এডিয়ান, এডিয়ান—n (astrol) antagonism or hostility or opposition of a planet এডিয়ান—n (astr & astrol) the planetary system এডিয়ান—n the sun এডিয়ান—n (astrol) propitiation of planets এডিয়ান—n a zodiacal sign indicating the position of a planet.

For words in এহ, not given separately, see এহ
acted—n act of taking or receiving (ভিক্সা, ধারণ), act of holding (ধরা), act of assuming (অধ্যয়ন, অধিগ্রহণ), adoption (নিয়োগ অধিগ্রহণ), reception (স্বাভাবিক স্বাধীনতা, অধিগ্রহণ), act of taking in (প্রামাণ্য), act of inhaling (অগ্রহণ), act of inhaling (রগ্রহণ) an eclipse (রগ্রহণ),

একক করা—v to take to receive, to hold, to assume to adopt, to receive, to accept, to comprehend, to realize, to drink or eat, to take in, to inhale একক ছাড়া—v an eclipse endsএকক লাগে—v an eclipse commencesএকক হয়—v an eclipse occursএককম—এককম—v acceptableএককমকরা—n receptiveএককমকরা, এককপদক্ষয়—n receptive power or capacityএককমশক্তি—n ending of eclipseএককপদক্ষয়—n duration of eclipseএককমশক্তি—n commencement of eclipseএককি—চুক্তি—n chronic diarrhea, the duodenumএককি—a, n a soothsayer, an astrologerএককি—n (astron) an asteroidএককি—n pl. asteroidsএককি—a inter-planetaryএককি—a (astron) influenced by an evil planet, possessedএককি—n a recipientএককি—n (geog) moraineএককি—n a kind of card-gameএককি—n a hamlet, a village, a small settlement (গাইনাধার), (as a sfx) a collection (নক্ষত্র, বৌদ্ধনা) (mus) a scale (লতাগুল্লী)এককি—n, same as এককি, এককি—n a produced in a village, ruralএককি—n (hist) a village headmanএককি—n sexual intercourse (esp with one's wife) এককি—n a monetary contribution to be given for village welfare at the time of wedding etcএককি—n a (village) dogএককি—n the relation that is accepted owing to living in the same villageএককি—n a rural pertaining to co-villagersএককি—a of or in or living in a village, ruralএককি—n a village headmanএককি—n outskirts of a village, the border of a villageএককি—n another villageএককি—a, এককি—n one who owns or rules or guards a villageএককি—a one who lives in or rules a village, rural, rustic, consisting of or containing villages or musical^ scales.
Greek

Greek—(1) a Greek (2) n a Greek, the Greek language, Greek

Greek—n the throat, the neck, the nape of the neck, the nape of the neck, (loos) the neck or the throat

Greek—n a (beautiful) gesture of the neck or the throat

Greek—n summer heat (2) a hot, torrid (geog) Greek—n summer, the hot season Greek—n of summer, of the hot season, summer Greek—n a same as Greek—Greek

Greek—n a pressed by heat or summer, heated by summer Greek—Greek a pressed with heat or by summer Greek—Greek a tropical Greek—n a tropical country Greek—Greek a hot country Greek—Greek a (geog) the torrid zone Greek—Greek Greek—n excess of heat, extreme heat Greek—n the summer vacation or recess

Greek—n a Grecian

Greek—n a grain (a unit of weight)

Greek—n a grain (a unit of weight)

Greek—n arrest apprehension, seizure (2) n a arrested apprehended seized (Greek—n) Greek—n to arrest, to apprehend to seize Greek—Greek, Greek—n a empowering or directing to arrest Greek—n a warrant of arrest

Greek—n a of the neck or the throat of the nape of the neck Greek—n of summer, of summer heat Greek—n a warned, tired, exhausted, fatigued, unhealthy, filthy, dirty, disreputable, disreputable, shameful, upbraided, slandered accused (false), mortified Greek—n a ward in a hospital Greek—n an ambulance car

Greek—n weariness, tiredness, exhaustion, fatigue, unhealthiness, filth dirt (Greek—n) Greek—n disgrace, disgrace, shame (Greek—n), upbraiding, slander, accusation (Greek—n), mortification (Greek—n)

Greek—n a tumbler, a glass Greek—n a show-case, a glass-case

Greek—n the fourth consonant of the Bengali alphabet

Greek—n same as Greek—Greek—same as Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—Greek—G
gong, any machine for measuring time a horologe, a clock (also স্থিতক্তি-ক্ষণ), time of the clock (স্থানে ক্ষণ স্থীতি), a small pitcher-shaped earthen or metal water-pot স্থীতির—adv o’clock (স্থানে খুঁটি স্থীতির—at six o’clock)

স্থীতি—a caused to occur by caused by due to (ৰ্ত্তমতটি শার) concerning, involving (স্থানীযতা অবস্থিতি) mixed or blended with, containing (পরিপ্রেক্ষা শার) স্থীতির—a that which is to happen, that which shall happen.

স্থানান্তর—(1) n a stupid or worthless officer or worker (স্থানান্তর অপরূপ)

স্থানী—same as স্থানী। স্থানী—n a pulley or a device for drawing water from a well a horologe, a clock

স্থীরক্ষণ—int expressing the sound of moving a pestle in a mortar

স্থান—n a landing stage at the bank of a river tank etc স্থানীর—n a ferryman

স্থানীয়—n act of abrading abrasion, act of pounding, act of stirring, act of causing to occur act of bringing about, act of forming formation স্থানীর—n, a pestle.

স্থানীয়—a brought about caused to occur made, formed, pounded, stirred

স্থানীর্য—n a vase without a handle, a jar a pitcher

স্থানীয়—n a step-ladder

স্থানীর্য—n a horologe, a clock a watch, a wrist-watch, a time-piece, an hour স্থানীর্য—adv at every hour, at every moment, repeatedly, frequently often আল্লাহর-স্থানী—n an alarm-clock বেলকলক্ষ—n a pocket-watch স্থানীর্য—n a table-clock, a time-piece স্থানীর্য—n a wall-clock পেটেল-স্থানীর্য—n a pocket-watch স্থানীর্য—n a gong বাক্স-স্থানীর্য—n a sand-glass মিত্রাস্থানীর্য—n (phys) a stop-watch স্থানীর্য—n a sundial স্থানীর্য—n a wrist-watch

স্থানীর্য জনীর—n one who is employed to strike a gong to indicate hours, (cp) a bellman

স্থানীয়—n a crocodile with a very long muzzle, a gavial, (fig) an extremely sly and self-seeking person

স্থানীয়—rej spell of স্থানীয়

স্থানীর্য—rej spell of স্থানীর্য

স্থানীর্য—coll corrupt of স্থানীয়

স্থানীয়—int. expressing a rattling sound as of a wheeled car moving or of the breathing of a bronchial patient

স্থানীর্য—n a dish of minced and spiced vegetables cooked almost dry, (fig) reckless waste (টাকার শাচ) স্থানীর্য—করা—ν to cook a dish of minced and spiced vegetables, (fig) to waste recklessly

স্থানীর্য—n a bell, a gong, an hour, (sarcas) nothing of any value (স্থানীর্য করা) স্থানীর্য—ν to fail to do anything to do nothing স্থানীর্য, সাধারণ—n the sound of a bell or a gong স্থানীর্য—পড়ে—ν the bell goes স্থানীর্য—বাম্বার—ν to ring a bell, to sound a gong, to tintinnabulate স্থানীর্য—adv at every hour repeatedly and frequently বিক্ষয়ের গলায় স্থানীর্য—তো তেল দেয়।

স্থানীর্য—n the bell-flower the campanula (cp) the tulip a traditional deity presiding over skin-diseases

স্থানীর্য—n a belfry

স্থানীর্য, সাধারণ—see স্থানীর্য

স্থানীর্য—n a small bell, the uvula

স্থানীর্য—n a traditional deity presiding over skin-diseases (regarded as the son of Mars)

স্থানীর্য—(1) n cloud (স্থানীর্য), (arith & alg) a cube (স্থানীর্য), (geom) a solid (2) a dense (ব্যাপক) thick, condensed (ব্যাপক ওঠা ওঠা), frequent (ব্যাপক পরিপূর্ণ), deep (ব্যাপক জালে), close (ব্যাপক ফাঁকা), coarse (ব্যাপক বড়), severe (ব্যাপক বর্জন), (geom & sc) solid (ব্যাপক পরিপূর্ণ), জন জনা করা—ν to thicken, to condense জন হওয়া—ν to thicken, to become condensed, to draw close together, to draw close (to) বিশাল—n the rainy season, the rains জন জল—deep black জনকরণ—a as black or dark as a cloud deep black, jet black জনকরণ—n (phys) a solid angle জনকরণ—n (geom) a solid figure a cube জনকরণ—n the roar or rumbling of clouds, a peal of thunder জনকরণ—n a thick and extensive cumulation (of dark) clouds, the culmus। জনকরণ—a overcast with clouds জনকরণ—adv repeatedly and frequently, every now and then, often জনকরণ—a overcast with thick clouds , (loos) darkened with clouds জনকরণ—n solid geometry জনকরণ, জনকরণ—n. density, thickness closeness, solidity, (geom & sc) dimension, volume জনকরণ—n (math) cubic measure জনকরণ—n the paths of the cloud across the sky, the sky জনকরণ—n, thick cluster of habitations thick population জনকরণ—n a crowded with habitations,
thickly populated, congested.  

**বন্ধন**—n a solid thing, (phys.) a solid body  

**বন্ধন**—n a thickly set  

**বন্ধনিস্ক্রিয়া**—n the region of clouds air route  

**বন্ধনীর**—n (phys.) volume  

**বন্ধনীর**—n (math.) a cube root  

**বন্ধনীর**—(1) a as black or dark as a cloud deep black dark-complexioned, bottle-green  (2) n an appellation of Krishna (ধন)  

**বন্ধনীর**—same as **বন্ধনীর**  

**বন্ধনীরস্তরেন**—same as **বন্ধনীর**  

**বন্ধনীরস্তরেন**—n camphor  

**বন্ধে**—n (lit.) arrival of clouds, the rainy season, the rains  

**বন্ধয়**—n density  

**বন্ধ যায়**—n density per square inch (ph) absolute density  

**বন্ধের**—a same as **বন্ধয়**  

**বন্ধের**—n (lit.) removal or end of clouds the autumn season  

**বন্ধি**—n to draw close or closer to near to make thick to thicken  

**বন্ধিরের**—his or her time is up, his or her days are numbered  

**বন্ধিরের**—(1) n deep darkness  (2) a deep dark  

**বন্ধিত**—a overcast with clouds  

**বন্ধিতা**—n in the state of being thickened thickening, in the act of drawing near approaching  

**বন্ধিতা**—n density, thickness, closeness, solidity  

**বন্ধিতা**—a drawn near, thickened  

**বন্ধিতা**—a close near (বন্ধিতা নিকুচি, বন্ধিতা হয়ে বসা) hand in glove (with) intimate (বন্ধিতা দ্রঃ an intimate or close friend a bosom friend)  

**বন্ধিতা**—fem  

**বন্ধিতা**—n closeness, nearness, intimacy  

**বন্ধিতা**—n act of making thick thickening condensation act of bringing near  

**বন্ধিতা**—a thickened condensed, brought near  

**বন্ধিতা**—n act of getting thick, thickening condensation, act of drawing near  

**বন্ধিতা**—a thickened condensed, drawn near  

**বন্ধিতা**—n a house, a building, a dwelling, a residence, an abode, a home, a temple, a room, a compartment, an apartment (গ্রামীণ ঘর), one's own family (ব্যক্তি লীলা), a family (মুখ্য ব্যক্তি), descent, lineage (ব্যক্তি, পিয়ার), a groove, a pocket (পোকেট দ্বারা), a hole (দিবায়ের পথ), a button-hole, (of machines etc.) a button, a reed (হাসিয়ানাই 'গাতা'—এর ঘর), a rectangle or a square (রেখা কাটা), a place, a space, a side, a division, a column etc.  

**বন্ধিতা**—n to beautify or edify a house (esp. with one's personal charm), to bring joy or glory or pride to a family  

**বন্ধিতা**—n (usu of a woman) housekeeping household duties, domestic science, the life and duties of a housewife the status and possessions of a housewife (এড়ানোর ধর্ম, প্রভৃতি) housekeeper  

**বন্ধিতা**—n to build a house to act as a housewife to perform household duties to be a housewife  

**বন্ধিতা**—n to build a house to act as a wife or mistress to (চাহিদা নিয়ে ঘর, ঘর)  

**বন্ধিতা**—n to act as a housewife, to do housekeeping (ব্যবস্থা নিয়ে ঘর, ঘর) to lead the life of a housewife (বিশেষ কোন আর ঘর ঘর) (of men) to live as a householder to live as a family man (গৃহিণী নিয়ে ঘর, ঘর) to be in league with (ঘর নিয়ে ঘর, ঘর) to divide into or draw separate spaces, columns squares rectangles etc (কাপড়-কাপড়ের চালায় ঘর)  

**বন্ধিতা**—n to divide into or draw separate spaces, columns, squares, rectangles etc  

**বন্ধিতা**—a home-keeping, shy of company  

**বন্ধিতা**—n home-keeping, shy of company (গর),—adv to or at every door from door to door, in every family or house (গৃহে ঘর, ঘর)  

**বন্ধিতা**—a one who has renounced hearth and home or has taken to asceticism (ব্যাঙ্কোর ম্যানোনী যাত্রা) away from home living abroad (ঘর-ঘরা জীবন), revolting against the domestic life (ঘর-ঘরার জীবন)  

**বন্ধিতা**—n a man who lives in his father-in-law's family at the latter's cost  

**বন্ধিতা**—a occupying the whole space of a room, crowding or over-crowding a room, making a family or house charming and delightful by the presence of (গর যুক্তি নাতি নাতিনী)  

**বন্ধিতা**—n to set fire to a house or dwelling, to commit arson, (fg) to destroy the peace and happiness of a family, (fg) to ruin a family  

**বন্ধিতা**—a (fg) one who or that which destroys the peace and happiness of a family, (fg) one or that which ruins a family  

**বন্ধিতা**—n to build a house or room (esp. a residential one)  

**বন্ধিতা**—
n one’s own people and others. পাদতি—
ν to settle down to a married life. পাদতি—
(1) a one whose house or dwelling has been burnt down, that which burns down a house or dwelling (2) n an appellation of Hanuman (হানুমান) who set fire to Lanka (লঙ্কা), an incendiary or saboteur পাদতি
পাদতি যাত্রার প্রতি—a burnt child dreads the fire পাদতি বৃত্তি—a thought or plan that harms oneself or one’s own family or side পাদতি—a domestic, tame পাদতি—n one’s husband and his house or family পাদতি—n act of dwelling or residing (বসন্ত কর), a dwelling, a homestead, act of going to live with the husband permanently (generally said of childwives)
পাদতি—ν to build a house or dwelling, to settle, to colonize পাদতি—ν to go out of doors and come indoors alternately and repeatedly (esp in anxiety) পাদতি
পাদতি—ν to pull down or demolish a house or room (esp a residential one), to cause internal strife through instigation to cause to lose one’s purity of blood through matrimonial alliance with an inferior family পাদতি—ν to cause to pull down or demolish a house or room to cause internal strife through instigation, to cause to lose one’s purity of blood through matrimonial alliance with an inferior family পাদতি—a one who or that which causes internal strife through instigation. fem পাদতি—a homeward homing, পাদতি—same as পাদতি
পাদতি—n act of prying into a family or party to find out any of its weak points by means of which internal dissension may be caused পাদতি—a prying into a family or party to find out any of its weak points by means of which internal dissension may be caused পাদতি—(1) ν to rub, to graze, to abrade, to scour পাদতি—n (sc) coefficient of friction পাদতি—a that which is to be or can be rubbed or scoured পাদতি—n (ph) frictional electricity পাদতি—a rubbed grazed, abraded scoured পাদতি—ν to drag along something hard, to graze, to abrade, (fg) to practise or read or try repeatedly or continuously পাদতি, পাদতি—n an instance or act of dragging along something hard an instance or act of grazing, abrasion (fg) repeated or continuous practice or reading or effort
পাদতি—(1) ν to rub, to graze, to abrade, to scour (2) rubbed, grazed, abraded, scoured পাদতি—a appearing as grazed or abraded, slightly grazed or abraded পাদতি—n act of repeated or mutual rubbing or grazing or abrading or scouring, repeated or mutual friction, (fg) repeated or continuous practice or training or coaching, (fg) repeated solicitation or endeavour পাদতি—n act of scouring, (fg) act of assiduous coaching or training, (fg) assiduous attempt at improvement. পাদতি—ν to scout, (fg) to coach or train assiduously, (fg) to endeavour to improve assiduously, to brush up পাদতি—and made-up or toileted beauty or glamour, painted beauty or glamour.
a stroke, a blow, a shock (লাপিস্ট্র ধানি), a wound, a sore, an ulcer (চা ধানি) a bite (গাপাসার ধানি), heart-sore grief (পরমান্ত ধানি), a loss (হালায়ারে ধানি ধানি) —v to cause a wound or sore, to ulcerate প্রাচীন ধানি to break —lit. to cause a wound by unnecessary prodding (গাং) to open up or rub in an old sore ধানি ধানি to receive a blow or shock, to be struck, to be bitten to be stricken or wounded at heart, to receive a home thrust, to suffer a loss (হালায়ারে ধানি ধানি), to be harmed (লাপিস্ট্র ধানি ধানি) ধানি ধানি to deal (one) or inflict a blow, to shock, to strike, (of snakes) to bite, to wound one’s heart, to give a home thrust to cause a loss (কোটাল) to harm to knock, to rap (কোটাল) (কোটাল) ধানি ধানি to deal (one) or inflict a blow to strike (of snakes) to bite, to wound one’s heart, to give a home thrust —মুক্ত—n the opening of a sore or ulcer ধানি ধানি to a wound or ulcer is healed ধানি ধানি to endure or sustain a blow or shock or a loss or harm ধানি ধানি to be ulcerated ধানি —n a good number of blows ধানি ধানি to sustain a sound beating or a good number of blows ধানি ধানি to deal (one) a good number of blows, to give a sound beating —ধানি —n a (heavy) stroke or blow, a noisy stroke on the surface of water made by a large fish with its tail.

ধানি —n a hard growth on the foot or toe or hand, a corn

ধানি —n(1) v to stir, to beat to whisk away, to move about to handle (কাপুদার ধানি), to mix up (হিটলিত্র ধানি মলাতিত্র মে এ ধানি) (কোটাল) (2) a stirred, moved about, handled, mixed up ধানি —n act of stirring or handling repeatedly or continuously ধানি —v to stir or handle repeatedly or confusedly ধানি —v to cause to stir, to vex, to irritate to annoy, to disturb, to agitate

ধানি —n a watch-post, an outpost (পলিসের ধানি), a station, a depot (বিমানবিহার — an aerodrome, ধানি —a dock), a military outpost or station, a haunt or rendezvous (সমাধারের ধানি), a gateway or a junction of several ways (ধানি ধানি) ধানি —v to guard a camp or post ধানি —n one who guards or keeps a post

ধানি —n secret means or methods, artifice, contrivance, device, tricks or wiles, nook and corner, ins and outs

ধানি —n a skirt

ধানি, ধানি —a hardened by long practice, inveterate (গান্ধিব ধানি), veteran, long-experienced (গান্ধিব গাপাসার ধানি কোটাল) to own or acknowledge a fault or failing, to apologize for a fault or failing ধানি ধানি —v to be in fault ধানি —n shortage, deficit

ধানি —n a landing-stage (as on the bank of a river, pond etc), a ghat a quay, a wharf a moorage a mooring, (of a harmonium) a reed (of a stringed musical instrument) a bridge a mountain or mountain-range (পাপাট পাপাট) a mountain-pass, a gorge, a ghat ধানি —var of ধানি ধানি —n a brick-built or stone-built landing-stair (as on the bank of a pond) ধানি —n the practice (among Hindus) of shaving head, chin etc of sons when their period of mourning is over ধানি —lit. a corpse for cremation or burial a person having one foot in the grave, (as an abuse) a haggard and ghostly-looking person ধানি ধানি —v to knock at every door only to be disappointed or harassed

ধানি —n funeral expenses

ধানি —n a ferryman

ধানি —n (used as a sf) a quay, a wharf, a moorage (গান্ধিব গাপাসার)

ধানি —n (কোটাল) —var of ধানি

ধানি —n a wharfinger, a guard of an outpost a collector of toll from pilgrims (গান্ধিব) ধানি —n the profession or post of a wharfinger, land held on condition of service as a wharfinger

ধানি —n the nape of the neck, the neck, the shoulder ধানি ধানি —v to seize by the neck, ধানি ধানি —v to compel or force (a person) to do ধানি ধানি —v to nod (to indicate acquiescence or refusal or affirmation

For words in ধানি, not given separately, see ধানি, ২১২
বাত—n stroke a blow, a beating, a wound, a sore, an ulcer, malice, slaughter, killing, murder, (math) a power বাতক—n a slayer, a killer, a murderer, an executioner বাতাশনক—n (phys) a windmill বাতাশনক—n, (math) an index বাতন—n act of causing to kill or murder or beat, an implement for beating or killing with, a weapon, slaughter, murder sacrificial slaughter, immolation, a stroke, a blow (2) a one who or that which slays or murders, slaying or murdering বাত-প্রক্ষাল—n action and reaction, striking and re- striking blows and counterblows বাতশব—n (sc) impulsive force বাতশব-স্তর—n (sc) power series বাতিয়া—n a malleable state, a malleable condition—n a place of execution, an execution dock, a gallows-lee, a slaughter-house

বাতাবেশ—n (math) involution বাতাসী—a (used as a sfx) one who or that which slays or murders (মিত্রকর্মী=patricidual, মিত্রশাহী=matricidal, অভাবকর্মী=fratricidal, লাগিতাহী=homicidal ও মাত্রকর্মী=suicidal)

বাতুক—(1) a cruel, merciless, destroying or killing (2) n an executioner বাততা—a fit to be killed or beaten, (math) multiplicable

বাসি, (rej) বাসী—n a large block of wood used in grinding oil-seeds to express oil from them, a grinding tree (also সংকুচিত), an oil-mill (also তৈমলকার) বাসী টেলায়, বাসী টেলায়—v to move or operate a grinding tree, (fig) to do an extremely laborious and dull job, to drudge, (fig) to serve a term of rigorous imprisonment, to serve time বাসিতে জোড়া, বাসিতে জোড়া—v to yoke to a grinding tree, (fig) to put to drudgery বাসিতে পড়া—v to be yoked to a grinding tree, (fig) to be put to drudgery

বাসুকি—n a lying in wait, an ambush, an ambuscade, feigned sleep বাসুকি যাত্রা, বাসুকি যাত্রা—v to lie in wait, to ambush, to ambuscade, to feign sleep

বাস্তব—v to lose or cause to lose one's balance, to upset mentally, to be or to cause to be panicky to be afraid or to frighten, to be taken aback or cause to be taken aback বাস্তবতায়—n panic, fright, state of being taken aback

বাসন—n, sweat, perspiration, বাসন পায়া বাসনা—(lit) to perspire on the eve of being relieved of fever (fig) to be relieved of anxiety or danger বাসনা বাসন পায়া ফেলিয়া—with the sweat of one's brow

বাসনা—v to perspire

বাসনি—n prickly-heat

বাসনায়—v to cause to perspire বাসনায়—v to think hard on a difficult problem to cudgel one's brains

বাসন, (dial) বাসন—a wounded, killed, defeated বাসনায় করা—v to wound to kill, to defeat

বাসন—n grass আস কাঠ—v to mow grass, (dero) to do practically little or no work, to work to no purpose বাসন-কাঠ কল—a mowing machine, a grass-cutter

বাসনি—(1) a relating to grass, like grassy (2) n a dealer in grass, one who cuts grass a grass-cutter বাসনি-নোকার—a long and narrow boat for carrying chiefly grass, hay etc and also goods and passengers

বাসনি-মুড়া—falsely elegant form of বেসনার বাসনি—falsely elegant form of বেসনার বাসনি—n clarified butter (of cows or buffalo's milk), ghee বাসনি—the soft or grey matter within the skull brains বিন্যাসিত—a closely placed বিন্যাস—a dense, very closely placed, stuffy, narrow, thickly populated, overcrowded, congested

বিন্যাস—int expressing a feeling of loathing or detestation বিমূঢ়—v to be stricken with a feeling of loathing or detestation

বিরাম—(1) v to enclose, to shut in, to surround, to overcast or pervade ( আকাশ বিরামে মেঘ মাঝারে), to besiege (2) n an enclosed place or an enclosing device, an enclosure (3) a enclosed, shut in, surrounded, besieged বিরাম—v to cause to enclose or shut in or surround or besiege

বিস্তীর্ণ—n the soft or grey matter within the skull, brains, (fig) intelligence

বিস্তীর্ণ-কাশি—n hooping-cough, whooping-cough
চুই—n a narrow lane or place or corner, a dirty place or corner (গলি চুই)

চুই—(1) v to stir with a pestle in a mortar, to beat up, to agitate, to search or traverse thoroughly, to rifle, to ransack (2) a stirred with a pestle in a mortar, beaten up, agitated, thoroughly searched or traversed rifled ransacked  

চুটি—n a button usu made of cloth, a very small bell

চুটি—n a coloured thread worn round the waist (cp a girdle)

চুটি, চুটি—n a kind of box-like wicker-trap used in catching fish

চুয়াটি—var of চুটি

চুপটি—var of চুপটি

চুপটি—(1) a dark and narrow crouching  

চুপটি—(2) n a dark and narrow place

চুপ—n sleep slumber  

চুপ—v to have one's sleep spoiled  

চুপাচার—n to go to sleep, to sleep  

চুপাচার—v to lull to sleep  

লাগন—v to wake up to awake  

লাগন—v to rouse from sleep  

লাগন—v to sleep incompletely  

লাগন—v to sleep over much sleepy, drowsy  

লাগন—v sound sleep, drowsiness  

লাগন—v to sleep (2) a sleeping  

লাগন—v a sleeping  

লাগন—v a soporific lulling  

লাগন—v a lullaby

লাগন—(1) n an instance or act of revolving or reeling, reeling sensation  

লাগন—(2) v a winding sinuous circuitous roundabout, devious (পথ), deep (পথ), deep dark  

লাগন—n roundabout route  

লাগন—v revolving or reeling  

লাগন—v to resist or reel to turn about  

লাগন—v to resist or reel to turn about  

লাগন—v to turn about to resist or reel to turn about  

লাগন—v to move about constantly trying to get at or pry into something

লাগন—n a kind of noisy beetle belonging to the family of Cystocircus Gregaria

লাগন—v to turn about to resist or reel to turn about to resist or reel to travel to grope (2) a roundabout circuitous, indirect (পথ)  

লাগন—n continuous ram-
bling or travelling, frequentation, continuous coming and going.

"বল্লিক-করা"—ν to ramble or travel continuously, to frequent [বল্লিক—(1) ν to cause to turn about, to re-
volve, to spin, to cause to reel, to reel, to cause to ramble or travel unnecessarily, to harass (2) a. revolving, roundabout, circuitous, indirect

বল্লিক—same as বৃদ্ধ (n)

বল্লিক—alt spell of বল্লিক

বল্লিক, বৃদ্ধ, বৃদ্ধিক, বৃদ্ধির, বৃদ্ধির—variants of বল্লিক

বল্লিক—a bay-window

বল্লিক—var of বল্লিক (see বল্লিক)

বল্লিক, বৃদ্ধ—n a bribe illegal gratification

বল্লিক, বৃদ্ধ—ν to take or accept a bribe বৃদ্ধ যেকোন, বৃদ্ধ কেকোন—ν to bribe, to grease one's palm

বল্লিক, বৃদ্ধির—n one who is given to taking bribes

বল্লিক, বৃদ্ধি—int expressing secrecy or whispering বৃদ্ধি করা—ν to move stealthily, to whisper বৃদ্ধি—a secret (বৃদ্ধি করার) whispering (বৃদ্ধি আলোচনা)

বৃদ্ধিক—n var of বল্লিক

বৃদ্ধির—n the smallest variety of the shrimp (also বৃদ্ধি-চিংত্র, বৃদ্ধি-চিংত্র)

বৃদ্ধির, বৃদ্ধির, বৃদ্ধির, (dial) বৃদ্ধির, (dial ) বৃদ্ধির, n a fisticuff, a box a buffet, a blow বৃদ্ধির—ν to box or fisticuffed বৃদ্ধির করা—ν to box to fisticuff বৃদ্ধির করা—ν to engage in boxing, to take part in a boxing contest বৃদ্ধির, (dial ) বৃদ্ধির করা—ν boxing or fisticuffing each other, blows and counterblows

বৃদ্ধিক, বৃদ্ধির—n fem a prostitute without a licence, a demure

বৃদ্ধির—n the note of the owl hoot

বৃদ্ধির—(1) n a circular movement a turning about, whirling, revolution, spinning, reeling (2) a circling turning about, whirling, spinning, reeling বৃদ্ধির—n act of circling or revolving or whirling or reeling continuously বৃদ্ধির, বৃদ্ধির—n a cyclone a whirlwind বৃদ্ধির—a that which is revolving or reeling

বৃদ্ধির—n a whirlpool, an eddy

বৃদ্ধির—n a that which is revolving or reeling or rolling, that which is being re-
volved, that which reels or rolls, engaged in travelling

বৃদ্ধির—n an instance or act of circling or turning about or revolving or reeling or

rolling, a whirlpool an eddy, a cyclone বৃদ্ধির—n a whirlpool, an eddy বৃদ্ধির—n cyclone, hurricane, tornado বৃদ্ধির—n rain accompanied by cyclone, বৃদ্ধির—n that which is being turned about or revolved or reeled or rolled, turned about, revolved, reeled, rolled বৃদ্ধির—n rolling eyes (indicating anger) বৃদ্ধির—n giddiness, vertigo, confusion, perplexity বৃদ্ধির—n a turning about, revolution a whirlpool, an eddy বৃদ্ধির, বৃদ্ধির—n a cyclone a whirlwind, বৃদ্ধির—n giddiness vertigo

বৃদ্ধির—a that which is being turned about or revolved or rolled

বৃদ্ধির—n hate hatred, aversion, abhor-
rence, detestation, dislike, contempt, scorn repugnance, (rare) pity (বৃদ্ধির)

feeling of shame self-mortification (এক তিলকায়া তাহার হা হা) শ্রী করা—ν to hate, to abhor, to detest, to dislike, to despise, to scorn, to look down upon শ্রী

বৃদ্ধির—ν to have a feeling of hate or abhor-
rence or dislike or repugnance or scorn, to feel shame, to be mortified বৃদ্ধির, বৃদ্ধির—a hateful detestable, contemptible despicable, base, low

বৃদ্ধির—a hated or hateful, abhorred detested or detestable, disliked, contemptible, despicable, base low বৃদ্ধির—a repulsively filthy or squalid life

বৃদ্ধির—a one who hates or abhors or de-
tests or dislikes or despises or scorns or looks down upon, (rare) one who takes pity kind

বৃদ্ধির—same as বৃদ্ধির (see বৃদ্ধির)

বৃদ্ধির—n clarified butter (of cow's or buf-
falo's milk), ghee বৃদ্ধির—n the aloe

বৃদ্ধির—a smeared with ghee বৃদ্ধির—n rice boiled in clarified butter, pilau বৃদ্ধির—n fire বৃদ্ধির—n pouring of ghee in the sacrificial fire, burnt offering of ghee

আইন বৃদ্ধির-কেন্দ্র—(fūg) to add fuel to the fire or the flames

বৃদ্ধির—n pounded, trampled on, treaded on, grazed, rubbed, scoured, caused by rubbing or grazing or scouring.

বৃদ্ধির—n the bark of a dog বৃদ্ধির—ν to bark

বৃদ্ধির—a, alt spell of বৃদ্ধির

বৃদ্ধির—(1) n callosity of skin caused by frequent rubbing (বৃদ্ধির পত্র) (2) a affected with callosity, disobedient and obstinate
(বেঁধা জোলা), unfeeling, hardened, callous (বেঁধা ভাবে).

বেঁধা—n a small and wild esculent root (বেঁধা পিঁপা), (sl) nothing, figs (বেঁধা কপিল)।

বেঁধা—(1) n. touch contact (বেঁধা ক্ষেপ), indulgence or liberty (বেঁধা কুটির) (2) a touching, close (বেঁধা হৃদয়)

বেঁধা—n to stay touching to come in contact with, to draw close (to) to approach বেঁধা জোলা—(1) adv. closely, crowdingly, (2) n. closeness or crowding state (বেঁধা ক্ষেপ ক্ষেপ অগ্রহয়া)

বেঁধা—n ৫০০ ইন্ডিয়া স্কলার

বেঁধা, বেঁধান—n to whine to whimper বেঁধানি, বেঁধানি—n whining a whine, a whimper.

বেঁধানি—n a ferryman

বেঁধানি—(1) int expressing whining, importunate solicitation (2) n. whining whimpering, a whine a whimper, importunate solicitation বেঁধানি করা—n to whine to whimper, to solicit importunately বেঁধানি করা—n same as বেঁধা (n)

বেঁধানি—(1) int expressing continuous rough and grating noise as of a spinning-jenny continuous importunate solicitation (2) n. this noise or solicitation বেঁধানি করা—n to make this sound or solicitation

বেঁধা—coll. corrup of বৃষ্ণ।

বেঁধা—n having an ulcer or sore or wound ulcerous ulcerated (of a dog) mangey (বেঁধা মঙ্গুষ)

বেঁধা—n perimeter circumference, girth (সাগায় ধর্ম), an enclosing frame or an enclosed place, an enclosure বেঁধা ক্ষেপ—n to enclose

বেঁধা—pop. var. of বিটা।

বেঁধানি—(1) n. act of enclosing or shutting in or surrounding, besiegement (2) a enclosed, shut in, surrounded, besieged।

বেঁধানি—same as বেঁধানি।

বেঁধানি—pop. var of বিটা।

বেঁধানি, (dual) বেঁধানি—n one who deals in or cuts grass professionally, a grasscutter fem বেঁধানিক।

বেঁধা—a, full of grass grass-grown (বেঁধানি—a grass-plot), grass-like, grassy (বেঁধা শব্দে), having a disagreeable smell, bad-smelling, made of grass (বেঁধা শব্দে)

বেঁধা—n a curve, a bend or bent, a turn, a bent of a furrow-line or of the side of a field, a nook; a corner. বেঁধা বিটা—n nook and corner, (fig) secret wiles, trick or device (esp. to deceive).

বেঁধা—n a conference (esp. of conspirators), gossip, a rumour, a faction, an idle crowd বেঁধা করা, বেঁধা প্যাটাম—n to hatch a conspiracy, (dero) to engage in conference to spread a malicious rumour, to form a faction, to form an idle crowd.

বেঁধা—n act of stirring with a pestle in a mortar, act of beating up, act of agitating, agitation act of searching or travelling thoroughly act of rifling or ransacking বেঁধা—n a pestle

বেঁধা, বেঁধান—pop. variants of বৃষ্ণ and বৃষ্ণ respectively

বৃষ্ণ, বৃষ্ণী—n expressing the grunting of the boar, angry grumbling বৃষ্ণীকরা—n to grunt, to grumble angrily বৃষ্ণীকরা—n the grunting of the boar, angry grumbling

বৃষ্ণ—n a kind of beast having resemblance to the wolf and the dog the tigerwolf the thylacine, the wild dog, the hyaena-dog.

বৃষ্ণী—n (obs & poet) a veil

বৃষ্ণ, বৃষ্ণী—pop. variants of বৃষ্ণ and বৃষ্ণী respectively

বৃষ্ণ—n the male horse the stallion the horse fem বৃষ্ণী—the mare বৃষ্ণীকরা—n mounted or seated on a horse

বৃষ্ণ করা, বৃষ্ণি—alt. spellings of বৃষ্ণ করা, বৃষ্ণি

বৃষ্ণীকরা—n a horse-race (fig) fatiguing harassment or running about বৃষ্ণীকরা করা—n (fig) to run about out of breath বৃষ্ণীকরা করা—n, (fig) to fatigue with harassment, (fig) to cause to run about out of breath বৃষ্ণীকরা মাঠ—n a race-course.

বৃষ্ণীকরা—n a stable

বৃষ্ণীকরা—n a horseman, a horse-soldier, a cavalryman

বৃষ্ণ—n the horse, (in chess) a knight, (of pistols, revolvers etc.) a trigger বৃষ্ণ—n to yoke a horse, to fasten a horse to a cart, plough etc বৃষ্ণ—n to ignore or by-pass the proper channel বৃষ্ণ করা—n to pull the trigger (of a gun) বৃষ্ণ করা—n (fig) to get idle when there is somebody to do a job বৃষ্ণ করা—n to ride a horse.

বৃষ্ণীকরা—same as বৃষ্ণীকরা; বৃষ্ণীকরা হাত—n (fig) a mare's


গোষ্ঠীরা—a having a frightful or terrible appearance

গোলার—a extremely dark, deep dark (গোলার রঙ), deep (গোলার রঙ), grave or glum (গোলার মুখ), terrible (গোলার হিংসা), very complicated or intricate (গোলার বাপার)

গোলার—n whey, buttermilk গোলার করা—v to make whey গোলার তোলা—v (fig) to be bewildered or harassed গোলার তোলা—v (fig) to bewilder or harass গোলার তোলা—v to churn butter গোলার তোলা—v to pour whey on one's shaven head (as a mark of public disgrace), (fig) to disgrace publicly গোলার মাটি—n a churning-stick

গোলা—a turbid, muddy (গোলা ফল), opaque, dull (গোলা চেহারা), dim, hazy (গোলা উঁচু) গোলা—a slightly turbid or muddy, slightly opaque or dull, slightly dim or hazy গোলা—v to make turbid or dull esp. by beating up or stirring, to make or become opaque or dull or dim or hazy

গোলার—n a grave sound, a sound a noise, a note, an announcement, a loud declaration, a proclamation, a milkman by profession or caste (গোলার হামিল), a milkman's hamlet (গোলার হামিল) গোলার—n an announceer, a proclaimer a crier গোলার,” গোলার—n an announcement proclamation গোলার প্রকাশ, গোলার—n a written announcement or proclamation a bulletin a notice গোলার—a that which can be or is to be announced or proclaimed গোলার, গোলার—n a milkman's hamlet গোলার—n (gr) a voiced consonant গোলার—n a visit to a state by a prince to a hamlet of milkmen where his cattle are kept.

গোলার—v to announce, to proclaim, to recite or recitulate aloud (গোলার /প্রকাশ)

গোলার—a announced, proclaimed declared.

থাচ—n a mixed dish of vegetables

থাচ—n goitre

থাচ—n alt spell of থাচ

থাচ—n alt spell of থাচ

থাচ—n smell, scent, odour, act of smelling, power of smelling (also থাচ), the olfactory organ, the nose (also থাচ, থাচ, থাচ), to get the smell or scent (of) থাচ পাওয়া—v to smell.

থাচ—a smelled, sniffed.

থাচ—n a worthy of being smelled, that which is to be smelled.

থাচ—n a smell,

থাচ—same as থাচ
For words in दांतकंट्रोग्न, not given separately, see दानकंट्रोग्न.

The fifth consonant of the Bengali alphabet—ग्न—(on which a spell or pujara is chanted in the idol worship of the gods) is a kind of fund and is a northern consonant.

The sixth consonant of the Bengali alphabet—ण—(on which a spell or pujara is chanted) is a kind of fund and is a northern consonant.

The seventh consonant of the Bengali alphabet—ञ—(on which a spell or pujara is chanted) is a kind of fund and is a northern consonant.

The eighth consonant of the Bengali alphabet—ण—(on which a spell or pujara is chanted) is a kind of fund and is a northern consonant.

The ninth consonant of the Bengali alphabet—ण—(on which a spell or pujara is chanted) is a kind of fund and is a northern consonant.

The tenth consonant of the Bengali alphabet—ण—(on which a spell or pujara is chanted) is a kind of fund and is a northern consonant.

The eleventh consonant of the Bengali alphabet—ण—(on which a spell or pujara is chanted) is a kind of fund and is a northern consonant.

The twelfth consonant of the Bengali alphabet—ण—(on which a spell or pujara is chanted) is a kind of fund and is a northern consonant.

The thirteenth consonant of the Bengali alphabet—ण—(on which a spell or pujara is chanted) is a kind of fund and is a northern consonant.

The fourteenth consonant of the Bengali alphabet—ण—(on which a spell or pujara is chanted) is a kind of fund and is a northern consonant.

The fifteenth consonant of the Bengali alphabet—ण—(on which a spell or pujara is chanted) is a kind of fund and is a northern consonant.

The sixteenth consonant of the Bengali alphabet—ण—(on which a spell or pujara is chanted) is a kind of fund and is a northern consonant.

The seventeenth consonant of the Bengali alphabet—ण—(on which a spell or pujara is chanted) is a kind of fund and is a northern consonant.

The eighteenth consonant of the Bengali alphabet—ण—(on which a spell or pujara is chanted) is a kind of fund and is a northern consonant.

The nineteenth consonant of the Bengali alphabet—ण—(on which a spell or pujara is chanted) is a kind of fund and is a northern consonant.

The twentieth consonant of the Bengali alphabet—ण—(on which a spell or pujara is chanted) is a kind of fund and is a northern consonant.

The twenty-first consonant of the Bengali alphabet—ण—(on which a spell or pujara is chanted) is a kind of fund and is a northern consonant.

The twenty-second consonant of the Bengali alphabet—ण—(on which a spell or pujara is chanted) is a kind of fund and is a northern consonant.

The twenty-third consonant of the Bengali alphabet—ण—(on which a spell or pujara is chanted) is a kind of fund and is a northern consonant.

The twenty-fourth consonant of the Bengali alphabet—ण—(on which a spell or pujara is chanted) is a kind of fund and is a northern consonant.

The twenty-fifth consonant of the Bengali alphabet—ण—(on which a spell or pujara is chanted) is a kind of fund and is a northern consonant.

The twenty-sixth consonant of the Bengali alphabet—ण—(on which a spell or pujara is chanted) is a kind of fund and is a northern consonant.

The twenty-seventh consonant of the Bengali alphabet—ण—(on which a spell or pujara is chanted) is a kind of fund and is a northern consonant.

The twenty-eighth consonant of the Bengali alphabet—ण—(on which a spell or pujara is chanted) is a kind of fund and is a northern consonant.

The twenty-ninth consonant of the Bengali alphabet—ण—(on which a spell or pujara is chanted) is a kind of fund and is a northern consonant.

The thirtieth consonant of the Bengali alphabet—ण—(on which a spell or pujara is chanted) is a kind of fund and is a northern consonant.

The thirty-first consonant of the Bengali alphabet—ण—(on which a spell or pujara is chanted) is a kind of fund and is a northern consonant.

The thirty-second consonant of the Bengali alphabet—ण—(on which a spell or pujara is chanted) is a kind of fund and is a northern consonant.

The thirty-third consonant of the Bengali alphabet—ण—(on which a spell or pujara is chanted) is a kind of fund and is a northern consonant.

The thirty-fourth consonant of the Bengali alphabet—ण—(on which a spell or pujara is chanted) is a kind of fund and is a northern consonant.

The thirty-fifth consonant of the Bengali alphabet—ण—(on which a spell or pujara is chanted) is a kind of fund and is a northern consonant.

The thirty-sixth consonant of the Bengali alphabet—ण—(on which a spell or pujara is chanted) is a kind of fund and is a northern consonant.

The thirty-seventh consonant of the Bengali alphabet—ण—(on which a spell or pujara is chanted) is a kind of fund and is a northern consonant.

The thirty-eighth consonant of the Bengali alphabet—ण—(on which a spell or pujara is chanted) is a kind of fund and is a northern consonant.

The thirty-ninth consonant of the Bengali alphabet—ण—(on which a spell or pujara is chanted) is a kind of fund and is a northern consonant.

The fortieth consonant of the Bengali alphabet—ण—(on which a spell or pujara is chanted) is a kind of fund and is a northern consonant.

The forty-first consonant of the Bengali alphabet—ण—(on which a spell or pujara is chanted) is a kind of fund and is a northern consonant.

The forty-second consonant of the Bengali alphabet—ण—(on which a spell or pujara is chanted) is a kind of fund and is a northern consonant.

The forty-third consonant of the Bengali alphabet—ण—(on which a spell or pujara is chanted) is a kind of fund and is a northern consonant.

The forty-fourth consonant of the Bengali alphabet—ण—(on which a spell or pujara is chanted) is a kind of fund and is a northern consonant.

The forty-fifth consonant of the Bengali alphabet—ण—(on which a spell or pujara is chanted) is a kind of fund and is a northern consonant.

The forty-sixth consonant of the Bengali alphabet—ण—(on which a spell or pujara is chanted) is a kind of fund and is a northern consonant.

The forty-seventh consonant of the Bengali alphabet—ण—(on which a spell or pujara is chanted) is a kind of fund and is a northern consonant.

The forty-eighth consonant of the Bengali alphabet—ण—(on which a spell or pujara is chanted) is a kind of fund and is a northern consonant.

The forty-ninth consonant of the Bengali alphabet—ण—(on which a spell or pujara is chanted) is a kind of fund and is a northern consonant.

The fiftieth consonant of the Bengali alphabet—ण—(on which a spell or pujara is chanted) is a kind of fund and is a northern consonant.
wheeled vehicle.  a wheel-shaped, circular, annular, round, (bot) rotate, discoid

- a conspiracy, an intrigue, a plot, an evil design. - to conspire, to intrigue, to plot (against). - (1) a conspiring, intriguing, (2) a conspirator, an intriguer, a plotter

- rotation, rotatory motion

- same as  (see )

- the knee-pan, the patella, the knee

- (1) armed with a wheel-shaped missile, conspiring, intriguing, crooked, deceitful. (2) an appellation of Vishnu ( ), the snake

- the eye, sight (theorist ), a look or glance, attention (especially the eye ), covetous look or glance (among the ; ), a limb of some plants and fruits out of which a new plant grows a leaf bud (the ). - to be afflicted with ophthalmia - to be freed from doubt about what has been heard by visualizing or witnessing it - to undergo ophthalmic surgery or an eye operation - (fig) to open one's eyes, to make wise (fig) to disillusion - (fig) to have one's eyes opened to be made wise, (fig) to be disillusioned - to have tears gathering in one's eyes, to be about to shed tears to be tearful - to cast an evil eye (at) to cast a greedy glance (at), to envy to have attention or care (for) to attend (to), to keep an eye on, to be watchful about; to look (at) - eye-disease, inflammation of the eye - same as - same as - the eyelid - the socket of the eye - pop var of - an ophthalmologist - treatment of the eye - the pupil of the eye - pop var of - eye-disease - act of opening eyes, (fig) act of getting or making wise, (fig) disillusionment - to open one's eyes, (fig) to make wise, (fig) to disillusion - to have one's eyes opened, (fig) to become wise, (fig) to be disillusioned - a lying or coming within the range of sight perceptible by the eye, visible - act of investing with sight, donation of one's eye (usu to an eye-bank for the benefit of a sightless person), the ceremony of investing an idol with sight, the act of investing an ignorant person with wisdom, (sarcas) stealing, fiching - to have an eye or cast a glance with a view to stealing, to steal to fich - an eyesore - a snake (from the belief that it perceives sounds etc with its eyes) - possession of sight, possession of insight - power of perceiving truth - a state of being dazed or bewildered or astounded - to be dazed or bewildered or astounded - in the eyes of the public - repeated or continuous rambling or walking

- var of

- a dry dish of spiced vegetables cooked in oil and often with fish-bones

- a repeated or continuous walker or rambler, the bee -

- a moving, mobile, moving briskly, brisk, restless, trembling, oscillating, throbbing, throbbing fast ( ) agitated, wavering, vacillating, fickle ( ), perturbed, anxious - (1) - an appellation of goddess Lakshmi ( ) or lightning - to agitate, to cause to wave or vacillate, to perturb, to affect with anxiety - to throb fast, to be agitated, to wave or vacillate, to become perturbed or anxious - - mobility, brisk movement, briskness; restlessness, tremor, oscillation, throbbing, quick
throb, agitation, wavering, vacillation, fickleness, perturbation, anxiety
(কেল্লা) a. caused to move, caused to move briskly, made restless, caused to tremble or oscillate or throb, caused to throb faster, agitated, caused to waver or vacillate, perturbed, stricken with anxiety
(কেল্লা) (1) a (obs & poet) restless
(2) n a restless person or creature or thing
(কেল্লা) ফাঁড়া to be restless
(কেল্লা) ফাঁড়া n a bamboo or wicker mat, a rattan stool, a scarecrow
(কেল্লা) ফাঁড়া n a beak or bill (of a bird)
(কেল্লা) ফাঁড়া n the cavity formed within the beaks when shut
(কেল্লা) ফাঁড়া n a coarse cloth made of jute gunny, sackcloth hessian, (loos) jute (কেল্লা)
(কেল্লা) ফাঁড়া-a gunny-bag
(কেল্লা) ফাঁড়া n the sparrow
(কেল্লা) ফাঁড়া n fascinating or spectacular show
(কেল্লা) ফাঁড়া-n glamour (কেল্লা) ফাঁড়া-n attractiveness (কেল্লা) ফাঁড়া-a having a fascinating show, apparently or falsely fascinating, showy, glamorous, attractive or spectacular
(কেল্লা) ফাঁড়া n a jute-mill
(কেল্লা) ফাঁড়া n fem the hen-sparrow (see কেল্লা)
(কেল্লা) ফাঁড়া n drowsiness, mental abstraction, reverse কেল্লা-n to shake off drowsiness suddenly, to have one's light sleep or drowsiness disturbed suddenly, to awake suddenly, to shake off one's reverie suddenly, to be suddenly disturbed in one's reverie, to come to one's senses suddenly
(কেল্লা) ফাঁড়া n to knead, to handle roughly, (sl) to manhandle, to fondle vigorously
(কেল্লা) ফাঁড়া n kneading, rough handling, (sl) manhandling, vigorous fondling
(কেল্লা) ফাঁড়া n a thin slip of bamboo-wood, tin etc., a lath, a splinter
(কেল্লা) ফাঁড়া n to break into a chink or chinks, to crack, to split, to be broken or spoiled
(কেল্লা) ফাঁড়া n to cause to break into a chink or chinks, to crack, to split, to cause to break or be spoiled, to break or spoil
(কেল্লা) ফাঁড়া n to get angry, to be offended
(কেল্লা) ফাঁড়া n rancour, bad blood, bitter feel-

ings, quarrel, severance or estrangement
owing to a quarrel কেল্লায় n to quarrel (with), to quarrel (with) and sever (from)
(কেল্লা) ফাঁড়া-n a tavern, an inn.
(কেল্লা) ফাঁড়া-n a thin (কেল্লা)
(কেল্লা) ফাঁড়া n a kind of slippers open at heels
(কেল্লা) ফাঁড়া n flattery, cajolement, adulatory words
(কেল্লা) ফাঁড়া-n showy, glamorous, apparently attractive
(কেল্লা) ফাঁড়া-n a moving frequently or swiftly, not calm, restless, nimble, brisk, swift-moving
(কেল্লা) ফাঁড়া-n fascinating captivating
(কেল্লা) ফাঁড়া n restlessness, nimbleness, briskness, (rare) fascination, grace
(কেল্লা) ফাঁড়া-n having swift-moving eyes possessing eyes capable of quick glances, having charming or fascinating eyes
(কেল্লা) ফাঁড়া-n expressing quickness promptness (কেল্লা করা), the noise of splitting, slapping etc
(কেল্লা) ফাঁড়া-n expressing the repeated noise of splitting slapping etc
(কেল্লা) ফাঁড়া-n to split noisily and repeatedly
(কেল্লা) ফাঁড়া-n expressing adhesiveness, stickiness
(কেল্লা) ফাঁড়া-n to feel sticky
(কেল্লা) ফাঁড়া n adhesive, sticky, gluey
(কেল্লা) ফাঁড়া n ancient names of Chittagong
(কেল্লা) ফাঁড়া-adv quickly, promptly
(কেল্লা) ফাঁড়া n a blow with the open palm of the hand, a cuff, a slap a buffet.
(কেল্লা) ফাঁড়া-n to be cuffied or slapped or buffeted
(কেল্লা) ফাঁড়া n to cuff, to slap, to buffet
(কেল্লা) ফাঁড়া n the festival of worshipping Shiva (শিব) on the last day of the Bengali year (also কৃত্রিম), the ceremonial swinging from a tall pole by worshippers of Shiva (শিব) on this occasion
(কেল্লা) ফাঁড়া n a tall pole from which a worshipper of Shiva (শিব) swings on the day of chadaka (চড়ক) festival
(কেল্লা) ফাঁড়া n the last day of the Bengali year i.e. the last day of the month of Chaitra (চাঁাটা)
(কেল্লা) ফাঁড়া-n var. of কেল্লা
চূড়ান্ত—(1) n act of mounting or ascending or riding, rise, increase (ছাঁড়ান্ত), boom in the market. (2) a soaring rising, increasing চূড়ান্ত—চূড়ান্ত a market in which there has been a boom, a market with soaring prices

চূড়ান্ত—n act of mounting or climbing up or ascending or riding, act of boarding (a vehicle) rise increase (ছাঁড়ান্ত) চূড়ান্ত—(1) a one who mounts or rides, one who boards (a vehicle) (2) n a climber, a rider a passenger

চূড়ান্ত—n a piece of land (usu a sandy one) rising out of the river-bed a silted piece of land চূড়ান্ত পড়েচে—a piece of land has risen out of river-bed চূড়ান্ত—n a shoal

চূড়ান্ত—a haughty, arrogant angry (ছাড়া কখন) severe strong (ছাড়া রোধ), high (ছাড়া হয় ছাড়া রাখ)

টা উঁচিনু-ν to climb (up) to ascend to mount to ride, to increase to go up (ছাড়া), to become louder (ছাড়া হয়), to become stronger (ছাড়া কখন), to attack (ছাড়া উপরের ছাড়া) (of cooking utensils) to be placed on the oven (হাজিরা ছাড়া)

চূড়ান্ত—n an ascent acclivity, upward slope, act of mounting or climbing up upward movement, altitude (ছাড়ান্তুন্ত্রান্ত্র) acclivity and declivity upward and downward movement

চূড়ান্ত—n the sparrow

চূড়ান্তমাটি—n picnic

চূড়ামাটি—(1) n an attack a raid, an assault (2) a one who has attacked or fallen upon attacked চূড়ামাটি করা—ν to attack চূড়ামাটি করা—ν to fall upon to attack to raid, to assault to assail

চূড়ামাটি—nt expressing the noise of bursting or splitting or slapping

চূড়ান্ত—ν to cause to mount or ride or board, to mount or board, to increase (ছাড়ান্তরা), to make louder or deeper (ছাড়ান্তরা), to fix to adjust (ছাড়া চাপা), (ছাড়া চাপা), to place upon, to load (ছাড়া চাপা), to put on, to wear (ছাড়া চাপা), (of cooking utensils) to place upon the oven (ছাড়া চাপা)

চূড়ান্ত—ν to strike with the open palm of the hand, to slap

ছুড়ান্তমাটি—dial corrupt of ছুড়ান্তমাটি

ছুড়ান্তমাটি—dial var of ছুড়ান্তমাটি

ছুড়ান্তমাটি—dial var of ছুড়ান্তমাটি

চূড়ান্ত—nt expressing an onomatopoeic sound as of itching, pricking etc


चतुष्कृति—(1) n & a fourteen (2) a fourteenth. 
चतुष्कृति—n a bounded on all sides. 
चतुष्कृति—a intelligent, dexterous skilful, ingenious, clever, artful, cunning, crafty, sly. 
चतुष्कर—(1) n four shares or parts (2) a divided into four shares or parts, quadrivartite. 
चतुष्कर—n divided into four parts, quadrivartite, (of books) quarto. 
चतुष्कर—(1) a (of an army) comprising four parts such as elephants, cavalry chariots and infantry, four-limbed, having all limbs, complete, thorough (2) an army complete in all the four parts such as elephants, cavalry, chariots and infantry, a form of (Indian) music, chess feam of cha-tuskarini. 
चतुष्कर्त—n intelligence, dexterity, skill, ingenuity, cleverness, astuteness, artfulness, cunning, slyness. 
चतुष्कर्ति—n eighty-fourth. 
चतुष्कर्ति—a eighty-fourth fem cha-tuskarini. 
चतुष्कर—(1) n four horses (2) a drawn by or having four horses, four-horsed. 
चतुष्कर—n a square, a rectangle. 
चतुष्कर—fem of cha-tuskar. 
चतुष्कर—n one who has four faces, an appellation of God Brahma. 
चतुष्कर—n, (rare) cha-tuskar, n cleverness, slyness, trickiness, deception, an instance or act of cleverness or trickiness or deception. 
चतुष्कर—n the four stages of human life according to Hindus, as the celibate student-life, the life of a householder, the life of a hermit and the life of an ascetic. 
चतुष्कर—n a fourfold four times, excessive, much more (than). 
चतुष्कर—r to multiply by four, to quadruple. 
चतुष्कर—r to increase fourfold, to increase many times over, to quadruplicate. 
चतुष्कर—n (math) a biquadratic raised to a fourth power, square of a square. 
चतुष्कर—a fourth cha-tuskar. 
चतुष्कर—n one-fourth, a fourth part. 
चतुष्कर—(1) a fem of cha-tuskar. 
चतुष्कर—n (astr) the fourth day of a lunar fortnight, obsequial rites performed by a married daughter on the fourth day of the death of either of her parents, (gr) the fourth case-ending. 

चतुष्कर—n a square, a rectangle, a square.
or rectangular courtyard or portico or vestibule, a four-pillared square or rectangular courtyard or platform

**চতুরঙ্গ—** (1) a square, rectangular (2) n a square, a rectangle

**চতুষ্য—** (1) a having four limbs or divisions, of four kinds (চতুরঙ্গ) (2) n an aggregate of four, quartet (চতুরঙ্গ)

**চতুরপথ—** n a junction of four roads or an intersection of two roads

**চতুর্দশ—** (1) n a quadruped animal, a beast (2) a quadruped, four-footed, (fig.) as foolish as a beast চতুর্দশ—n fem a four-lined or four-footed stanza, a quatrain

**চতুর্দশিক—** n a school for teaching Sanskrit, esp. the four Vedas or grammar, poetry, laws, and philosophy

**চতুর্দশ—** (1) n a four-footed or four-lined (চতুরঙ্গাক, চতুর্দশ লামা, কপাল, entire, having all the parts, having four parts (চতুরঙ্গাক কপাল) (2) n a quadruped

**চতুর্দশাদি—** n four sides, all the four sides, all sides, neighbourhood চতুর্দশাদি—adv on all sides

**চতুর্দশ—** a (of a building etc.) four-storied, (of a vehicle etc.) four-decked, tetrahedral চতুর্দশ—n a tetrahedron.

**চতুর্দশ—** a thirty-four চতুর্দশ—n & a thirty-fourth fem চতুর্দশমাত্র—

**চতুর্দশ—** n a courtyard, a portico, a vestibule

**চতুর্দশক্ষণ—** n & a forty চতুর্দশক্ষণ—n fem চতুর্দশক্ষণমাত্র—

**চতুর্দশ—** n same as চতুর্দশ

**চতুর্দশ—** n a round-shaped silvery white river-fish, the moon-fish, the opah.

**চতুর্দশ—** n (obs.) the moon (পায়ার নক্ষত্র)

**চতুর্দশ—** n sandal, sandalwood sandal-paste চতুর্দশ, চতুর্দশ—n red sandalwood দত্তক, চতুর্দশ—n white sandalwood, Santalum album চতুর্দশ—n smeared or painted with sandal-paste চতুর্দশক্ষণ—n mark of sandal-paste on the forehead চতুর্দশ—n, sandal-paste. চতুর্দশ-পট্টি, (rej) চতুর্দশ-পট্টি, a stone mortar on which sandalwood is rubbed to make sandal-paste চতুর্দশুপুষ্প—n, close চতুর্দশমণি—n a kind of paddy

**চতুর্দশ—** n the name of an Indian river, a

kind of parrot having red streaks round its throat, a species of hilsa fish

**চতুর্দশ—** n (obs. & poet.) the moon (পায়ার নক্ষত্র)

**চতুর্দশ—** n the moon, (in comp. used as a sf.) a superior member or specimen (চতুর্দশ)

**চতুর্দশক্ষণ—** n the crescent spot on the peacock's tail চতুর্দশক্ষণ—n moonlight চতুর্দশক্ষণ—n a brightened by moonlight, moonlit চতুর্দশক্ষণ—n the moon's orb a digit or phase of the moon চতুর্দশক্ষণ—n (geol.) the horns of the moon চতুর্দশক্ষণ—n (1) n the moonstone (also চতুর্দশক্ষণ) (2) a as beautiful as the moon চতুর্দশক্ষণ—n (1) a as beautiful as the moon (2) n silver চতুর্দশক্ষণ—n moonbeam, moonlight চতুর্দশক্ষণ—n a same as চতুর্দশক্ষণ চতুর্দশক্ষণ—n a lunar eclipse চতুর্দশক্ষণ—n one who wears the moon as his crown an appellation of Shiva (শিব) চতুর্দশক্ষণ—n resembling the moon, as bright as the moon.

**চতুর্দশেইন—** n a sweet pastry made of coconut-kernel and sugar চতুর্দশেইন—n as shining or bright as the moon, of pleasing appearance চতুর্দশেইন—(1) n moonlight, moonbeam (2) a fem as shining or beautiful as the moon চতুর্দশেইন—n a family originating from the moon or from a sage named Chandra (चन्द्र) চতুর্দশেইন—n of this family চতুর্দশেইন—n having a face as shining or beautiful as the moon moon-faced, (sarcas) ugly-faced, (sarcas) having a round and stupid face fem চতুর্দশেইন—n this nasal sign in the Bengali alphabet চতুর্দশেইন—n a species of snake having a crescent mark on its head চতুর্দশেইন—n the Chenab in the Punjab চতুর্দশেইন—n the moonstone চতুর্দশেইন—n, the orb or disc of the moon, the halo round the moon, the lunar region চতুর্দশেইন—n the Chrysanthemum Maryland, (pop) চতুর্দশেইন—n the moon চতুর্দশেইন—n same as চতুর্দশ চতুর্দশেইন—n same as চতুর্দশ চতুর্দশেইন—n moonlight চতুর্দশেইন—n নাম চতুর্দশেইন—n the region of the moon, the lunar region or heaven চতুর্দশেইন—n an attic চতুর্দশেইন—n same as চতুর্দশ চতুর্দশেইন—n a son of the moon, (astr.) Mercury চতুর্দশেইন—n moonlight চতুর্দশেইন—n a kind of ornamental girdle or necklace চতুর্দশেইন—n a bright or shining falcion.
amazed, startled ('সন্নিকেতন ষ্ঠেহই রূপভদ্রকুল রাহে')

চমক নেওয়া—ν to flash, to strike with amazement

চমক ভাঙা—ν to regain consciousness or come back to senses 'suddenly to be suddenly freed from a rapt state

চলা লগা—ν to be stricken with amazement, to be dazed

চমকাত্তার—α sparkling, glittering, glaring, scintillating

চমকাত্তাঃ—α startling, thrilling, amazing, too good to be true

চলমান—ν to flash, to startle to give a jolt or cause to startle or to be taken by surprise

চলকন্তা—ν a flash or flashing, starle, a start or surprise or jolt

চল্লিশ—α a flashed startled

চল্লিশ—α a kind of juicy sweetmeat made of posset

চলমজ্জন—α act of striking with amazement, act of causing wonder

চলানক্টা—(1) n (rare) amazement (2) a amazingly beautiful or good, amazing (3) adv well nociely (চলান পৃষ্ঠীত পায়), চলান যদী (প্যায়) (4) int fine excellent, marvellous, chalanka, chambarki—α an amazing fem chalanka chambarki, chambarki—n marvellous excellence

চলকন্তাঃ—α an amazed

চলকন্তা করা—ν to amaze, to strike with marvel

চলকন্তাঃ—α to be amazed, to marvel

চলমান—n the yak, a kind of fan or a brush for fanning made of the hair of a yak's tail, a fly-whisk

চলমান—α a spoon, a spatula, a ladle

চলমানকার—α a spoon-shaped or ladle-shaped (bot.) spathulate

চলমানী—n both part of an অচ্ছোটি, a company of troops, an army

চলমান—n a flower or its tree of the magnolia family, the Michelia Champaka the champak or champac

চলমানকার—n a wreath or garland of champak flowers

চলকন্তা—n decampment, escapade, escape, flight

চলকন্তা নেওয়া—ν to decamp, to escape, to flee away, to run off, to show a clean pair of heels, to give the slip

চলমান, n, the name of an ancient Indian city (modern Bhagalpur)

চলমান—n same as chalanka

চলমান—n a literary composition in which both prose and verse have been used.
চর — n (chiefly used as a sfx) a collection, an assemblage, a multitude, a heap (অর্থাভিধ:), act of collecting or gathering, amassing

চরন — n act of collecting or plucking collection (পত্রলাম), a number collected or plucked, a collection, an anthology (কল্পনা-চরণ, পাঁচ-চরণ) চরণ করা — to collect or pluck or pick or pluck চরনফাল — n fem a small collection, a collection of poems or other literary works art anthology চরনপত্র, চরণ — a worthy of being collected that which is to be collected.

চরণচিত — inc butt'ed pop var of চিত

চরনচুর — n (used as a sfx) moving in (গলাচ-চরনচুর) dwelling in, inhabiting (সময়ের চরনচুর)

চরণ — n a strip of sandy land rising out of the bed of a river or sea above the water-level

চরণ — n a secret emissary a spy, (astrol.) Mars.

চরণক্র-সংখ্যাত — n a treatise on medicine written by Charakā the sage

চরণকার, (rare) চরণকার — n a spinning-wheel a spinning-jenny চরণকার কাঠি — n to spin চরগাঁটক চরণকার (চরণকার) — fig to oil one's own mind to mind one's own business (usu imp) পারের চরনকার টেলে (ছেলে) — (fig) to meddle in another's affair to interfere in the affairs of others.

চরণকেল, (rare) চরণকেল, (rare) চরণকেল — n a rotating firework a Catherine-wheel (mech) a windlass চরণকেল মণ্ডন হেলা — n to turn round and round like a wheel, (fig) to gad about

চরণ — n a foot, a leg a foot or line of a verse, ambulation walking travelling wandering, moving observance, practice চরণকল্প — n a foot fancied as a lotus, a beautiful or divine foot চরণকল্প — n kindness oozing from one's feet favourite চরণকল্প — n ambulation, walking, perambulation, peregrination চরণকল্প — n (also n) pedestrian চরণকল্প, চরণকল্প — n a foot regarded as a boat esp to cross the river Baitaran (বাইতারান) after one's death চরণকল্প — n the sole, the foot চরণকল্পে থাকা — n to lie under the foot or sole of (fig) to act as one's bond-slave for attainment of final salvation, (fig) to depend cringingly on চরণকল্পে পড়ে — n to fall at the feet of (esp in order to win favour) চরণকল্প — n a devoted wife, one belonging to a sect of Vaishnavas founded by Charandas, (sarcas) a female companion or associate of a Vaishnav.

চরণধূলি, চরণধূলা — n the dust of one's feet চরণধূলা — n the same as চরণসংখ্যাত, চরণকার — n the border or end of one's feet চরণকারে — adv at one's feet চরণসংখ্যাত — n act of worshipping one's feet, act of bowing down at one's feet in obeisance, genuflection চরণসংখ্যাত — n both the feet, the two feet, a pair of feet চরণে — n same as চরণধূলি চরণসংখ্যাত — n a devotee চরণবন্ধন — n act of worshipping one's feet, act of massaging one's legs and feet চরণবন্ধন — n contact of one's feet, act of touching one's feet চরণবন্ধন করা — n to touch, one's feet চরণবন্ধন — adv at the contact or touch of one's feet চরণসংখ্যাত — n a marked with the foot-print (of) চরণধূলী — n a toe চরণধূলী — n the water with which the feet of a deity or revered person has been washed চরণধূলী, চরণধূলিবন্ধন — same as চরণসংখ্যাত চরণবন্ধনে — adv at one's feet.

চরম — (1) n end, termination (কিছুর চরম দেখুন), ultimate or last or final stage, most critical stage (চরম শেষ) highest stage, greatest height climax culmination maximum (হুমকের চরম) (2) a ultimate or final (চরমপ্রায়) last (চরমপ্রায়) extreme (চৌরাসী, চরম চলাচল) highest maximum (চরমপর্যন্ত) pertaining to death or the time of death, dying (চরম শেষ) চরমকল্প — n the dying moment চরমকল্প — n last resort, only prop and support চরম অনুষ্ঠান — extreme climate চরমকল্প — n a document containing the disposition of one's effects at death a will, an ultimatum চরমকল্প — n utmost limit চরমকল্প — n highest ideal চরমচরম — n last or final stage ultimate stage most critical stage চরমচরম — n highest excellence or improvement.

চরম — n an intoxicant prepared from the exudation of hemp, churrus charas চরম ধাত্রী — n to smoke churrus.

চরম — n to wander, to rove to travel, (of cattle) to graze, (of other beasts, birds, anthropophages etc.) to go about for food, (sarcas.) to go about one's business, (of fish) to nibble at bait চরম ধাত্রী — n to graze, to go about for food, (sarcas) to shift or fend for oneself.

চরাচর — n pl mobile and immobile objects. (as sing.) the world, the universe, thr' whole creation.

চরাচর — n to cause to graze, to tend or feed (cattle), (derog.) to direct or govern to make a person do everything one wishes
him to do, to lead a person by the nose, (derog) to teach (ছেলে চরান)

চরিত্র—(1) n character, comportment, behaviour, manners, conduct, activities, custom, usage, biography, life (2) a observed, performed executed accomplished, invested with চরিত্রাবলি, চরিত্রাবলিন—n a biographer চরিত্রাবলি, চরিত্রাবলিন—n pl biographies lives, collections of biographies চরিত্রাবলি nexus—a biographical dictionary

চরিত্রাবলি—a one whose desires have been fulfilled, successful, satisfied gratified চরিত্রাবলি করা—ν to fulfill one's desire, to satisfy, to gratify চরিত্রাবলি—n fulfilment of one's desire success, satisfaction, gratification

চরিত্র—n character, conduct manner behaviour, deportment, disposition, nature, custom usage, function, activities, good character or behaviour chastity a biography, a character in a drama a role চরিত্র ধারণ, চরিত্র হারান—ν to lose one's character or morals, to have one's character or moral corrupted to become depraved, to go to the bad চরিত্রাবলি—a relating to the character characteristic চরিত্রাবলি—n the excellence of one's character a characteristic quality (good or bad) চরিত্রাবলি—n a character sketch চরিত্রাবলি—n delineation or portrayal of characters, character-painting চরিত্রাবলি—n moral corruption, a vice or defect in one's character dissoluteness debauchery চরিত্রাবলি—a good-charactered, virtuous, chaste fem চরিত্রাবলি, চরিত্রাবলি—n character assassination চরিত্রাবলি—a morally corrupted or ruined characterless, depraved dissolute, debauched, profligate fem চরিত্রাবলি, চরিত্রাবলি বাসন্তী—a debauchee, a libertine

চরিত্রাবলি—n delineation or portrayal of one's character চরিত্রাবলি করা—ν to delineate one's character

চরিত্রসম্বন্ধ—n mobile moving(function)

চরিত্রসম্বন্ধ—n an oblation of sunned rice boiled in milk with sugar and ghee

চরিত্রসম্বন্ধ—n expressing the sound of splitting (চরিত্রে করা সঁতা), extreme dryness or parchedness (চরিত্রে চরিত্রে করা, পালা চরিত্রে করা), quickness (চরিত্রে করা সেলাক)

চরিত্র—n a kind of musical instrument, an ancient folk-music, a ceremony observed on the eve of the holi (ছালি) festival

চরিত্র—n discussion, criticism (চরিত্রে), culture, cultivation practice, study (চরিত্রে শাস্ত্রীর), meditation thought (চরিত্রে পাইন), act of smearing or painting anointment (চরিত্রে করা—ν to discuss, to criticize, to cultivate to practise, to study to meditate, to think, to smear, to paint, to anoint চরিত্র—a discussed, cultivated, practised, studied, meditated, thought, smeared painted anointed

চতুর্ভূটি—n a blow with the open palm of the hand a slap

চতুর্ভূটি—n a kind of bread shaped like a thin disc by the hand

চতুর্ভূটি—n act of chewing mastication চতুর্ভূটি করা—ν to chew, to masticate

চতুর্ভূটি—n fat, animal fat, lard, tallow

চতুর্ভূটি—a chewed, masticated চতুর্ভূটি—a act of chewing the cud, rumination, (fig) discussion of an old topic or repeated discussion of the same topic চতুর্ভূটি করা—ν to chew the cud to ruminate, (fig) to discuss an old topic or to discuss the same topic repeatedly

চতুর্ভূটি—a (of food) that which has to be chewed, masticable চতুর্ভূটি—(1) a that which has to be chewed and that which has to be sucked (fig) of different delicious varieties, (2) n pl articles of food comprising that has to be chewed and that which has to be sucked, (fig) articles of food of different delicious varieties, rich and costly dishes

চতুর্ভূটি—(1) a that which has to be chewed and that which has to be sucked and that which has to be licked and that which has to be drunk, (fig) of different delicious varieties, delicious and costly (2) n (lit & fig) delicious food or dishes, delicacies of all descriptions

চতুর্ভূটি—n skin cuts, the true skin, derm, cuticle, hide, leather, bark (of plants) rind, a shield চতুর্ভূটি—n a shoemaker or a tanner or currier (by profession or caste)

চতুর্ভূটি—n a wart a mole, a small bump on human skin চতুর্ভূটি—n the physical eye চতুর্ভূটি, চতুর্ভূটি, চতুর্ভূটি—n the titmouse, the Bat, the vampire চতুর্ভূটি—n impetigo চতুর্ভূটি—a armed with a shield, one who bears a shield চতুর্ভূটি—n a leather bag or suitcase, a leather belt চতুর্ভূটি—n a leather-band চতুর্ভূটি—n a
dealer in hide or leather, a tanner
— dealer in leather, hide-bound
— skin disease
— (1) n serum lymph
— (2) a hide-bound, very lean or emaciated
— n a leather-bag, a container for leather
— n a leather-covered jacket
— n a shoemaker or a tanner or currier (by caste or trade)
— n seat made of skin (of deer, tiger etc.)
— a that which is to be practised or observed
— n practice or observation (সন্ধ্যা, রূপক), observance of rules or routine (রূপক, নিদর্শন), culture (সন্ধ্যা, সাহিত্য)
— act of looking after (সন্ধ্যা, রূপক)
— n any of the lyrics composed by a sect of Buddhists about their religion and religious practice, supposed to be the earliest specimen of Bengal literature
— n a unsteady, restless, fickle (সন্ধ্যা)
— n currency, vogue, fashion (সন্ধ্যা)
— n variable
— v to run out of a vessel owing to a push or jerk, to spill
— a fickle-minded, mentally unsteady
— n fickle-mindedness
— n cinematography film (সন্ধ্যা)
— n cinematography
— n inc form of চলাছড়া—(see চলন)
— n a having no power of motion, unable to move, paralysed
— a moving, going, running, rolling, passing (সন্ধ্যা)
— in activity going (সন্ধ্যা)
— current, present (সন্ধ্যা, সাহিত্য)
— usual, customary (সন্ধ্যা, রূপক)
— for social intercourse, fit for matrimonial alliance (সন্ধ্যা, হঠ)
— n a current deposit
— n a moving, mobile current in vogue
— n act of going or moving or travelling (সন্ধ্যা)
— n motion currency, vogue custom (সন্ধ্যা)
— behaviour, department (সন্ধ্যা)
— usage, practice, fashion, style চলাছড়া
— v to be current, to be in vogue
— n power of moving, motion
— a going, moving, travelling, mobile
— n a passable, tolerable
— n inc form of চলন and চঠন
— a moving, going, passing, running, in motion, on the move
— n zoospore.
—tea-time ঘাড়ি—n a tea-tray চা-বাগান —n a tea-garden, a tea-plantation চাঁদার শব্দ চাঁদার পাতা—tea-pot চাঁদার দেশী—a tea-cup চাঁদার বাসনকেশ—茶-service টিসিএ টাইফ—v (pr t) forms of টাইফশ ফি টাইফ ফি টাইফ—what do you want ? টাইফফি—adv even, probably টাইফফি—for the asking

ঝাই—con than
ঝাইল—coll. corrupt of ঝাইল
ঝাল—n rice আলোক ঝাল—sunned rice
ঝাম ঝাল—parboiled rice
ঝাল–পাক—n a handful of rice charmed to detect criminals
ঝাল—পুষ্কা—n a medicinal plant of the family Flacourtiaceae, chaumoogra
ঝাল—coll var of টাইফ
ঝালা—v to want, to ask for, to request for (ভিক্ষা ঝালা না মাথাও), to desire (মিষ্টির ঝালা), to be ready to ঝালা—n act of wanting or asking for or desiring repeatedly ঝালা—v to cause to want to cause to ask for or request for to cause to desire, to cause to consent ঝালায় মাথা—for the asking

ঝালা—v to look at, to open (চোখ ঝালা), to cast an evil eye (on or at) ঝালা—n act of looking at one another of coming to an agreement by looking at one another ঝাল—v to cause to look at, to cause to open ঝাল তোলা—to look favourably on to be favourably inclined towards

ঝাল–ঝালু—ঝালান—see ঝাল, ঝাল
ঝালি—n a leader, a chief, a ring-leader a veteran person a somebody
ঝালি—n a clad, a device made of bamboo slips for catching fish
ঝালি—n a kind of mat made of date-leaves or bamboo slips
ঝালি—n a piece of lac beat n into a leaf
ঝালি—n a ceremony observed on the eve of the holi (ঝালিয) festival
ঝালি—a curly (ঝালি চিত্রক)
ঝালি—v to scrape, to shave (2) a scraped, shaved ঝালি–ঝালি—a (lit) thoroughly scraped or shaved, (fig) rude and outspoken, curt ঝালি—v to cause to scrape or shape ঝালি, ঝালি—n act of scraping, a scraper

ঝালি–ঝালি—see ঝাল
ঝালফি—var of ঝালফি
ঝালি—n the scrapings of calcined milk or of some milk products or of sticky dross of other foods

ঝালি, ঝালি—variants of ঝালি and ঝালি respectively ঝালি, ঝালি—n same as ঝালি
ঝালি—variant of ঝালি
ঝালি—variant of ঝালি
ঝালি, ঝালি—variants of ঝালি, and ঝালি respectively

ঝালান—coll corrup of ঝালান
ঝালা—n the moon, the most beautiful or glorious person (নবাব ঝালা), (sarcas) an ugly person, (vul) a friend (এন দেখি ঝালা)
ঝালঞ্জুষ, ঝালঞ্জুষ—n a variety of small silvery-white fish the moonfish, the opah ঝালঞ্জুষ, ঝালঞ্জুষ—n moonlight, a canopy, an awning a vestibule a spacious corridor (2) a moonlit (ঝালঞ্জুষ রাজা) ঝালঞ্জুষ—(1) a having a face as beautiful as the moon, moon-faced, (sarcas) ugly-faced (2) a face as beautiful as the moon a moon-faced man or boy—(sarcas) an ugly-faced man or boy fem ঝালঞ্জুষ, ঝালঞ্জুষ—n a target a range, target-practice ঝালঞ্জুষ, ঝালঞ্জুষ—n a necklace designed in the likeness of the moon ঝালঞ্জুষ—n a face as beautiful as the moon ঝালঞ্জুষ কথা—lit) a small fragment of the moon (fig) an extremely beautiful or delightful person esp such a baby, a charming little child ঝালঞ্জুষ হাট—a company of beautiful charming young women, a gathering of pretty faces

ঝাল–, var of ঝাল
ঝালু—n the moon (ঝালু নামা) a variety of small silvery-white fish the moonfish, the opah (geom) a protractor
ঝালু—n subscription, contribution, quota ঝালু দেওয়া—v to pay subscription, to subscribe, to contribute ঝালু দেওয়া—v to cause subscription ঝালু ধরা—v to allot one's quota.

ঝালি, —(1) n pure silver, silver (2) a pure (ঝালি কপাল)
ঝালি—n the crown of the head
ঝালি—(1) a moonlit (ঝালি রাখ) (2) n moonlight, a moonlit night.
ঝালি—n moonlight.
ঝালি—n a canoe an awning
ঝালি—n a kind of flower or its tree belonging to the magnolia family, the champak, a kind of small banana ঝালি–ঝালি—n a variety of pot-herb
ঝাল—n. a wheel (কোলার চাক), anything wheel-shaped (ঝোলার চাক), hive (নেটাক)
ঢাকচাকা, ৩০৬

ঢাকচাকা, ৩০৬

ঢাকচাকা, ৩০৬

ঢাকচাকা, ৩০৬

ঢাকচাকা, ৩০৬


cell


cell
tle, anxiety—চাঁদলকার—a thrilling sensational—চাঁদমাহীন—a unperturbed, calm, steady

চাষী—n the kick of an animal (as of a cow or horse) —চাষী কাত্তেঃ—v to be kicked (as by an animal) —চাষী মারা—v to kick

চাচা—n a food that is to be taken by licking any snack which is to be taken with an intoxicant

চালমিতন—n a condiment, chutney sauce

চালি—var of চাঁদী

চালিতা—(1) v to lick (2) a licked given to or engaged in licking (পাকাটা) —চালিতামূল—n repeated or continuous licking, act of licking each other, (iron) intimacy or mutual laudation or compliment or adulation

চালিত—v to cause to lick

চালী—n a coarse mat made of date-leaves or palm-leaves or bamboo slips

চালীকাটী—, চালীন—see চালী

চালী—a razed to the ground (সিটামাটি চালী)

চালী—n a blow or a stroke with the open palm of the hand a slap —চালী মারা—v to slap

চালীমিতন—n a kind of banana

চালীী—n a frying-pan

চালীী, চালীীম, চালীীতি—n adulatory words flattery sycophancy চালীীবাই, চালীীবাই—(1) a flattering (2) n a flatterer an adulator, a sycophant fem চালীীবাইবাই, চালীীবাইবিদি

চালীবিদি—coll corrup of চালীক চালীী, চালীী—n an instance or act of shoving up something forcefully, a forceful upward shove (চালীী লোক চালীী) enthusiasm, earnestness zeal লেঘোড়া হাতে হাতে, pressure or urgency লেঘোড়া হাতে হাতে, to give an upward shove with force চালীী লোক—v to prize or prize up or open চালীী লোক—v to shove up forcefully

চালীীী—n an instance or act of twisting up (চালীী যোগ), a support, a prop চালীীী যোগ—v to twist up, to prop up

চালীীী—(dual) a large earthen manger

চালীীক—n the swallow fem চালীীকী, (inc but pop) চালীীকী

চালীীক—n a vestibule, a terrace

চালীীকী—coll var of চালীীক

চালীীমূল—(1) n the hierarchy of four principal castes amongst Hindus, namely, the brahmans, the kshatriyas, the vaishyas and the shudras, prescribed practices of these castes (2) a pertaining to these castes or their practices,

চালীীমূল—n a vow that is to be observed for four months at a stretch

চালীীমূল—n intelligence, dexterity, skill cleverness, artfulness cunning slyness

চালীী—n a sheet of cloth worn over the body, a cover made of cloth, a bed-sheet, a sheet of metal or other things

চালী—dial corrup of চালী and চালী

চালীকানাব—v to excite into activity or to speed up, to make active or prompt (চালীকানাব চালীকানাব) to brighten, to brush up to polish (চালীকানাব চালীকানাব) to heat or fry slightly (মালাচালীকানাব)

চালান—n a kind of gram or chick-pea fried crisp —চালান—n a crisp snack prepared by frying chick-pea, monkey-nuts and other things with salt and spices

চালান, চালান—obs poet corrup of চালান

চালান—a lunar (চালান গুল চালান গুল) চালানী—n a kind of expiatorry penance

চালান—n a bow, (groom) an arc

চালানী—(1) n pressure (কাশে চালানী চালানী চালানী), weight influence, request importunity etc (চালানী চালানী চালানী), a layer (কাশে চালানী চালানী) (2) a clotted, coagulated (চালানী, চালানী) thick close-set (চালানীবহুল), massive and extensive চালানী—v to be pressed, to coagulate, to thicken চালান—v to press (চালান)

—n a piston, a pump চালানী—n massive or thick-set beard extending all over the cheeks and chin চালানী (চালানী)—n a barometer

চালানীকানাব—n a loose and long robe (chiefly used as a part of official dress)

চালানীকানাব—n the posture of squatting seat sitting on one's haunches with legs folded চালানীকানাব বেষে—v to sit upon one's haunches with legs folded, to squat, to sit fixedly or immovably, to remain seated obstinately

চালানী—n a blow or stroke with the open palm of the hand a slap —চালানী কাত্তেঃ—v to be slapped

চালানী—n a piece of clod or turf flat or almost flat

চালানী—v to strike (chiefly repeatedly) with the open palm of one's hand, to slap or pat (chiefly repeated)

চালানী, চালানীকানাব, চালানীকানাব—see চালানী

চালানী, (rej) চালানীকানাব—n the distinctive
dress of the servants of a person or office or institution, a livery charpāras-
chārā—n a livered charpārā—n a livered servant, an office messenger, an orderly, a charpārā.

Charpārā—n restlessness, fickleness, vivacity, liveliness, fluidity, liquidity, wantonness, impudence, sauciness, talkativeness, levity, fleetiness, momentariness, rashness, imprudence.

Chāpā—(1) v to press, to compress to suppress, to conceal, to hide (kēj Chāpā) to restrain to check (उठाति Chāpā), to extend to cover (संकृत चापा चापी गोड़ेर राजा, बुजुर्ग चापी), to ride or mount (हेड़ोर चापी), to board or get into (पालित चापा), to come upon as a load or weight to burden (नाड़े नाका) (2) n act of pressing, compression, suppression, concealment, act of restraining, act of extending or covering act of riding or mounting, act of boarding or getting into a cover or lid (मटरी चापा गोड़ेर चापा), a weight (कर्जक-चापा) (3) a pressing or compressing (हुक-चापा बाजा), subdued low, not clearly audible (चापा गोड़ा चापा हो), not prominent, dull (चापा रक्षा), covered (कीटाक्षोप Chāpā), restrained obstructed frustrated (चापा बाहु), sunk or depressed to a lower level (पृथुवी उत्तर-कोंकान चापा), secretly circulated, private (चापा डूब), secret, concealed, suppressed (चापा डूब), uncommunicative, reserved (चापा लोक) Chāpā देखि—v to cover, to suppress, to conceal, to hush up, (of a vehicle) to run over Chāpā देखि—v to be covered to be suppressed to be concealed or hushed up, to be run over (by a train, a vehicle etc.) Chāpā गला—v in an undertone Chāpā पिठी—v continuous pressing or thrusting or stuff, mutual pressing, continuous solicitation, suppression concealment, an attempt to suppress or conceal Chāpāचापाप—v to press or thrust or stuff continuously, to press mutually, to solicit or pester continuously, to suppress, to conceal, to endeavour to suppress or conceal Chāpā घुट्ट—v to hold tight or pressed, to press Chāpā बस—v to sit upon one's buttock, to sit firmly, to settle firmly, to be fixed tightly or firmly Chāpā बांध—v to avoid disclosing, to desist from mentioning Chāpā राख—v to keep pressed, to keep restrained, to keep concealed or undis-
closed (खेत) शलवान Chāpā—to be possessed by a devil
Chāpāटी—n a piece of disc shaped thin bread made by hand Chāpāटी Chāpāटी, chāpāटी, chāpāटी—n a problematic charge in verse set to music, thrown by a party of singers at the opposite party for answering.

Chāvākhā—v to whip to lash, to flog, to flagellate, to scourge Chāvākhā—n whipping, lashing flogging scourging flagellation.

Chāuk—n alt of Chāpā, Chā-বাপান—see Chā
Chā, Chāবিকটি, Chāবিকটি—n a key Chāবিকটি, Chāবিকটি—v to key, to lock, to keep confined (हेड़ोटेक चाबी दिने रेखें) to keep shut (युक्त चाबी देखें)
Chāōk—n a whip, a lash a scourge, a flagellant Chāōk बाह्य—v to be whipped or flogged or scourged or flagellated Chāōk बाह्य—v to whip, to flog, to scourge to flagellate.

Chām—same as Chā Mour
Chām—n a spoon, a ladle Chām दिने तोला दिने देखि—v to spoon or ladle (out)

Chāमच, (coll) Chāमचके—n the titmouse Chāमच—coll corrupt of Chām Chām—n skin, derm, of larger animals & also dero) hide, leather (Chāमचके) चामच, Chāमच—hide पाका Chामच—leather Chāमच बाह्य, Chामच तोला—v to flay to skin

Chām—n a kind of fan or a brush tor fanning made of the hair of a yak's tail, a fly-whisk Chामचचामच—n one who fans with the aforesaid fan or brush or fly-whisk Chामच—(1) a having this brush or fan (2) n the horse

Chāमच, (dial) Chāमच—a shrunk or smelling like dried hide Chāमच, Chāমচ—n a strip of leather, a strip

Chām—n a shoemaker or tanner or currier (by caste or trade), (fig) a merciless or base man, (fig) a skinflint fem Chāমচব্বी, (rej) Chāমচব্বी


**চালুক্যা**

- a manifestation of Goddess Durga (দুর্গা) when she killed two giants—Chanda (চাঁদা) and Moonda (মুন্দা)

**চালুক্যালী**—n a kind of sweet-scented white jasmine

**চরেক্ষর**—n a spy

**চরান্ত**—n bait (used to entice or catch fish) 

**চরান্তার্থা**—n the part of a pond where bait has been dropped (চরান্তার্থা অঞ্চল)

**চরা**—n or adj. a four (চর্চার) or one-fourth, a quarter four annas a four anna piece (৪০ হিন্দু পাপ) four-fourth (চরার অঞ্চল) চরাভাসন—n a four-anna piece 

**চরাখুয়ার্ধী**—n a character derived out of the meeting of four friends (চরাকেল) (১) চরাকেল—n a square, quadrangular 

**চরানি**—n four pieces or bits or units a kind of chequered cloth or fabric 

**চলোন্ত**—n (1) a having a thatched roof consisting of four parts (২) n a house having such a roof 

**চালুক্যা**—n four o'clock 

**চালুক্যা**—n a four or a little 

**চালুক্যাতানি**—n four directions or sides or quarters all directions or sides 

**চালুক্যার্ধ**—n (dial, corrup) 

**চালুক্যার্ধক**—n a kind of four-legged cot (usu made of bamboo and coconut) 

**চালুক্যার্ধক্রম**—n on all fours 

**চালুক্যার্ধকর্ত**—n four-legged four-footed, quadruped 

**চালুক্যার্ধক্রম**—n (dial, corrup) 

**চালুক্যার্ধক্রমানু**—n complete full 

**চালুক্যার্ধক্রম চলোন্ত**—same as chalchitra 

**চালুক্যার্ধক্রম সাক্ষা**—n a kind of pumpkin plant of which is allowed to creep up on a thatched roof 

**চালুক্যার্ধক্রম চলোন্ত**—n (lit) a thatched roof overhead and an oven to cook 

**চালুক্যার্ধক্রম চলোন্তেরো হাট হাট হাট**—n to evict (one) from one's home 

**চালুক্যার্ধক্রম চলোন্ত**—n mode of living practice style 

**চালুক্যার্ধক্রম চলোন্ত**—n a beeswax candle, behaviour manners, fashion, gait, movement, a deceitful device or move, a trick 

**চালুক্যার্ধক্রম চলোন্ত**—n to play a trick (upon), to try to hoodwink, in chess to make a move 

**চালুক্যার্ধক্রম চলোন্ত**—n to give airs, to try to hoodwink, in chess to make a move 

**চালুক্যার্ধক্রম চলোন্ত**—n to change one's style of living to adopt a new style of living, to change a trick (in chess) to
change a move — ने to go in for a better style of living incuring thereby more expenses — ने to have one's style of living spoilt or lost, to have one's demeanour or manners worsened to have one's trick foiled — ने to give airs, to hoodwink — a one who is accustomed to giving airs, a braggart — the practice of giving airs bragging — (in chess) checkmate
(1) a one who or that which drives or leads or manages or rules or commands (2) a driver, a leader, a manager, a ruler, a commander
(1) ने to move to wield to exercise, to apply to manage, to rule, to govern, to guide to lead to command to drive
(1) ने a sieve, a strainer ने बने a strainer बने सूते के बैन के (लिखा) a sieve laughs at the eye of a needle, (fig) a man with countless defects laughs at a small defect in another, the pot calling the kettle black
(1) ने a that which or one who can be or is to be moved or wielded or exercised or applied or managed or ruled or led or commanded or driven
(1) ने having a thatched roof, thatched — (ने ताता) (2) ने a thatched house, a thatch, a hut
(1) ने to move (युक्त चालन), to wield (अष्ट्र चालन), to exercise (साधन चालन), to apply (तुष्ट चालन, तथा चालन) to lead to deploy (सेना चालन), to cause to move by means of occult power (वात चालन) to circulate (रथ चालन)
(1) ने a clever, intelligent, sly, shrewd ने cleverness, intelligence, slyness, shrewdness ने करने to try to outwit or hoodwink, to try to prove one's cleverness

— ने a thatched house or room a thatch, a hut
— ने act of moving or circulating about (युक्त-चालन, कर्म-चालन)
— ने consignment (मल चालन) despatch (चलान-चालन) export (विदेश मल-चालन), an invoice or a bill of lading, act of sending up for trial (साधारण चालन) चालन रेखा — ने to consign, to despatch to export, to send up for trial, to commit to sessions
— ने to conduct to manage to run, to carry on (वापिसी चालन संग्रह चालन कानून चालन) to drive to steer to pilot (वापिसी चालन मार्क चालन, एक-सैन चालन) to weld to use (साधन चालन), to discharge or fire (चलन चालन), to circulate (राजनीतिक ठहरी चालन), to introduce (राजनीतिक ठहरी चालन), to cause to accept (स्वामी चालन), to find market for (स्वामी चालन पापका चालन), to utter or put into circulation esp unlawfully (राजनीतिक ठहरी चालन) to cause to move by means of occult power िटरी चालन, to guide to lead (हेलेको रिपल्ट चालन) to continue (नागरिक चालन), to defray (वर्धण चालन) to cause to move or operate (वापिसी चालन, इलेक्ट्रिक पाली चालन) पा चालन — ने to move one's foot, to kick, to walk quickly or more quickly, to quicken one's steps to paddle esp more quickly युक्त चालन — ने to talk or eat (esp voraciously), to scold, to complain to grumble ने to move one's hands esp more quickly to eat or work with the hand esp quickly or more quickly to beat
— ने relating to export exported, exportable, consigned ने export trade ने export goods, consigned goods, consignment, not locally produced or fresh ने export duty
— a moved, wielded exercised, applied managed, ruled governed, guided led or commanded, driven ने करने to move, to wield, to exercise, to apply, to manage, to rule, to govern to guide, to lead or command, to direct, to drive
— an edible acid fruit or its tree ने old-sightedness, long-sightedness presbyopia ने चालित मिलने to be attacked or affected with presbyopia

For words in चाल- not given separately, see चाल और चाल.
চালু—a current, in vogue (চালু দক্ষ), that which sells in the market selling, salable (চালু সাজ), running (চাল কায়নাত) (iron) social and smart unscrupulously clever (চালু চলে) চালু করা—v to introduce, to give a start to, to make accepted or acceptable চালু ধাকা—v to be current to be in vogue, to be running চালু মাল—a marketable or salable commodity (iron) a social and smart person

চালুচিতি—pop var of চালুচিত

চালু, চালু—n a species of the roller bird

চালু, চালু—n tilling, ploughing, cultivation (চৈন-চাল ধানের চাল) agriculture, culture (চৈন-চাল), endeavour or practice for promotion, cultivation (চৈন-চালের চাল) চাল করা—v to till, to plough, to grow (আর আর মাটি ইত্যাদির চাল করা), to cultivate. চালুবাসন—n agriculture

চালুক্য, চালুক্য—n a ploughman a husbandman, a cultivator a farmer (দেরো) a rude or vulgar person, a boor, (দেরো) a clodhopper চালুক্যে—a (rare) like a cultivator, vulgar uncultured uneducated obdurate rustic চালুক্যে, (dial) চালুক্যে, চালুক্যে—n (also a) agriculturists, poor rustic people living by agriculture, uncultured or uneducated rustic people গ্রামে চালুক্য—(দেরো) a clodhopper

চালন, চালন—n act of wanting or asking or desiring

চালন, চালন—n act of looking at, act of opening one's eyes

চালন—n a look, a glance

চালন—n need demand

চিংড়ি—n the prawn or the shrimp চিংড়ি, বুকা চিংড়ি, the shrimp চিংড়ি, the lobster বাংলা চিংড়ি, the crayfish or crawfish মোচা চিংড়ি, শালা চিংড়ি—the prawn

ফিত, ফিত—int expressing a low croaking sound of pain (as made by a small bird)

চিংড়ি, (dial) চিংড়ি—n paddy moulded into flattened rice by boiling and then thrashing, flattened rice (of playing-cards) the club চিংড়ি কোটালা—n to thrash boiled paddy into flattened rice চিংড়ি-চেপটা—a (lit) flattened as a grain of flattened rice, pressed hard

চিংড়ি, চিংড়ি—int expressing a neighing sound চিংড়ি করা—v to neigh, (iron) to speak with a neighing voice

চিংড়ি—n a kind of tight-fitting necklace looking like a laced object, a hanging door-screen or sun-blind of laced bamboo-slings etc, a chick

চিংড়িক, চিংড়িক—see চিংড়িক, ১, ২ and চিংড়িকন্যাস

চকন—(1) n fine embroidery work or needlework on cloth etc (চিকনের কাজ) (2) a fine (চকন কাপড়)

চকন, চকন—a glossy glazing lustrous, unctuous beautiful

চিকনাই—n brightness, glow, glaze, gloss, lustre

চকন-কালা—n a man having a beutifully dark complexion an appellation of Krishna (রুক্ম) beautiful Krishna

চিকনাই—(inc) চিকনাই—a (in poet) glossy, lustrous unctuous, beautiful (চূড়া চিকনাই)

চিকনাই—(inc) চিকনাই—inc v loved as adv making (it) fine (চিকনাই গৌরিণী কুমারী)

চিকনাই—n shorter extra strings of a sitar

চিকনাইক—dial corrup of চিকনাইকা

চিকনাইক—n a physician a doctor a medical practitioner a medical officer (আর আর মেডিসিনের চিকনাইক—n a resident medical officer)

চিকনাইক—n that which or one who is to be treated medically curable remediable

চিকনাইক—n the art or act of healing, (medical) treatment a remedy a medicine cure (স ও দেশ চিকনাইক করা) to treat medically, to practise medicine চিকনাইক ধাকা—to be under the treatment of চিকনাইকাত্তক—n the medical service চিকনাইকার—same as চিকনাইকার চিকনাইকার—n a place where patients are treated a healing institution a clinic a hospital a nursing home চিকনাইকাত্তক—n the science of healing medical science, medicine চিকনাইকাত্তক—same as বৈদিক চিকনাইকাত্তক

* চিকনাইক—n same as চিকনাইকাত্তক

চিকনাইক—n desire for doing, চিকনাইক—n desired to be done চিকনাই—a desirous of doing

চিকনাই—n hair (চিকনাই কুড়ে বন কুড়ে), lightning (চিকনাই চিকনাইক) চিকনাইকার—n (long and luxuriant) tresses, a lock of hair
chitran—a smooth and bright glossy, glazing, lustrous
chitro—n a thunderbolt, a flash of lightning, chitro nabha—thunderclap chitro hame—v there is a thunderclap or a flash of lightning
chitru—n a shrill and loud cry chitru kee, chitru baar—v to utter a shrill and loud cry to scream, to shriek
chitri, chitriak—int expressing glitter or glister or sparkle chitri karo, chitri karo—v to glitter to sparkle chitri karo—a glistening
chitru, chitru, chitru, chitru, chitru—n the prawn or the shrimp fem chitru the shrimp
chitru tactical—int of n open sesame
chitru, chitru, (dia) chitru—n a kind of green kitchen vegetable looking like a long tube tapering at both ends
chitru—var of chitru chitru
chitru abhi—n (phil & theol) inherent or spiritual cognition or perception
chith—n a thing an article a valuable thing, (iron) a shred or wicked or queer person or character (চিঠি ইংরেজি চিঠি)
chit—n a small piece of paper, a slip a small letter usu sent by hand a note a chit a memorandum
chit hoy—n viscosity adhesiveness (চিঠি ধর), chito—v viscous, adhesive, sticky
chit, (dia) chit—(1) a dried, having no substance within (2) n a grain of paddy having no substance within
chit, (dia) chit—(1) a viscous adhesive (2) n a kind of coarse treacle tasting slightly bitter (usu chit hoy, chit hoy)
chit—n a small letter usu sent by hand, a memorandum, a billet a note a list, a roll, an inventory a rough account-book (as of a real estate) a book containing the descriptive measures of a real estate
chit—n a letter, an epistle, a memorandum, a missive chit chitapati—n correspondence collectively
chit—n a split, a crack a rent, a slit, a crevasse, (fig) dissonance estrangement, separation chit baba, chit baba—v to split, to crack
chitra—var of chitru
chitrak—int expressing the feeling of smarting pain chitrak baar—v to smart
chitro—n (of playing-cards) the club chitra—n the bird chitro abhanga—n an aviary, (loos & pop) a zoo
chitro, chitro—milder form of chitro, chitro
chitro, chitro—int expressing continuous itching and irritation, rapid and almost inaudible speech chitro, chitro—v to itch and irritate continuously, to talk rapidly and almost inaudibly
chitra—poet corrupt of chitra
chitra—alt spell of chitra
chitra—n a culled collected plucked, stored saved up composed
chitra—n a variety of flat-fish
chitra—n a kind of herb (রাষ্টি, বেঁথ মার) musty spot on cloth caused by damp, mould, mildew, freckles lentigo
chitra patra—v to become mouldy
chitra, chitra—n the Indian leopard, the cheetah
chitra—n a funeral pyre chitro abhanga—n act of mounting one's funeral pyre for the purpose of being burnt chitro abhanga karo—v to mount one's funeral pyre willingly for the purpose of being burnt to die (cp to lie in one's grave) সাধৃভাবে চিত্র—the funeral pyre of Ravana of the Ramayana, said to be burning for ever, (fig) an everlasting grief or torment chitro abhanga—n the ashes of a funeral pile
chitra—n falsely elegant var of chitru chitra—n to lie or lay flat on one's back, (med) to lie or lay in a dorsal position, to swell or expand (রুপ চিত্র), to awake chitra—see chitra
chitra, chitro, chitra—n a kind of variegated snake with stripes
chitra-kuruk—n a variety of small crab the fiddler
chitra—coll corrupt of chitra
chitra—n the tenor portion of a musical composition
chitra—n (esp in phil & theol) inherent or spiritual cognition or perception
chitra—n a lying or laid on one's back or in a dorsal position, (fig) killed or defeated (চ্ডষ্যাবণ হামা) রণজনে চিত্র) chitra karo—v to lay on one's back, (chiefly med) to cause to turn to a dorsal position, to cause to turn turtle, (fig) to defeat chitra karo—v to lie on one's back, (chiefly med) to turn to a dorsal position, to turn turtle, (fig) to be defeated chitra bair—n a style of swimming by floating on one's back
chitro—n a shout, a scream, a yell,
an uproar छिप छाड़—v to shout, to scream to yell

शिकल—n the mind, the heart शिकलकोट—n mental depression dejection, grief, sorrow शिकलहर—a captivating, attractive, pleasant शिकलकाम—n mental agitation or perturbation anxiety, worriedness unsteadiness of mind, lack br loss of attention शिकल—n a captivator of the mind or heart शिकलन, शिकलनम—n control of the mind self-restraint शिकलन—n anguish mortification envy शिकलनोध—n absolute concentration of the mind to one and only one point absolute inward concentration of the mind शिकलन—n mental composure or pleasure, complacency शिकलकाम—n perversion or change of mental state or mood शिकलकाम—n distraction of the mind, loss of concentration or attention शिकलन—n perturbation disquiet mental agitation शिकलनोध—n recreation amusement entertainment शिकलन करा—v to amuse शिकलन—n beguilement of the mind bewilderment शिकल—n the faculty of the mind (any of the) desires and inclinations शिकल—n affliction heart ache शिकलकाम—n like as शिकलन, शिकल—n loss of mental powers dementia शिकलन—n (1) n amusement recreation, entertainment (2) a amusing or pleasing to the heart, pleasant शिकलनोध—n the aesthetic faculty of the mind शिकल—n purification of the mind शिकलन—n control of the mind self-restraint शिकल—n the serenity of the mind mental composure, self possession शिकलकाम, शिकल—n a captivating fascinating नृत्य शिकलका—n anxiety worry शिकलन—n elevation of the mind शिकलन—n hypochondria

चित्तदार—चित्तपाटा—a lying or laid fully on one's back चित्तदार्ता चित्तपाटा हों—v to lie fully on one's back, to be thrown to the ground fully on one's back

चित्त—n a picture, a painting, a drawing, a portrait, (esp in geom) a figure a sketch, an illustration, a toileted decoration, a description (2) a amazing wonderful, venerated चित्त—n the Indian leopard, the cheetah, a toileted decoration, a painter चित्तकल, चित्तकला, चित्तक—n a painter चित्तकला—n (the art of) painting चित्तकला—n an acrostic चित्र—n sweet fragrance, the yellow ornament चित्र—n (myth) the name of the secretary or clerk of Yama (यम) the god of death चित्र—n act of painting or drawing or sketching, illustration, decoration, description delineation portrayal चित्रकला—n a film star चित्रकला—n a cinematic adaptation of a drama or story or fiction scenarios चित्रकला—n a scenarist a writer of scenarios चित्रकला—n a skilled in painting चित्रकला—n skill in painting चित्रकला—n a (painter's) canvas, a plate or canvas or any similar object with a painting चित्रकला—n a painted image or puppet चित्रकला—n a plate with a painting a plate for painting an easel चित्र—n like a picture चित्र—n a multi-coloured motley. decorated with various painted or mottled चित्र—n the art and science of painting चित्र—n like the sun चित्र—n a full of pictures or painting pictures described or illustrated by pictures or drawings. fem चित्रकला चित्र—n the spotted deer चित्रकला—n ideogram pictogram pictorial symbol or writing चित्रकला—n a painter's studio, an atelier a picture-gallery चित्रकला—n the art of painting चित्रकला—n a painter, an artist चित्रकला—n a list of illustrations (in a book)

चित्र—n the fourteenth of the twenty-seven stars according to Hindu astronomy चित्र—n having beautiful eyes चित्रकला—n picturesque vivid चित्रकला—n drawn in a picture painted, motionless like a painted figure चित्र—adv as motionless as a painted figure चित्रकला—n ( rhet ) a kind of writing in the shape of painting चित्रकला—n a woman of the second order of physical excellence चित्रकला—n the Supreme Being conceived as unperturbed or indifferent as the sky or conceived as identical or coinciding with the mind, God as conceived from the idealistic and introspective viewpoint, (loos but pop) the canvas of the mind conceived as the sky, the firmament of the mind ("चित्राणे उपर्य हैस") चित्राण—n the conscious mind or spirit,
the knowing or cognitive self, the thinking principle

চিন্তাভাব—n the Supreme Being conceived as the source of (spiritual) consciousness or cognition and delight of bliss

চিন্তাভাবন—n manifestation or introduction of (spiritual) consciousness or knowledge, the soul of a living being the individual soul (cp Latin animus)

চিন্তাপক—n the Soul or the Supreme Soul identified with (spiritual) consciousness and knowledge, the Supreme Being

চিন্তাপক—poet corrupt of চিন্তাপক (চোপা চিন্তাপক)

চিন্তা—in (1) v to recognize, to be acquainted with, to know, to identify (বাড়ি চিন্তা), to choose or differentiate (বাড়ি চিন্তা) to learn (আম্বন চিন্তা) (2) a acquainted, known, learnt familiar চিন্তাপক—to make one acquainted with to introduce to cause to know, to enable to chose or differentiate, to teach চিন্তাচিন্তা—act of being acquainted চিন্তাচিন্তা—n acquaintance

চিন্তা—n sugar চিন্তা-পাতা—a sweetened with sugar in course of processing চিন্তা-পাতা সহ—sweetened or sugared curd চিন্তা-পাতা বল—(hg) one who labours hard for another's profit but cannot share it: a drudge যে ধারা চিন্তা-পাতা চিন্তাচিন্তা—(hg) the cost of one's good habit is always met by Providence

চিন্তা—alt spell of চিন্তা, and চিন্তা

চিন্ততন্ত—int expressing very mild inflammation or pain

চিন্তন—n act of thinking, consideration, cogitation, act of pondering, meditation, recollection, চিন্তনী—subject to one requiring the right or consideration or cogitation or meditation, thinkable, cogitable

চিন্তন—n thought, cogitation, meditation, consideration, recollection, imagination, fancy (চিন্তা), anxiety worry (চিন্তা পর), চিন্তাভাবন—concern, fear (বং বিষাদ আঘাত চিন্তার কথা) চিন্তন করা—v to think, to cogitate, to meditate to consider, to judge, to recollect, to imagine, to fancy, to devise, to be stricken with anxiety, to worry, to be stricken with fear চিন্তন—n an instance of pinching, a pinch চিন্তন—v to pinch

চিন্তন—coll corrupt of চিন্তন

চিন্তন—(col) চিন্তন—a 'rough like dried hide (চিনত তুজী'), very lean and dry (চিনত গুলম) (fig) obstinate or disobedient (চিনত নীতা)


For words in চিন্ত, not given separately, see চিরা
চিন্নী—n a bitter-tasting medicinal herb
টিনন্দাইকী—a fem having sparsely set teeth, having spaced teeth
চিনন্দ—var of চিনন্দ
চিন—(1) v to cleave, to split, to hew, to saw (কাজি চিন), to slice, to scratch (আমার গা চিনেছে), to incise to gash, to cut, to cut open, to operate (সেট চিন কাটা) (2) a cloven, clef, split, sliced, scratched, incised, gashed, cut open operated
চিনাই—n act of hewing or sawing charge or cost of hewing or sawing
চিনাই—var of চিনায়
চিনায়—a prevailing for ever coming down from age to age
চিনাগতিত—a practised for ever, practised through the ages traditional
চিনায়—var of চিনায়
চিনায়—v to cause to cleave or split or hew or saw or slice or scratch or incise or gash or cut open or operate
চিনায়ন—a practised or habituated for a long time or for ever
চিনায়ন—n a long or permanent practice or habit
চিনায়ন—a pervading or pervaded for ever all-pervading, eternal and universal
চিনায়ন সাহিত্য—classical literature classics
চিনায়ন্ত্র—a fem existing or living for ever immortal, long-lived
চিনাতুষ্ট—(pop) চিনাতুষ্ট, চিনতুষ্ট্র—a living for ever, immortal, long-lived fem চিনতুষ্ট্র,immortal long-lived, never-widowed
চিনতুষ্ট্র—var of চিনতুষ্ট্র
চিনতুষ্ট্র—n a comb, an instrument for combing or carding wool etc. a card, a heckle
চিন—n a kind of rapacious bird, the hawk
চিনন্দ, (dial) চিনন্দ—n a thin or small slice or slip (এক চিনন্দ মাছ, এক চিনন্দ কাগজ)
চিনদাতা, চিনদাতা—n a basin for washing hands and mouth a wash-basin
চিন, (dial) চিন—n an attic, a garret (চিন'কাটা, চিনলাখ)।
চিনার্ধি—n a hue and cry, an uproar a hullabaloo, an outcry চিনার্ধি করা—v to make a hullabaloo, to raise an uproar
চিনার্ধি—v to shout, to give a loud or sharp cry, to make a hullabaloo, to raise an uproar.
চিন—n a stain, a stigma, a spot (কালির)
চিন, (পাটন) , a mark, a line (লীলাচিন) an impression a print (প্রিন্ট), a sign (ক্লাপ চিন,
চিন্যার্ধি—v to inform against maliciously (and usu falsely), to tell tales, to backbite চিনার্ধির বাক্য—v to inform against maliciously (and usu falsely), to tell tales, to backbite
চিনার্ধি—n to be finished to end to terminate (কাজ চিনার্ধি), to be decided or settled (সমস্ত চিনার্ধি), to be repaid (সেনা চিনার্ধি)

চিনার্ধি, ৩১৮
চুকান—v to finish to end, to decide or settle, to solve, to repay
চুকান—dial corrupt of চুকান
চুক্তিকন্দ্র—int expressing mild noise of licking or sipping liquids, noise of sucking or lisping
চুক্তি—n a term, a condition a stipulation (চুক্তি করা), a contract an agreement (চুক্তি করা), settlement (মালারূ চুক্তি করা), completion or termination (অন্তঃখন বাহিনী চুক্তি)
চুক্তি করা—v to make a condition to stipulate, to enter into an agreement, to contract
চুক্তিকন্দ্র—n a deed of agreement
চুক্তিকন্দ্র—n breach of contract
চুক্তি, চুক্তি—n a narrow and small pipe or tube, dury on exports and imports, or duty levied on goods entering a town for sale (also চুক্তি)
চুক্তি—n the nipple the teat the pap
চুক্তি—n a mild noise of licking or sipping or sucking or lisping or kissing, the nipple the teat the pap
চুক্তি—n (used as a sfx) famed for proficiency in (চুক্তি বিশেষত)
চুক্তি—n (sl) a tuft of uncut hair kept on the head by Hindus
চুক্তি, চুক্তি—(1) n a ring with small bells worn by women on their toes, a sound made by rubbing the thumb and the middle finger (cp flipp flipp), a pinch very familiar or writing go-up (2) a light flippant, short, light and humorous or sarcastic (চুক্তি বিশেষত)
চুক্তিকন্দ্র—v to do one's utmost, to employ or exert utmost strength or power to apply one's energies to the full (চুক্তি করান)
চুঁকন—n a bracelet
চুঁকন, চুঁকন—n a variety of thin bangle
চুঁকনীয়—n (of garments) plated
চুঁকনী—coll corrupt of চুঁকনী
চুঁকনী, চুঁকনী—rej spellings of চুঁকনী and চুঁকনী respectively
চুঁকনী, চুঁকনী—rej spellings of চুঁকনী
চুন—(1) n lime, calcium (2) a pale (চুন চুন হওয়া) চুন কন্টনান—v to slake lime, চুনের অন—limewater, চুনের অন—a lime-kiln
চুমকান—n whitewash, limewash, চুমকান—v to whiten, whiteness to limewash
চুমকান—n (fig) disrespect, disgrace inflamy মুখে চুমকানের (ল্যাট) to besmear one's face with lime-paste and soot as a mark of disgrace, (fig) to disgrace.
চুনুট—(1) n a pucker, a wrinkle, contraction, shrinking, (of garments) a frill
(2) a puckered, wrinkled, contracted, shrivelled, filled
চুমালি—n mixture of sand, lime and water (so prepared or mixed for plastering walls etc), mortar (চুমালি চুমালি), চুমালি করা—v to plaster (walls etc) with the mixture of sand and lime or mortar
চুমারি—var of চুমারি
চুমারি—n a limy calcareous, calciferous
চুনা পাথর—limestone
চুনারি—(1) n any variety of the smallest fish (2) a very small (চুনারি), very narrow
চুনারি—n a lime-manufacturer
চুনারি, চুনারি—n a lime-manufacturer by caste or trade
চুনি, (rej) চুনি—n 1 ruby, an emerald
চুনি—(1) n a piece of coloured or dyed linen cloth or cloth (2) a coloured dyed
চুনিলি, চুনিলি—var of চুনিলি
চুনমান—p.pt, v of চুন, and চুন
চুনীরি—coll corrupt of চুনীরি or চুনীরি
চুন—(1) n a silent, hush-hush speechless (2) int silence, hush, চুন করা—v to become silent, to keep quiet to keep mum to hush, চুন করা—v to silence to hush, চুন থাকা—v to remain silent to keep quiet, to remain suspended (বর্জন চুন থাকা) চুন থাকা, চুন হওয়া—v to become silent, to stop talking to stop to cease (গেলাস চুন হওয়া)
চুচাপ—n a silent, noiseless, speechless relative (বিশেষত চুচাপ হয় গোপন)
চুচাপ—n discontinued (হস্তক্ষেপিত চুচাপ হওয়া) suspended (কারক চুচাপ হওয়া)
চুপটি—a perfect silent or noiseless or speechless, চুপটি করে, চুপটি মেনে—quite silently or noiselessly or speechlessly
চুপড়ি (rej) চুপড়ি—n a wicker-basket
চুপাসা, চুপাসারি—(1) a depressed sunken fallen shrivened (চুপাসা পাল), shrink esp caused by the coming out of the inside matter (চুপাসা কেড়া) (2) v to become depressed to sink to fall, to shrink
চুপাসারি—v to soak to absorb, to smudge (আটকে কাটা কাটি চুপাসারি)
চুপাসারি, চুপাসারি, চুপাসারি, চুপাসারি—v to soak to absorb, to smudge (আটকে কাটা কাটি চুপাসারি)
Chupatisi, Chupatisi, Chupatisi, Chupatisi—adv noiselessly, unobervedly, stealthily, lurkingly secretly, whisperingly
চুথি, চুথি—dial variants of চুথি
চুরুট—(1) v to immerse thoroughly for a
time to immerse (2) a dipped, immersed
চুরুটিন, চুরুটি—n a spell or act of dipping
immersion
চুরুকিন—n a spangle a foil a tinsel চুরুকি:
কান—n a spangled; tinselled
চুরুকিন, (rej) চুরুকিছ—n the sound of
noisy kissing , any similar sound চুরুকিছ
ছেলা—v to kiss noisily to sip or suck
noisily
চুরুরন—v to adulate or cajole into doing
something, to twist the end(s) of (চুরুপ
চুরুন)—
চুরুন—n the spathe of the coconut date
etc
চুরুণ, (dial) চুরুণ—n a kiss চুরুণ বাঁধা, চুরুণ
dেখাই—v to give a kiss to kiss চুরুণপি, (dial)
চুরুপ—n mutual kissing
চুরুণ—n a draught a sip চুরুণ দেখাই—v
to take a draught, to sip a charkın in one
sip at a draught
চুরুন—dial var of চুরুণ
চুরুণ—v of চুরুণ
চুরুন—(1) v (poet) kisses kiss (2) v imp
(poet) kissing
চুরুন—n magnet lodestone load-stone
(also চুরুন-চুরুন) an abstract a gist a summary
tাতে শারীরিক চুরুন—electro-magnet
চুরুনকেন্দ্র—n a magnetic field
চুরুন—n magnetic force or power, magnetism
চুরুনকেন্দ্র—n demagnetization
চুরুন—n magnetization চুরুন-শলকা—n a
magnetic needle। চুরুকিছ—n magnetized
চুরুকীর—v a magnetic
act of kissing a kiss চুরুন করা—
v to kiss
চুরুন—v to kiss
চুরুন—v kissed touched contiguous
চুরুন—v (rare) kissing , touching , contiguous ,
scraping চুরুন—n a kind of condensed perfume
চুরুন—(dial) চুরুন ছাড়া—a seventy-four
চুরুন—v to fall in drops to exude to
ooze , to distil (2) a fullon or falling in
drops exuded or exuding, oozed or oozing ,
distilled চুরুন—n oozings exudation
চুরুন—(dial) চুরুন ছাড়া—a fifty-four
চুরুন—n a forty-four
চুরুন—(1) n powder dust (চুরুনচুরুন) (2) a
stupefied, dazed (চুরুনচুরুন চুরুন ), pulverized
crumbled, destroyed (যেখান অথবা শান্ত করলিন
করে চুরুন)
চুরুন—a stupefying, stupefied
চুরুন—(1) v to bear var of চুরুট
চুরুন, (rej) চুরুন—corruptions of চোরনি
(see চোরনি)
চুরুতন—a broken or crumbled or shattered
to pieces , utterly destroyed
চুরুতন, (dial) চুরুতন—n a ninety-
four
চুরুন, (rej) চুরুন—n a eighty-four
চুরুন—n an instance or act of stealing,
theft চুরুন করা—v to steal চুরুন—v to
be stolen চুরুন-িষাড়া—n pilferage pilching ,
unfair and shameful act or means , stealth
চুরুন করা—by means of stealing , by steal-
ing stealthily
চুরুন, (rej) চুরুন—corruptions of চোরনি
(see চোরনি)
চুরুন—n a cigar not pointed at either
end a cheroot , a cigar চুরুন দেখাই—v
to smoke a cheroot or cigar চুরুনকি—n a
small cheroot or cigar
চুরুন, (rej) চুরুন—corruptions of চোরনি
(see চোরনি):
চুল—n hair (of the head) চুল এলাম—v
to dishevel hair চুল দল—v to undo or
undress hair চুল বাঁধা—v to dress hair ,
to do up or put up hair চুল বাঁধা—a tuft
of hair চুলের পাতা—root of hair একবন
(1) a amounting to the turning of a hair ,
hair , breadth (2) adv by a hair a breadth
চুল-চেনা—a hair-splitting চুল-চেনা বিচারে
—by judgement resting on subtle arguments
and fine distinctions চুল-চেনা বিচার করা—
v to split hair চুল-পিনারসাপ—
a hair breadth
চুলকা, চুলকি—n itch, scab, an
itching condition, itching (varcas) undue
curiosity or interest
চুলকা—v to itch , to be stricken with
a desire for scratching পিঠ চুলকা—v
(varcas) to be desirous of being beaten or
flogged মস্ত চুলকা, বিড় চুলকা—v (hum)
to be desirous of speaking or of opening
one's mouth হাত চুলকা—v (hum) to be
desirous of beating or flogging
চুলকনী, চুলকনী—variants of চুলকনী
চুল-চেনা, চুল পিনারসাপ—see চুল
চুল, (dial) চুল—n an oven, a furnace ,
a stove , a pyre চুলা জালান, চুলা বিরাজ—v
to ignite an oven or furnace or stove or
pyre, to make a fire in an oven etc চুলায়
থা—(imprec) go to hell চুলার কোত্তে থা—
(impres) go to death's door
চুলায়নিম, (dial) চুলায়নিম—n act of pulling
one another by hair , a terrible quarrel or